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on Harbor

House

Allots

Later Tbit Month;

Near Entrance

Criiis

to

SAUGATUCK (Special)-

Lake

Approaching

Allen Robinson, superintendent

Informa-

tion was receivedWednesday from

of Coopersville Schools, was elec

Washington that the House Tuesday approved a 525,000appropriation for dredging the Kalamazoo
River where it flows into Lake
Michigan,more commonly referred to as the Saugatuckharbor.
Rep. Clare E. Hoffman (R-

ted chairman of a county Citizens Committeeto study needs

Haven, and also elected M

r s.

Mich.) offered the item as an
amendment to a pending appropri-

Dennis Allan of Spring Lake,

sec-

ations bill. It

was

HAVEN

(Special

Accidents

Involving

Second Meeting Set

For Dredging River

-

member group had

Red Cross Drive

of Bradley early Friday.

Killed in the first accident

an

AtM-WayMark

organizational meeting Thursday
night at the Court House in Grand

In

A second meeting has been

accepted by

scheduled for March 28 in Holland

The campaign for harbor improvements began last November
by the civic committee of the
Saugatuck Chamber of Commerce

to hear

was

Walter J. Van Adken, 34, of Kala-

mazoo, who was crushed in

file

cab of his oil tanker after it jackknifed and rolled over in a ditch
at about l a.m.

Ottawa County

Herbert Layton, 19, route 1,
Ottawa County has passed the Hopkins, was killed instantlyat
half-waymark in the 1956 cam- 6:30 a.m. when the car he was

retary.

voice vote.

Tanker

sons were killed and a third if
near death as the result of two
related accidents on US-131 south

for juvenile detention facilities.

The 13

CENTS

2PersonsKied

when

Detention Problem

$25,000

PRICE TEN

John Savaget 25, of 1587 Perry St.,
In
Holland, escaped injuries
he lost control of his truck and
hit several power poles on US-31
near Fillmore Rd. The crash occurred at 4:45 a.m. Wednesday as
Savage attempted to avoid hitting
Separate Mishaps
a deter which darwd Into the road.
Trafficwas stalled for some time
Occur on US-131
becuaie power lines were scattered along the highway. State police
In Allegan County
Investigated.The front end of the
ALLEGAN (Special)- Two pertruck was damaged.

Ottawa’s Juvenile

Improvements

-

Down

As Driver Avoids Deer

GRAND

Nod

% +

22. 1956

Group Discusses

A

Holland Since IS72

EIGHT PAGES
Poles Knocked

Saugatuck Gets

'fke News Has Been

Constructive Booster foe

paign to raise 540,581. according to driving crashed injo the rear of the
Campaign Chairman Harvey De tanker involved In the first accident as It was being towed to
director of the National Probation
Vries.
Collectedto date is 524,751.72 Kalamazoo.The second mishap ocand Parole Association.
which includes 58,218.04from the curred about a mile and a half
Millard Prichard, directorof
south of Bradley.
headed by Walter Bray as chairnorth half and 516,533.68 from the
child servicesin Western MichHarold French, 29, of route 1,
man. The committee received
south half. The south half figure
igan for the State Department of
Wayland, was critically injured in
staunch support from service
includes a check from the Holland
Social Welfare, is a resource perclubs, township and village boards
Community Chest for 512,646.46 the second crash.
son for the committee.
The two other occupants of the
and the Lake Michigan Yachting
signed by TreasurerRobert WolProblems to be consideredby
Layton car were not seriouslyinAssociation.More than 250 individbrink. This covers the city and Holthe committee are: (ll Does
jured. They included Henry Layual letters were directed to CongOttawa
County need a detention Herbert W. (Buck) Read, basket- land and Park townships.
ton, 50, father of the driver, and
ressmen and departments during
LADY GALAHADS'
For one week only, girls
Tom Regains.Events have been planned for
Zeeland city under the direction
ball couch at Western Michigan
home? (2) Can a residence be
Robert Ring, 20, Wayland, both
the campaign which was part of
Dutch Treat Week which will be climaxedby a
at Holland High School are cateringi to the
College,will be speaker at the an- of Mrs. Joan Danhof was the first
converted into a home or is a' new,
at Crisp Hospital in Plalnweil.
an overall harbor improvement
boys. Karen Damson, left, and Gret Boyd, right,
dance in the gym Friday night.
modern facility most desirable? nual basketball banquet honoring to go over the top in the county
,
campaign.
To
date, incomplete reHolland
players
next
Tuesday,
carry books and open doors for Roy Kramer and
(Ben Young photo)
(3) Should Ottawa County consider
Previously, the Corps of Engina cooperative arrangement with March 27. at American Legion ports list 52,399.25 collectedor apeers had insisted that the volume
proximately 570 over the assigned
another county in establishment of Country Club a. b:30 p.m.
of business done in the harbor
Members of the Holland High, quota of 52,313.11.Zeeland township
a detentionhome?
did not warrant the improvement
also has completedits drive, colRepresentatives of the commit- Holland Christian and Hope Coland there even had been introduc
lecting 5706.92, just a few dollars
tee are to meet with officials of lege basketball teams, coaches and
ed legislation recommending abanshort of Its quota of 5730.46. Jamesmanagers
will
bo
guests
of
the
Muskegon Probate
and
donment of the project, but it
Muskegon Board of Supervisors to Holland Lions Club at the annual town township reported incomplete
never passed. The harbor was con
returns of 5231.50.
at
A C and O brakeman, Hugh J.
discuss the possibilitiesof an event.
structed in 1911.
Ottawa County has been credited Holt, 43, of 1303 Spring Ave.,
Read,
who
retired
from
coaching
Ottawa-Muskegon detention home
Improvements were reconsiderwith 5F5.69 from gifts from na Grand Rapids, is in “s e r 1 o u s”
operation. At present Muskegon following the 19-18 season,coached
Several Holland and area stued after Bray’s committee comGirls opening doors for boys?
tional corporations.
for
27
years
at
Western
Michigan
conditionat Hcfland Hospital after
operates a private children’shome
piled new statisticson the value of dents at MichiganState University
De Vries urged all workers to being struck by a yard engine at
And carrying armfuls of books?
supported by charitable organiza- College and compiled a record of
craft permanently based in the have attainedgrade averages
complete their solicitation as 6:03 a.m. today/ His left leg was tions and donations from citizens. 340 victories and 158 defeats.
This seemingly unusual behavharbor (estimated value, 5765,200) placing them among the top 10 of
quickly as possible and report to tom off by the impact
His
teams
"played
a
big-time
Probate
Frederick T.
ior is all part of Dutch Treat
and also showed that commercial
their leaders.
The accident occurred at
their classes in their respective
Miles, acquainted the group with schedule’’ and he took several
fishing had an annual take of
Week at Holland High School, proWaverly rail yards, when Holt apteams
to
play
In
Madison
Square
juvenile problems for this county,
colleges
of
study,
according
to
the
142 tons of fish.
claimed by Mayor John Stryker
parently stepped in front of a
explaining that 896 days of deten- Garden. Read was one of the first
These figures resulted in a re- registrar’s office at the university. this week. Accordingto the procyard engine, according to Robert
tion care were contracted by exponenetsof the fast break ofvised cost-benefitratio from the
The rankings are based on cumuBarr, C and O agent.
the Ottawa juvenile court in 1955. fense.
lamation,
girls must perform all
Corps of Engineers. It is expected lative grade averages through the
Mrs. Wilhelmina Nash, 85, a This county spent 517,120 on boardBah* said engineer E. Boyle,
Following his retirement,hr
duties usually done by the boys
work will begin as soon as possible
operating the yard engine, apparfall term of 1955 for students en- such as opening doors, carrying daughterof the late Hein Vander ing care last year. At present took a trip around the world.
on dredging two particularlybad
ently did not see Holt. There were
Nicknamed the "Silver Fox",
books and paying expenses of Haar, one of Holland's pioneer Ottawa sends juvenile delinquents
Hit
spots in the channel close to the rolled in the winter term of 1956.
detention Read developed All-American
no witnesses to the accident.
dates.
settlers, died this morning at Pine to the Kent
Students
with
grade
averages
of
mouth of the river.
According to hospital authoriPan
American Club started the Rest Sanitarium. She had been ill home and the Muskegon chil- Harold Genslchen and several GRAND
3.79 or better also rank scholastic(Special)
The next step
committee
dren's home. This county soon will players who went on as top
ties, Holt’s left leg was cut off beally among the top 10 in their en- ball rolling Monday with a skit in
Deanna
Lm
Hardy,
13
-year
-old
work is to effect an arrangement
for the past two years.
be forced to make other arrange- coaches.
tween the knee and hip. He also
chapel Monday morning and held
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. William
between village and state on a tire class. Grade averages are listMrs.
Nash
was
born
in Holland, ments as Kent county is moving
Included in this list are Bill R. Hardy, route 1, Nunica, died at has a fractured right leg, multiple
a
carnival
in
the
school
gym
Monmarina which could be located at ed numerically, with a 4 equalling
day night. The Latin Club pre- and married Carl DeMoen Van its home into smaller quarters and Perrigo at Michigan, Malcolm 8:15 a.m. today in Municipal Hos- lacerations4nd shook.
an “A" and 3 a "B.”
Butler park which has 180 feet
Holt was a member of the crew
Those listed from Holland are sented a skit for the Tm e * d a y Raalte in 1832. Following. hi« death increasing the rate from 55 to 58 MacKay. former Holland High pital of injuries received when ihe
* of river trontagd belongingto the
on a through freight from Chicago,
Ronald
Hamelink,
junior, agricul- chapel program and the H Club in 1895, she remained in this city a' day for each person detained, Coach and Hob Quiring. Kalama- was hit by a car Wednesday
village. Matching funds from the
Judge Miles said.
zoo Central, Okie Johnson.Mus- 3:45 p.m. on 112th Bt. a mile north which had stopped at the yards.
tural engineering,3.95; Sara -Jo had a noon dance. A noon dance
state would be available for such
until her marriage to W. C. Nash.
Present rates at the Kent homo kegon Heights and Harry Potter,
Wednesday
and
today
is
the
conKleinheksel, junior, chemistry,
of Nunica.
a project.
tributionof the Chemistry Club For the next 30 years, she and are 55 a day and 54 a day at the Muskegon.
The girl had just left the school Dutch Elm Disease
The committee also is working 3.76; Terry McKenney, junior,
Read was formerly president of bus and was standing by the side
business,3.82; Joan Pattei^on,sen- and Future Teachers of America. her husband were at Wind Point Muskegon home. It was pointed
to have Saugatuckdesignated as a
On Friday night the St u d e n t light Station in Racine, Wis. Af- out that both sites are presently the National Association of Bas- of the road when a car driven by Spraying Scheduled
ior, divisional social sciences,3.92;
harbor of refuge.
Marilyn Poest, junior, political Council is planning a dance in the ter Mr. Nash’s death, she returned crowded with "their own people." ketball Coaches
Robert W. Bartz, route 2, Nunica,
science, 3.92, and John gym open to all high school stu- to Holland where she lived for 15 According to state statistics it A1 Vnnderbush.Hope College approached.The driver blew his Ciy Manager Herb Holt said tocost
59
a
day
to
detain
a
child
in
years,
until
her
illness.
athletic director,will bo toast- horn but the girl darted in front. day that spraying for Dutch Elm
Vanderploeg, sophomore, account- dents. Girls invite the boys to this
Survivors include a son, Dr. Carl a detention home. At presenit master. Harvey De Vries is Lions The driver was absolved of all disease wifi start here next week
affair which begins at 8 p.m. The
ing, 3.76.
Ottawa County has eight girls in Club president.
and persons interestedin having
Others are Alvin D o z e m a n, Cosmo Combo will be playing for Van Raalte, of Holland;a sister,
blame.
Mrs. Mary Steketee, of Holland; girl’s trainingschool and two boys
Zeeland, sophomore, business and the dancing until 11:30 p.m.
Deputy Keith Averillof Coopers- their elm trees sprayed in private
yards may make arrangementsby
Karen Damson is serving as gen- twxi grandchildren, one great in Boy’s Vocational School.
public service,3.77 ; Marjorie
ville investigated.The body was
While experts feel it takes near- Youth Leagues Make
calling Park Department headChittenden, Marne, sophomore, eral chairman of Dutch Treat grandchild, a niece and several
taken to Throop Funeral Home in
ly two years to help a boy in voquarters at Pilgrim Home ceme*
speech, 3.35; Carolyn Kitchel, Week. Assistingher are Bruce Van
Spring Banquet Plans
Coopersville.
cational school. Michigan’sfacilitery, telephone 4862.
A Holland man was in fair con- Grand Haven, freshman, non-pref- Leeuwen, Pat Oonk and Tom Boss, Funeral services will be held
Death was due to internalinjurties
are
so
overcrowded
that
the
This is a program for elm trees
Saturday at 2 p.m. from the Dykdition today at Holland Hospital af- erence, 3.95; and Donald Zysk, Dutch Treat Specials;Lyn Gordon.
ies and fractures.The girl was a
average
stay is four and a half
only
and the Park Department has
stra
Funeral
Chapel,
with
the
Rev.
Sally
and
Fred
ter a truck-car accident at the in- Grand Haven, sophomore, nonstudent at Fruitport Cooperative
arranged to spray all elm trees
Protsman, pu b 1 i c it
Verna Christian Walvoord officiating. months.
school.
tersectionof the Port Sheldon Rd. preference, 3.60.
Avery Baker, county juvenile
between the sidewalks and streets.
From Allegan county are Clark Grotenhuis, Friday dance; Connie Burial will be in Pilgrim Home
and 72nd Ave. late this morning.
This is the 10th traffic fatality
court agent, also met with t h e
Those in private yards will be
Harvey Bouwman, 48, of 198 East L.' Hutchinson, Fennville,sopho- Cook, chaperones; Bruce Brink, Cemetery. Friends may meet the
in Ottawa County this year. At this
group and showed a movie dramsprayed on request qt a fee of 53
Fifth St., suffered multiple lacera- more, accounting. 3.72; and band; John Kleinheksel and DaVe family at the chapel Friday from
time last year the toal was six.
atizingthe court’s handling of juapiece.
7
to
9
p.m.
Polich,
tickets.
tions of the scalp, fate and hands William A. Malila, Allegan, senior,
venile problems.
The spray to be used is the
Stu Post, refreshment chairman,
in addition to severe body bruises. electrical engineering,3.77.
He said demands for juvenile
most effertive remedy developed
is
assisted
by
Tom
Ragains
and
Janyce
Tregloan
feted
His car was hit broadside by a
West Spring Lake
services result from a steady inso far for the prevention of Dutch •
Terry Lindgren. Decorationsare
milk truck driven by Maynard Van
Washington Cabs
On Eighth Birthday
Elm Disease.
crease in population and a continin
charge
of
Kay
Keane,
Jo
Lee
Succumbs
at
Hospital
Noord, 38, of route 2, Hudsonville.
ued rise in delinquency and cases
It is estimated that 20 percent of
Hurlbiit,
Margo
Munro,
L
i
n
d
y
1 Ottawa County deputies said it
Hold Monthly Meet
Janyce Tregloan celebrated her the shade trees in the city are elm
of child neglect throughout t h e
GRAND HAVEN (Speciali
Streur and Dawn Poppen.
appeared that Bouwman1 failed to
eighth birthday anniversary Tues- trees. To date, the disease has not
After Friday night everything Charles Patterson.77, of West state.
Washington School Cub Scout
stop at the stop street.
day afternoon with a group of her been detected here but has been
Spring
Lake,
died
at
Municipal
The terrific i m p a ct knocked pack six held its regular monthly goes back to normal. Boys open
friends at her home. Games were spotted in many other cities.
Bouwman’s car 150 feet into an meeting at the school Tuesday eve- floors for girls, carry their books Hospital early this morning. He Miss Bacy Honored
played and prizes awarded to
was bom Nov. 10, 1872 in Minnesoand pay for dates again.
open field. Dozens of milk cans ning.
Carol Bee km an for the egg hunt,
ta and came to Spring Lake eight At Bridal Shower
The meeting opened with a salute
were scattered around the scene
Barbara Veenhoven for the egg Jaycees Report Results
years ago. He was employed at
to the flag and presentation of a
for several hundred feet.
throw, Patty Barendse for the
A miscellaneous shower was givthe Vander Wagon Iron Metal Co.
The truck finally came to a stop wolf badge and one gold and one
bunny tail game, Janet Steininger Of Diabetes Detection
en last Thursday evening at the
and
had
worked
last
week.
His
silver
arrow
to
cub
Fred
Moore.
on its side. Deputies said the car
for the egg roll and Arlene PopFinal results of the Holland
home of Mrs. Arthur Kunkel in
To new cubs, Oscar Sivers and Admitted to Holland Hospital wife died in 1936.
and truck were total losses.
pema for the marble guess.
honor
of
Miss
Carolyn
Bjcy.
AssisJunior Chamber of Commerce
Alan Todd, were given bobcat pins. Wednesday were Alice Windemul- Surviving are five daughters,
Guests, were Patty Barendse,
DiabetesDetection Week released
Leader Ike De Neff presented ler. route6; Mrs. Clifford Hopkins, Mrs. Frank Hogan of St. Paul. tant hostesses were Mrs. Herbert
Carol Beekman. Judy Kttirwecker,
Kunkel
and
Mrs.
Frank
Niemszak.
last week show that of more than
Third Church Guild
161
West
12th
St.;
Dennis
Postma,
Minn., Mrs. Harold Me Donough of
the charter for the year and inMarcia Mulder. Janet Steininger,
Rev. Vincent C. Licotesi
300 tests made 36 potentialcases
The gift room was decorated in
342 Felch St.; Mrs. Herbert Van Wing, N. D., Mrs. Paul Bazany
Hans
Kliphuis,
Morton
Van
Howe,
troduced
the
committee,
including
Has Dessert Meeting
The Rev. Vincent C. LicatesI,
yellow and white. A large umbrella
Harn,
745
136th
Ave.;
Mrs.
Howof West Spring Lake, Mrs. KenMrs. Haggie Shuck, Mrs. Bea
Jimmy Van Huis, Mike Bos, Bar- were reported, of which four
pastor of Park ChristianReformed
neth Austin of Chicago, Mrs. Ar- had streamers extending to the
barbara Van Tatenhove, Barbara proved positive.
The women’s Guild of Third Nordhoff, Mrs. Luke Kuna, Mrs. ard Graves, 47 East 16th St.
The Jaycees organized the progifts. Several small umbrellas Church, will be speaker at the anDischarged
Wednesday
were
thur
Sturgis
of
St.
Paul,
Minn.;
Eleanor
Hopkins,
Mrs.
Kay
BarVeenhoven, Arlene Poppema and
Reformed Church held a dessert
nual spring banquet of the Hollandhung
from
ribbons.
colorful
gram
last November when five
Marsha Tregloan.
meeting in the Fellowship hall endse, Mrs. Don Winter, Ben Plas- Mrs. James Boeve and baby, 175& two sons, Charles, Jr., and NorZeeland Young Calvanisls.
Games and decorations followed testing stations were set up in the
Wednesday afternoon.Mrs. Benja- man, Jack Leenhouts, Aaron West 15th St.; Mrs. Burrell Pen- man, both of Chicago; 24 grand- fountain also was used in the deThe banquet will be held Tuesthe Easter theme. Each guest re- city.
min Du Mez conducteddevotions Shuck, Cal Nordhoff, Luke Kuna nings and baby, lOli East 15th children and eight great grand- corationsand games.
day, April 17, at Holland Civic CenMrs.
Edwin
Redder
and
Mrs.
Chairmen of the program were
ceived an Easter basket.
St.; Randall De Waard, route 1; children and seven sisters and one
and emphasizedthe need of prayer and ClarenceHopkins.
Peter De Vries sang "Three Coins ter.
Vander Kuy and Dr.
Mrs.
John
Geenen,
618
Lincoln
for the missionaries and the great
brother.
Jack Barendse, retiring cub
in a Fountain." About 48 guests Sponsored jointly by the HollandAl Van Zyl.
work they are doing.
master, presented a uniform to Ave.; Sharon Yntema, 16 East Funeral services will be held at
were present. Refreshmentswere Zeeland Young Calvinist league Kings Kaples Fete
Following a report on Christian the new cub master, Carl Miller. Main Ave., Zeeland1- Mrs. Edgar 3 p.m. Saturday at Van Zantwick
and the League of Reformed
served.
Citizenshipby Mrs. George Schut
Funeral Home.
Following the presentations,the D. Van Huis, 592 Maple Ave.
Father of Local
Young Women’s Societies, the ban- Rev. Ralph Meaning
Miss
Bucy,
daughter
of
Mr.
and
maat, a girls quartet from Holland cubs practiced for the scout circus
Hospital births include a daughquet
is
held
each
year
to
climax
Mrs.
Lester
Bucy
of
Ferrysburg.
High School sang. The girls, who and Mrs. Nordhoff's den gave a ter. Lynn Ann, bom Wednesday
The Kings Kuples of C e n t r a 1 Succumbs at Age 92
Lakewood PTA Hears
will become the bride of Donald a society season of Bible study
have received excellentratings in puppet show for the group.
to Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Van DokPark Oiurch held a dinner TuesFuneral services for William
Polich,son of Mr. and Mrs. Nicho- and youth activity.
the music festival were Kay
kumburg, 58 West 22nd St.; a County Social Worker
day evening at the Hub RestauThe two sponsoring leagues reBierema, 92 of Grant, father of
las Polich,on March 24.
Keane, Barbara Bosman, Harriet
son born to Mr. and Mrs. George
rant in Zeeland in honor of the
Samuel Steele, 68, Dies
present 53 such societiesin the
Jacob Bierema of Holland, were
Slagh and Carol Nieuwsma.
Mrs. Ruth Van Duren, Ottawa
Steffens,376 West 19th St.; a son,
b i r t h d a y of the Rev. Ralph
area.
It
is
estimated
that
more
held Thursday at 2 p.m. in Grant
Speaker of the afternoon, Dr. At Veterans Hospital
County
psychiatric
social
worker
Menning.
Thomas Jack, bom Wednesday to
Friends of Library
Christian Reformed Church. Burial
than 600 young people will attend
Bernadine De Valois, enthralled
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Barkel, 1014 of the Muskegon Area Child GuiForty-one persons were present was in HillsdaleCemetery.
the
affair.
her audiencewith storiesof her GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Harvard Dr.; a son, James David, dance Clinic, spoke to members of Have ‘Upkeep’ Meet
Besides the son in Holland, Mr.
Chairman for the event Ls George at the event, and presented Rev.
work in South India. She showed Samuel Steele,68, route 2, Grand bom Wednesday to Mr. and Mrs. the Lakewood School PTA monthly
Menning with a special birthday Bierema is survived by three
Brink,
president
of
the
Young
CalFriends
of
the
Library
met
at
the
color slides of medical and educa- Haven, died Wednesday at VeterLamam 193 East 22nd St; a daugh- meeting Tuesday. There were 41
cake.
daughter*, two sons, 28 grandlibrary Monday evening to help vinist League. Program chairman
tional facilities in that area. She ans Hospital in Saginaw.He was
ter bom Wednesdayto Mr. and members present.
Following the dinner, Dr. Eugene children and 56 great grandchilappeared in a beautiful costume of bom, June 3, 1887, in Stanton,
This
was
the
first meeting to be move and put books away, do fil- is John Schutten; Roger Naber is
Mrs. Johnie Farmer, 330 Maple
Oosterhavenshowed slides taken dren.
the women of North India and I wo
held in the new addition to the ing, and proof - read microfilmed in charge of food; Ann Selles, decMich., and lived in Grand Hven Ave. *
during his tou: ol Europe in the
Mr. Bierema died Monday mornorations,and Harris Pieper, publiother women were dressed in most of his life.
school and many new parents newspapers.
summer o! 1953
ing in Butterworth Hospital,Grand
South India costumes. On display
Those
assisting in the project city and ticket sales.
were
present.
Mrs.
Van
Duren
He married Gertrude BurmeisRapids.
in the room were many interestwere Miss Florence Olert, Miss
spoke on "Mental Health."
ter on June 23, 1920 in Grand Hav- Book Review Featured
ing objects collected by Dr. De
Wilhelmine
Haberland,
Mrs.
EdPlans
were
made
for
a
social
to
Local
Charged
en. He had been in ill health for At Missionary Meeting
Committee Sees
Valois.
be held on March 28. Committees ward Donivan, Mrs. Hutchens,
Mrs. Harrison A. Lee
10 years and entered the hospital
With Grand Larceny
Hostesses were Mrs. Albert WalMarch 10. He formerlywas em- The Ladies Missionary Society of were appointed. Acknowledgement Mrs. John Bouman, Mrs. Dora Duncan School Slides
Honored
at ‘Coffee’
ters, Mrs. George Menninga,Mrs.
Russcher, William Allan and Frank
ployed at Eagle Ottawa Leather Fourth Reformed Church met in was given to all who participated
The Ida Sears McLean Evening
A local woman, formerly emJerry Veldman and Mrs. Stanley
in the work on the addition.
Schwarz.
Co. and was a veteran of World the church Thursday afternoon.A
Committee of the Elizabeth ployed at Holland Hospital, was On Thursday afternoon a "cofBoven.
Refreshmentswere served by
It was announcedthe next meetWar I.
Schuyler Hamilton chapter of the arrested by police Wednesday and fee" was held in honor of Mrs.
feature of the program was a book
Mrs. Peter Hoving, Mrs. John Per- ing will be held April 9.
Surviving are the wife; one son, review on "Queen of the Dark
DAR met Monday evening at the charged with grand larceny.
HarrisonA. Lee at the home of
cival and Mrs. Miles Rehkopf.
Overload Fine Paid
Robert of Grand Haven; three Chamber,’’ by Miss Jean Nienhuis.
home of Mrs. Lewis Bongman.
Mary Windemuller,21, of 757 Mrs. Bryan Athey, 209 West 25th
GRAND HAVEN (Special)- The grandchildren; four brothers,John Special music included a duet by
Damage Set at $2,000 >
Mrs. Austin Walker presided Riley St, waived examination St
Hamilton Block and Roofing Co. of ofc Stanton, Albert, Elmer and Mrs. J. Nieuwsma and Mrs. S. Demands Examination
Holland police estii&ated damage over the business meeting and de- when arraignedin Municipal . An arrangement of sweet peas
Hamilton' has paid a fine of 5582 Guy, all of Greenville; one sister, Oudemolen accompanied by Mrs.
Dolores Rivera, 50, of 369 West at 52,000 to a car driven by Bruce votions were led. by Mrs. Jack Court She was bound over to Cir- and a dainty white spring lamb
plus 55.30 costs in Justice E. J. Mrs. Mabel Beetly of Stanton.
D. Vander Meer. Mrs. Chris 18th St. Wednesday demanded ex- Van Leuwen,,45, of 13 East 13th St. Daniels. The group saw colored cuit Court for appearance there centered the refreshmenttable.
Boes* court in Zeeland on an overFuneral services will be held afl Kammeraad read Scriptureand amination when arraigned in Muni- when it was hit by a oil tanker slides on the Kate Duncan school, April 3. She was released on her Gifts were presented to the
loading charge. The driver, Van Zantwick Funeral Chapel at Jennie Boer closed with a steward- cipal Court on a charge of taking operated b^ Lester Shaffer. 46, a co-educationalschool through the own recognizance.
of honor by the
Howard Lee Piper, route 1, Ham- 1:30 p.m. Saturday. ^Burial will be shiplhought and prayer. The meet- indecent liberties with a five-year- Douglas, at Ottawa Ave. and 22nd 12th grade, supported by the DAR.
Police said approximately5246
ilton, was arrested March 21 in in Grand Haven ownship Cemetery ing wa^ in charge of Miss old girl He was released on his St. Saturday/ Shaffer was issued a
Next meeting of the committee was taken, by Mrs.
Holland township by Sam Hartwell, with graveside rites conducted by
,
own recognizance pending the hear- ticket for failure to yield the right has been planned for April 16 at while she was employed In the ac,Sr., Ottawa county qeighmaster. the VFW Post of Grand Haven.
Mrs. F. Meyer was boitesi.
ing March 27.
the home of Mrs. Jack Daniels. counting office at the fcojfcitaL,
of way.

Hugh P. Reed of Chicago,

Herbert (Buck) Read
. . . basketballmaster
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Speeding Cars Collide,

11 Persons Seek

Put Seven in Hospital

Buildmg Permits

GRAND HAVEN

(Special)

—

Two
who

carloads of thrill seekers
sought to outrun a police
cruiser at soeeds exceeding 80
miles an hour eot a real come-

upppance Saturday when their
intricatepaths crossed resulting
in a terrific crash and injuring
seven occupants.

Here Last

Ottawa County

Week

Eleven applicationi for building

Real Estate

permits totaling $53,135were filed
last week with Building Inspector

Laverne Seme.

Transfers

Applicants are:
Witte veen Bros., 73 West 29th
St, erect a 2-story house, $8,500;
self, contractor.
Kitchen Planning Service, 190
River Ave., basement stairway,
$150; Vander Ble Bros., contrac-

City police picked up the trail
Harold Hassevoort & wf. to Shirof the two racers at 2 a.m. Saturday near state police head- ley Lloyd Hop & wf. Pt S% SEVi
quarters just north of the bridge. 4-5-14 Twp. Zeeland.
Adm. Est. Laura A. Rollenhagen
The cruiser followed the two
speeders into Grand Haven along Dec. to Ralph Frederick Bleckley
US-31. At Adams St one car turn- & wf. Pt. Lot 15 Laug’s Plat No. 2
ed while the other continued and Coopersville.
Irene Brummer to Andrew G.
the officerdecided to pursue the
Smeenge & wf. Lot 79 Slagh’sAdd.
car that turned.
After a series of maneuvers,the City of Holland.
Edward C. Voss & wf. to William
two cars crashed at the corner of
Madison and Sixth with the police D. Baltz PL Lot 7 Christman's Add.
nearby to witness — and assist. Spring Lake.
Trustee Est. Wilder Loew, Dec.
Both late model cars were a total
wreck anda 11 occupants severely to John Weurding & wf. EVi SW14
bruised and shaken. All were tak- 34-5-13 Twp. Jamestown.
Harold Hassevoort & wf. to Genen to Municipal Hospital.Four remained and three were released eva La verne Hop Pt. S4 SEVi
after treatment.
of the 4-5-14 Twp. Zeeland.
Grant
Peasley to Harold E.
crash was 2:07 a.m.
Driver of one car, Jackie Tuller, Koopman & wf. Lot 41 Peasley’s
18, of 609 Washington, received at Sub. Village of Hudsonville.

tor.

Adam Krenn, 312 West 26th St.,
erect a new house, $9,000; self,

Let’s Plant Beauty -

Now

It’s

Time

For Planting Tuberous Begonias

Do you have a shady nook or of roots but composed of good topnorth-tide setting where brilliant soil and humus— that is, if you
Mrs. Jennie Kuyper, 298 West
colors languish and finally cease wish to have a profusion of green
22nd St., remodel kitchen, cupto bloom altogether? Tuberous- leaves ahd sparkling flowers.
boards, sink, windows, $250; John
rooted begonias, coming In a varIf you are tempted to try the
Olthoff,contractor.
Elmer Wiasink,323 West 30th iety of eye-arresting hues (reds, hanging basket type, the cultural
pinks, white, apricot, yellow, and requirementsare th same with
St., erect new house and garage,
orange), may more than adequate- this exception: "When the sprouts
$14,500; John Zoerhoff, contracly solve your problem. Besides the attain four or five inches of growth
tor.
standardcamellia and carnation the crowns should be pinched from
Bob’s Sport Shop, 236 River Ave.,
types and the heavily ruffled cris- them. This induces the developcellingin rear room, trim on windows, $300; Vander Ble Bros., pa type, there are also the novel- ment of lateral growth and the
ties: Crista ta or Crested, a single growth of new sptouts. Lateral
contractor.
John H. Arends, 400 West 21st fringed type with a tuft or pom- sprouts should not be pinched."
pom In the center of each petal, When the plants reach a height of
Orrie Vander Meiden & wf. to
St.,
install partial basement; $1,least seven broken ribs and reTAWANKA GAMP FIRE GIRLS won a group whose lunches are concealedbeneath boxes In
Marginata,a lovely ruffled type four or five inches, move them to
Nicholas
DeWitt
Lots
9,
10
Hillmained in the hospital. The other
325; Ben Lubber, contractor.
the display,which shows a Camp Fire Girl exaward at the Camp Fire birthday party last
driver was Francis Roon, 20, route crest Sub. City of Grand Haven.
Donald Lievense, 396 FalrhlU In white with pink edge or salmon wire baskets, lined with florist's
tending friendship through her garden to the
Tuesday with this clever display depicting this
copper edge, Narclssaflora,a moss, or make your own of Vi
William Huizenga & wf. to Jay
Drive, erect new house and garage,
2, Spring Lake, who received ladolls in four other lands. All the Camp Fire
year's birthday project theme, "Plant Seeds,
unique novelty resembling giant inch hardware cloth. 10" In diameVander
Meulen
&
wf.
Lot
78
Hui$17,000; Hilblnk A Kempker, concerations and bruises.
Girls are earning money to send seeds to India,
Reap Friendship.’’All the children packed their
daffodils,Picotte Double, resem- ter and 4 to 6 inches high. For our
Roon’s two passengers, Donald zenga’s Sub. No. 2 Twp. Holland.
tractor.
Pakistan and the Philippines. Mrs. LaVeme
box lunches in decorated boxes to compete for
William
Huizenga
wf.
to
Van Raalte, 18. Ferrysburg.and
Kenneth Douma, 607 Washing- bling a two-tone pastel camellia, do-it-yourself kind, we sawed nail
Regnerus is leader of the Tawankn Group.
prize. Left to right are Sally Dokter, Marcia Ter
and Rosebud Double, a striking be- kegs in half, painted them green,
Robert Freeland, 25, of 428 Mon- Harvey Jay Huizenga & wf. Lot 88
ton
Ave., finish off second floor,
(Penna-Sasphoto)
Haar, Susie Severson and Barbara Regnerus,
gonia with a name explaining its and hung them with furnace chain
roe, Grand Haven, also remained Huizenga’s Sub. No. 2 Twp. Hol$260; self, contractor.
—very rustic looking and h a n din the hospitaltoday. Van Raalte land.
Edward J. Holkeboer,51 East appearance.
In a current booklet we came some, too.
an enthusiasticdress rehearsal of 14th St., remodel kitchen upstairs,
Herman Harmsen to Donald G.
received severe cuts and bruises
Try this with one or more of
the pack’s act in the Scout Circus cupboards and new windows, $900; upon an interesting article on
and Freeland a fractured hip as Peterson et al Pt. SEVi 1-7-14 Twp.
hanging tuberous-rooted begonias. your roses. Take from four to sevtook place.
Tallmadge.
self, contractor.
well as cuts and bruises.
Awards were presented to Juan
William Huizenga & w-f. to GerThree passengers in Tuller's
Bernard Bouwman, 726 Pine We quote: "These cascading beau- en canes and peg them as horiSilva,
Wolf
badge
with
gold
and
car were all released after treat- ald Stanley Huizenga Lot 89 HuiAve., addition to bedroom, $950; ties are at their best when grown zontallyto the ground as possible,
In a lath house where they form being careful not to crack them.
’s
’
silver arrow; William De Puydt, Marvin Lemmen, contractor.
ment. They were James Corbett, zenga’s Sub. No. 2 Twp. Holland.
a canopy of spectacularbeauty; Remove all other growth. This
Bear badge with gold arrow;
Marjorie Renkema to Bernard
18, of 512 Washington;James De
A rather small but appreciative
however, they also make an ef- should be done in March. After
John Duffy. Wolf badge; Donald
Weerdt, 17, route 1, Nunica, and Klinesteker & wf. Pt. NWK NEVi
audience gathered in Hope ColKuhlman, Wolf badge, gold and
fective picture when planted atop three weeks, release the canes
Donald A. Hill, 18, route 2, Spring 29-5-13 Twp. Jamestown.
silver arrow and Bear badge; Ara low wall, in a flower box, or on from the pegs and permit them to
William Huizenga & wf. to Al- lege’s Little Theater Thursday Methodist Bible Class
Lake.
a sheltered porch. They offer a go back in posi'.ion. The one we
thur Gonzales,and Edward Malene Joyce Huizenga Lot 84 Hui- night for the opening of the Oscar Meets in Fox
hon, Lion badges; Geoffrey Davis,
grace not found in the standard read about was
Karl
zenga’s Sub. No. 2 Twp. Holland. Wilde classic, "Lady Windermere’s
Bobcat pin and Wolf Award;
tuberous begonias, and although Druschkiand four of these bushes
William Huizenga & wf. to Wil- Fan,’’ given by Palette and MasThe Ladies Bible Class of First
James Raffenaud, Bobcat pin and
the flowers are smaller, a well- produced 2,2# blooms in June.
liam Huizenga Jr. Lot 77 Hui- que.
Methodist Church met at the home
gold
arrow
on
Wolf;
Mario
All
in
all.
"Lady
Windermere's
grown plant will produce hundreds 1,000 in July, and stragglers until
zenga’s Sub. No. 2 Twp. Holland.
of Mrs. Goldia Fox Friday evenWilliam Huizenga & wf. to Fan," was a happy selection. Ac- ing with 24 members present. De- Schwarz, gold arrow on Bear Discussing “Holland Area School of blooms throughout the season.’’ frost.
Margaret Helene Zeerip Lot 68 tion moved easily and smoothly votions were conducted by Mrs. S. badge ; Teddy Heuvelhorst, two one Study," Superintendent of Schools One nursery lists the hanging bas- This phenomena is explained by
year service stars and Michael Walter Scott and Dr. Byron Hans- ket type, Pendula Uoydii, which Is American Rose Society director
Holland Blue Birds celebrated Huizenga’sSub. No. 2 Twp. Hol- and the cast seemingly enjoyed the P. Eakley.
the 46th birthday anniversaryof land.
whole production. Even the handford of Michigan State University an all double type well adapted for David Watson: "Whep growth beMrs. Fox opened the meeting Skutnik, graduation certificate.
Camp Fire at twfc parties this Fred Barnett & wf. to L. P. kerchief-sized, stage seemed larger with a poem, "How to Be Happy."
were guest speakers at the Rotary baskets, edgings of window boxes gins, lateralsspring from the base
week.
Club noon luncheon Thursday at or in the rockery, producing a of the leaf axils where the 'eyes’
Sorenson & wf. EK Ntt NWU 5- and the movement in the party Games were in charge of Mrs. South Shore Athletic
Third graders had their cele- 8-14 Twp. Polkton.
scene was easy and natural.
the Warm Friend Tavern.
mass of color.
are along the length of each cane.
Earnest Fairbanks and Mrs. Wilbration Monday afternoon and
Scott explained steps already
Beautiful,elaborate costumesof lis Haight. Prices were won by Club Names Officers
Tuberous-rootedbegonias grow These ‘eyes’ shoot upward as inHenry VerHulst et al to Andrew
fourth graders,Thursday afternoon
taken In the study of the public from tubers and not from tuber- dividual stems and bear flowers
DeKam & wf. Lots 52, 53 Slagh’s the 1890’s aided immeasurably but Mrs. Herman Miller, Mrs. Fox,
in Van Raalte School gymnasium.
school situation in Holland and the ous roots, since the eyes are profusely.The sharp bend at the
did
not
overshadow
the
play
itThe
South
Shore
Women’s
Athletic
Mrs.
Leonard
DeWitt
and
Mrs.
Add. City of Holland.
At each party, the children sang
Andrew DeKam A wf. to Abra- self, which was a fine discourse Hanna Peterson.
Club met at Harrington School surroundingcommunities.He said formed on the tubers themselves. base of the plant allows the laterthe Blue Bird Wish, a new song
ham Vogelzang A wf. Lots 52, 53 on strict social ethics in the Eng- Next meeting will be held at the gym Thursday evening and elected 27 area school districts have Join- The tubers, usually concave at als more time to take up the nuthis year, and other songs of their
ed Holland in the study, with Hol- the top and rounded at the base, trients from the slower moving
land of 1892 when women were home of Mrs. Earle Working,271
Slagh’s Add. City of Holland.
choice. The children were divided
the followingofficers - Mrs. Evelyn land assuming the expenses. There should be started in February, sap and more 'breaks' result.”
Taylor Produce Co. to Taylor ladies of puritanicalinnocence and East 14th St. on April 20. Refresh
into groups for various games, congentlemen were men with pasts. ments were served by Mrs. Lane Wise, president and Mrs. Berna- is a seven man steering commit- March, or April either by planting Firm back the roots of all perProduce A Storage Co. Pt.
ducted ter Blue Bird leaders. As
Thursday’sperformancewas Kamerling,Mrs. Leonard De Witt dette Bouwman, secretary.In tee, composed of four sender mem- them one Inch below the surface ennials, particularlyiris, that have
fritt 30-5-15 A Pt. SWVi 19-5-15 T\vp.
each girl entered the gym, a vegbers and three city members. The
more
of a well knit entity than a and Mrs. Fox.
Holland.
charge of exercises for the eve- overall commttee Is made up of In pots or pans filled with garden heaved during winter. Now is aletable designatingher game group
mirror
for
single
talents.
Yet
soil, humus and well -rotted ma- so the time to renovate that forning were Mrs. Marcelyn Weer- one representative from each of nure or by first laying them in
was pinned on her. Vegetables Fred G DeVries A wf. to Ray- throughout it all. it was Marilyn
gotten fork or spade or trowel that
mond
A.
Pettit
wf.
Lot
34
St Francis Pack 3008
the 27 participantsand 13 city
were used to carry out the theme
sing and Mrs. Barb Strengholt.
Luidens as the gracious and socialflats or trays on damp peat, sand, has just spent the winter under a
Isenga’s
Sub.
No.
2
Twp.
George“Plant Seeds, Reap Friendship.’'
The evening was spent playing members. These are divided Into or vermicullte. It will take four lovely rust-inducingcover of snow.
acceptableLady Windermere Given Fifth Year Charter
The childrenwere told how the town.
volleyball, jumping rope and exer- seven subcommitteeswith the task weeks for them to produce masses First, remove rust and dirt with
who
controlled
the
performance.
Camp Fire Girls are earning John Kyle Worley A wf. to Les- Equally effective and in direct Pack No. 3008 of St. -Francis cises. The next meeting will be of compiling comprehensivedata of white roots and pink sprouts. steel wool, wire brush, 9r sandmoney to buy seeds to send to ter A. Wagemaker A wf. Lots 20, contrast was Ramona Te Groten- School was presented its Fifth held March 29 at the school gym for the study. He said the group They are then ready for potting paper. Cutting edges that are badpeople in India* Pakistan and 21, 22, 23, 24 Grand Haven Beach huis as the seeming corrupt Mrs. Year Pack Charter by Ike De Neff. from 7:30 to 9 30 p.m.
hopes to complete Its work by in 4-to 6-inch pots.
ly nicked or pitted will have to be
Philippines, the special birthday Sub. No. 1 Twp. Spring Lake.
June 1.
Erlynne.
How
Mrs.
Erlynne’s
id- District Cub Scout Commissioner, A special invitationis' given to
Avoid bruising the rootletswhen squared on a grinding wheel.
Arend
J.
Visser
&
wf.
to
Wayne
Dr. Hansford was selected to be
project.
entity as Lady Windermere's at a meeting Thursday at the all women of the Harrington
transplanting them. Place pots in Shovels should be sharpened with
The children were given fudge- Colyn Stocking A wf. Lot 39 Steele's mother was kept from the leading school. Following this ceremony School district to join the group. coordinator of the data accumuthe light but away from direct sun- a deep bevel, cutting only with
Sub.
Twp.
Georgetown.
side/ before going home.
lated and to offer his suggestions
shine. Begonias'
abundant downward stroke. Fork tines are
Alfred E. Denton A wf. to Vin- lady provided a situationcomedy
for a solution of the problem in
establishingOscar Wilde as a top
moisture, good drainage, rich soil, supposed to be blunt so cleaning
cent S. Otteson A wf. Lots 136, A
this particular area. Dr. Hansford
Friendly Comer Class
and "high” shade which means with wire brush is sufficient.
Pt. 135 Sunset Heights Sub. No. playwright of all time.
said that regional studies are beComedy relief was provided by
lots of light but not direct sunA handy cleaning help is a buckTwp.
Georgetown.
ing
made
all
over
the
country.
Miss Yonder Kolk
Albert Ensink A wf. to Peter Connie Miller as the Duchess and
Educationalcosts are constantly shine. They are ready to try their et of sand soaked in heavy lubrilegs outdoors as soon as all danger cating oil— be sure it is kept covThe March meeting of the Postmus A wf. Lot 56 A Pt. 57 Aileen McGoldrick a* her shy
increasing became there are more
daughter. Lady Agatha. String
of frost is past, usually around the ered to prevent being a fire hazFriendly Comer Class of Trinity Hubbard Add. Hudsonville.
children and they are being kept
support for the leading women
end of May in this area.
ard. Hoes can be sharpened with
Reformed Church was held Monday
In school for longer periods.
came from Tom Ten Hoeve as
The fact that the pattern of Tuberous-rooted begonias do not a metal file. Lightly file and hone
at the church.
Lord Windermere and Al Timmer
Miss Mytle Vender Kolk of Hamschool districts and school organi- like a spot under the eaves, be- scissors-typ#pruning shears. Wood
as Lord Darlington.
zations has been unchanged for a hind the rhododendrons,or close handles that are badly weathered,
ilton told of her work with the
One of the liveliestscenes in
Mrs. Herman Heersplnk is
hundred years in Michigan points to a foundation planting.They may cracked, and rough can be condideal in this area. There are apthe play in wdiich lively talk prepatient
at
Holland
Hospital.
out the need for group study of need shade, but they also need air tioned by sandpapering; linseed
proximately 125,000 deaf people in
Kenneth Brandsen. son of Mr. dominated was in the third act
present and future needs, Dr. (strong winds or vicious gales of oil will help protect the wood or.
this country, she said, and many
during a men's gabfest in Lord
force forty will leave them -dis- if left outside,a protectivecoat of
of these have no opportunity for and Mrs. John Brandsen, has been
Hansford said.
Darlington’s rooms.
heveled, cracked, and pretty much varnish or paint is suggested. A
religiousinstruction. Miss Vander able to return to school after being
Others In the cast were Marlin
looking like washed • up debris). I band of bright paint on the hanKolk has organized a group which a patient at Blodgett Hospital in
j ree Orders From Soil
Vander Wilt, Pete De Moya. Del
Make *ure too that the soil in dies will make them easy to spot
meets regularly in Zeeland. With Grand Rapids.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymon Schutt Farnsworth, Paul Koets, Henry
which you set them Is not a mass | in the tall grass next fall.
her guidance they have been able
district Reach New High
Doele, Mike Brummel, Jocelyn
to conduct religiousservices and announce the birth of a daughter
Freyling, Nelvie Meerman, MariA final check of the West Ottawa
take active part in the meetings. at Holland Hospital on Monday.
anne Hageman, Una Hunt and
District tree orders today shows
With the assistanceof her sister, The baby has been named Diane
Jane Gowens.
total of 2,152,000 trees on order
Mrs. Hster Borton, a demonstra- Lynn.
The play was directed by Elva
A
daughter
Roslyn
Joy,
was
for spring delicery according to
tion was given showing the class
Van Haitsma of the facutly.
Clarence Reenders, chairman.
how the services are conducted. born at Holland Hospital to Mr
and
Mrs. Clayton Bakker on Mon
This is the largest season since
Kathleen Hoedema and Lois
the start of the nursery in 1938.
Van Hoff accompaniedby Arthur day.
Miss Marjorie Pott
Since the demand for Scotch pine
Bands of both Holland High
Oosting, entertained with flute The Harlem Ladies Community
Club held their regular monthly Honored at Shower
exceeds the supply it was decided School and Holland Christian High
solos. Mrs. Dorothy LaBoueff. preMiss Marjorie Pott was guest
at a special meeting to reduce all
sident, conducted the business meeting at the school, Monday
School received first division or
evening.
of honor at a bridal shower Tuesorders of more than 2,000 by 10
meeting. Miss Esther Kooyerswcs
7
superior ratings at a regional band
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ernest
Smith
re
day night given by Mrs. Clarence
per cent
in charge of devotions. Mrs. Arthur
A few of the extremely large or- festival Saturdayin Grand Haven.
Hoedema and Mrs. John Geerling ceived word announcingthe birth Pott. The event was held at the
were in charge of the program. of a son to Mr. and Mrs. Robert home of Mrs. Harry Koop, 116
ders will be cut even more, It was Both bands now qualify for the
Following the program and busi- Ralston of Phillipsburg., Kan East 14th St., who assisted the
stated. It will also be necessary state festival April 21 at East In
substitute some Austrian pine
ness meeting an auction of baked Mrs. Ralston is a daughter of the hostess.
Lansing.
A pink and white color scheme
and spruce for a part of the Scotch
goods furnished by the member! Smiths.
A Zeeland couple and their two
Holland high’s 90-pieceband was
was in charge of Mrs. Gordon Gary De Vries, son of Mr. and was used for decorations on the
pine.
children were among seven perMrs. Joe De Vries underwent a fireplace mantel. A corsage was
directed by Arthur C. Hills and
V^eighmink as auctioneer.
Christian’s85-piece band was di- sons injured Sunday afternoon in a
Hostesses for the evening were tonsillectomy recently at Holland presented to the honored guest.
Tulip Lane Plantinfi
Hospital.
rected by Henry Vander Unde. two-car crash on the Port Sheldon
Duplicate
prizes
were
won
by
Mrs.
the Mesdames Frank Klomparens,
Charles E. Stenga was guest of Gary Kaashoek, Mrs. Walter
Judges were Irving Van Sluyters Rd., one mile east of Borculo.
Marjorie Bell, Joe Otting. Alvin
Promoted
by
Group
honor at a farewell party Tuesday Hoeksema and Miss Lois Kaasof Lansing, Norman Dietz of CenStrabbing, Justin Dubbink and HarHerbert Schout, 35, his wife,
evening at the home of his par- hoek.
old Oosterink.
Residents living on tulip lane tral Michigan College, Oscar Sto- Dorothy. 36, and the children,
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Stever
of
Michigan
State
University
Invited were the Mesdames Wilwill be urged again this year to
and William Fitch of Eastern Linda, 6, and Jane, 5, all were
enga. He left Wednesday for in- liam Pott, Albert Heerspink,
plant other flowers as soon as the
treated for cuts and bruises at
Mrs. Martin Bast, 81,
duction into the Armed Services. George Slikkers,Sr., Gerrit KaasMichigan
College.
tulips have died, accordingto a
Mr. ond Mrs. Wayne Dole Elenboas
Zeeland Hospital and released.
In
the
case
of
Holland
High
Those present were Mr. and Mrs. hoek. Andrew Ver Sehure, Peter
(Prince photo)
plan adopted Thursday night by
Succumbs Unexpectedly
Others injured in the other car
School, a sightreading adjudicator
Alvin Wassink,Connie and Bruce, Kaashoek, Roger De Haan, Walter
The chapel of North Holland gown was worn by the matron a the executive board of the Holland
were the driver, Thomas Potter,
made
a
special
note
calling
the
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Dave
De
Feyter,
Hoeksema. George Slikkers, Jr.,
Mrs. Martin John Bast died unReformed Church was the scene of honor. It featured a nylon net skirt Council for Civic Beauty. The performance "outstanding work." 18, his brother, Gene, 16, both of
and stole. She carried a bouquet meeting was held In the home of
expectedlyat her home, 59 East Dianna, Karel and David Jr., Mr. and Donald Heerspink, all of Holroute 2, Zeeland, and B a r b a r a
the marriage of Miss Linda Lou
It was the third year that Holof yellow roses.
18th St., late Thursday evening. and Mrs. Egbert Bareman and land: also the Mesdamei John
the chairman, Lida Rogers.
Alber, 16, route 5, Holland.
land
Christian
won
a
first
division
Gary,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
John
Steg- Kaashoek, Ted Kass. Robert Trumand Wayne Dale Ushers were Virgil Busscheram
She was 81 years old and was born
For the last couple of years, the
Thomas and Barbara received
rating on' this competition. Their
in Kesteen, the Netherlands. On enga and Philip and Patricia Steg- bull and Adrian Kaashoek of Grand Elenbaas Mast Friday evening. The Donald Busscher.
Council of Civic Beauty has procuts and bruises. Gene was treatselections
were
"La
Donna,"
Carenga.
Rapids: Mrs. Clarence Borgman, bride is the niece of Mr. and Mrs.
June 25, 3903 the Basts were marAssisting at the reception for 80 moted the planting of petunias,
ed for face cuts, body bruises and
Mrs. Tony Borgman and Mrs. Robert Eyles, route 2, Holland, and guests held in the church basement dwarf marigold and other flowers ver; "Prelude .and Fugue in F
ried near Arnhem, the Netherlands.
Minor," Barch, and "Das Pension- a slight concussion at Zeeland
Adrian
Borgman
of
Grand
Haven;
They came to the United States in Two Drivers Charged
the groom’s parents are Mr. and were Mrs. Nellie Glass, Miss Pear in tulip lane in an effort to keep
at," von Suppe. The band was giv- Hospital. He was released this
Mrs. Gary Kaashoek of Hudson1909 and made their home in FennGRAND HAVEN (Special)-Two ville, and Mrs. Adrian Slikkers of Mrs. Gerald Elenbaas, 238 East Raak, Miss Carolyn Slagh and the city colorfulall summer.
en superior ratings by each of the morning.
ville for 33 years. While there Mrs.
Miss Rose Staat, who served the
Main St, Zeeland.
Several methods for jftomoting four judges.
Ottawa County deputies said
drivers received tickets as the
Bast was a member of the Metho- result of an accident on US-31 South Haven.
The double ring rites were per- guests; Mr. and Mrs. John civic beautificationwere discussed Last week In district competi- Thomas lost control of his car as
Also the Misses Theressa and formed at 7:30 p.m. before a back- Boerman, uncle and aunt of the and arrangement! were made to
dist Church and taught Sunday about four miles south of Grand
he drove east on the Port Sheldon
Marian Heerspink,Frances Pott, ground of ferns, candelabra and groom, who were master and mis- distributeinstructionsheets to per- tion the Holland High School orSchool. She was a member of the
Haven Friday. The crash occurred
chestra directed by Hills received Rd. It skidded sideways down the
Lois Kaashoek, Leonna Kaashoek bouquets of white gladioli, mums, tress of ceremonies;Miss Lillian sons living on tulip lane later in the
Missionary Society.
when a truck driven by Everett
a second divisionrating. The Jun- middle of the highway where it
The Basts have made their home Plooster,of 93 Rlverhills Dr and the guest of honor.
pompons and greens, by the Rev. Elenbaas and Miss Rose
season.
ior High band directed by Ray- struck the Schout car.
Miss
Pott
will
become
the
bride
in Holland since 1952.
Tubergen, who were in the gift Attending the meeting were Ray- mond Roth was given a first diviEllsworth M. Ten Clay.
Schout said he saw the accident
Holland, was attemptingto pass
of Alvin Heerspinkon April 3 in
Surviving are the husband, three
a car driven by Don C. Potter, Maple Avenue Christian Reformed Wedding musid was played by room, and Miss Eloise Elenbaas mond Wenke, Mr*. John K. Van- sion rating as was the Junior High coming and attempted to swerve
sons, Martin of Middletown, N.Y.,
Miss Norma Bosman, pianist,and and John Blauwkamp who served der Broek, Kenneth Zuverink and orchestra directed by Carleton off the road but was unable to get
route 3, Hudsonville, when /On
John of Fennville* and the Rev. latter attempteda left turn. Dam Church.
soloistwas Donali Van Gelderen. punch.
Miss Rogers.
completely off the road before the
Kelch.
Henry who is pastor of Bethany age wa* not excessive.State
The couple will be at home
Attendingthe couple were Mrs.
More than 550 instrumental mu- collision.
Reformed Church of Grand Rap- Police charged Plooster with Marriage Licenses
Virlin Vanden Bosch, sister of the Hamilton after March 24, following
sicians are studying under Hills,
Ottawa County deputies said both
Two Cart
ids; two daughters, Mrs. A. D speeding and Potter for failure to
bride, matron of honor, and John a wedding trip to Florida. For
Kelch, Roth and Bert Brandt from the ’51 model Schout car and the
Ottawa County
Two
oars
received
minor
damage
Bell of Sydney, Australia and Mrs
traveling the bride changed to
grades 4 through 12 in the public '50 model Potter vehicle were tomake the proper signal.
Roger L. Naber, 20, Holland and Tubergen,the bride's brother, best
Gleon Bonnette of Holland; 16
light blue dress with navy blue Sunday morning when they collidt
tal losses. Deputiessaid a ticket
Myrna Joan Bremer, 18, Holland; man.
ed at North River and Howard
grandchildren;two great grandwould be issued to Thomas pendJack G. Boeskool, 28, Coopersville Carrying a white Bible with five and white accessories and a red Ave. The driven were identified
children.
Driver Issued Ticket
and Wilma L. Schippers, 2>, Coop- red roses, the bride was gowned rose corsage.
ing the completion of their
Driver
Issued
Ticket
The bride, a practical nurse at by Ottawa County deputies as
Lora Quillian,19, of 70 West ersville',Merle Tigelaar, 20, Hud- in a ballerina-lengthdrew of ny
John
Sellers, 45, Niles, Friday investigation.
Erwin
Jordon.
16,
route
4,
and
U.S. Department of Agriculture 13th St was issued a ticket for sonville, and GertrudeMaring, 20. Ion chiffon with a softly shirred Holland Hospital, is a graduate of
was Issued a ticket for failureto
records show that in 1925 few city failure to yield the right of way at Hudsonville;Donald Polich, 21, draped bodice and umbrella shir- Holland High School and the Grand Nelson WelnHeksel, 37, route 4.
Both the flippersof whales and
yield the right of way following a
Rppids
Division
of
Practical
Nurs
homemakers had full time Jobs 11:25 a.m. Friday when her car West Olive, and Carolyn Bucy, 19, red skirt. The stole attached at the
two-car
cresji at 11th St. and Wash- the wings of bats have internal
Idaho’s
first
permanent
hriga*
outside the home— just 10 out of a and one driven by John Sellers, Ferrysburg.
shoulders draped to a soft bustle ing. *?ie groom attended Zeeland
_ _____ as
__ tlon system was a canal four ington Ave. rather than Lora Quil- structures, indicating that they
were so employed. Today 45, Niles, collided at Uth St and
Ray Gene Stewart, 18, Grand bow. Her tulle half -hat held an High school and Is employed
El
zing
similes Jong, built by Mormon lian, 19, of 70 West 13th St, as once /had the five - digit form
of every 100 city wives are Washington Ave. Police estimated Haven, and Nancy Tate, 18, Grand illusion fingertip veil
cement finisher at
found in many mammals.
reported in Friday's Sentinel.
I pioneere at Franklin.
outside the home.
damagtyo the cars at $350.
A yellow taffetaballerina-lengthand Volkers.
Haven.

Time

contractor.
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First Nighters

Acclaim

‘Lady Windermere

Fan

RotariansHear

Home

Blue Birds

a Frau

Have

Of School Study

Birthday Parties

NW

A

need

Rites Read at North Holland

Chapel

Hem

Harlem

Both High School Bands
Get Superior Ratings

Persons Injured

Two-Car Crash

Tubergen

Mary

Damaged

schools.
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THE

STUDY COUNTY JUVENILE PROBLEMS

-A

second meeting of the Ottawa County Citizens
Committee appointed by Probate Judge Frederick
T. Miles to* study needs for juvenile detention
problems, is scheduled in Holland March 28. At
that time the group will hear Hugh P. Reed of
Chicago, director of the National Probation and
Parole Association.Shown at an organizational
meeting in Grand Haven last Thursday are
seated, left to right: Arthur Stang, Grand
Haven; Mrs. Dennis Allen, Spring Lake; Avery
Baker, county juvenilecourt agent; Millar
Prichard, Western Michigan director of child

services for State Social Welfare Department.
Second row: Clarence Peel, Grand Haven; Police
Chief Richard Klempel, of Grand Haven; Allen
Robinson, Coopersvillesuperintendent of schools
who was electedchairmanof the group: the Rev.
John DmOuden and Peter Staal of Zeeland. Not
present for the picture were. Harold Ramsey,
Austin Buchanan and James Townsend of Holland; Mrs. Thomas Kraai, Zeeland; Raymond
Vander I^an. Hudsonville and Dr. Robert Stobbelaar, Grand Haven. Judge Miles talks to the
group.
(Photo courtesy Grand Haven Tribune)

HOLUND CITY NEWS,

Winners Listed In Local
Bowling Lanes Tourney

ciation got off to

Appear

a

1

team title while
John Van Vuren and Earl Dalman
combined for a 1.268 total to sweep
2,980 pins took the

fine start at

between John Schreur and Mike
Von Ins. Each hsd a 1.904 total.
They will roll nine games in the
near future %) settle the tie. They
were followedby T. Zylman. 1.869;
H. Baar. 1,843 and G. Moeller,

a kickoff dinner for volunteerwork-

ers Monday night in the Warm
Friend Tavern.
In Local
Association President Arthur C.
Hills gave the main pep talk and
Several cases were processed in
announced that one of the leading
Municipal Court the last few days. attractions in the 1956-57 season
James Siegers, Jr., 17, of 399 will be the Detroit Symphony OrJames St., waived examination on chestra. He also announced that

Court

persons joining the association for
the first time this year will be invited to attend the last concert of
the 1955-56 season Monday night
when the Winged Victory Chorus
appears in Civic Center. Receipts
for new members will be a different color from renewals or will
Sheriff’sofficers and city police be speciallymarked.
Mrs. David Davis, concert manassisted in the investigation.
Mary Dunn, 39, of 556 Washing- agement representative from the
ton Ave., was assessedfine and New York office who is assisting
costs of $109.70 on a drunk driving in the local campaign, charactercharge. The alleged offense occur- ized concert series volunteers as
"the nicest .
people
in the world —
red March
.
Alonzo Lake. 57, local hotel ad- People who are interested in good
dress, paid fine and costs of $19.70 music and in civic endeavor.”She
on a drunk and disorderly charge. said the New York office regards
Robert Hoffman, 22. route 2, paid Holland as a phenomenal city —
fine and costs of $19.70 on a charge one which last year operated

I,843.

,

two counts, one concealing weapons in car (brass knuckles) and
the other on grand larceny involving a gasoline motor taken from
Robert Horner. Two bonds of 51,000
each were provided for his appearance in Circuit Court April 3.

19.

budget larger th*n some

1

the doubles crown.
John Schreur rolled a 712 to take
home toe singles title. The allevents competition ended in a tie

The 1956 membership campaign

Several

in

Herk’s Service, with a score of

for the Holland Civic Music Asso-

m.
MISS MARIA VAN FAASEN,
recent graduateof the Medical LaboratoryTechnician
course at the Elkhart University of Medical and Dental
Techniqueat Elkhart, Ind.. is
spending a few days with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Alton
Van Faasen, 308 West 13th
St. She will begin her duties
at the Osteopathic Hospital in

Grand Rapids this week.

Beaverdam
The

Moeller was the winner of the
actual all events with a 1,735. This
qualifies him to enter the Masters
Tournament in May to be held in
Rochester, N.Y.
This was the biggest bowling
tournamentin local history, Rich
Wolters. tourney manager, reported. A total of 87 teams. 142 doubles
teams and 203 singles bow'lers
participated.

Civic Music Associationleaders Chart Course for 1956-57 Series in Holland
Mrs. B. Donnelly, captain, Mrs. Ver Hage, Mrs. Marvin Tinholt,
Free Lance Group,
George Good. Mrs. Julius Lubbers, Mrs. Andrew Helder, Lois Wendell A. Miles, Mrs. Carl
Mrs.. Roy Wymore, John Hoyka.
Kaashoek. Kay Cnossen.
Harrington, Fred W. Stanton.
Mrs. Peter Beckman, captain,
Zeeland
Division II
Mr. and Mrs. Ed De Free, diviMr. and Mrs. Frank Fleischer, Mrs. Ed Vanderberg, Mrs. Dorothy
Dyke, Mrs. Glenn Mannes, Mrs. sion chairmen.
division chairmen
Ken Kleis.
Mrs. W. Borst, captain,Celia Ver
Mrs. H. H. Smith, captain. Mrs.
Arthur Brink, captain. Mrs. R. Hage, Dorothy Van Horne, Mrs.
Titus Van Haitsma, Mrs. Ray
Plaggemars, Mrs. Willard Max De Free, Mrs. S. Schipper.
Smith.
Alderink.Mrs. J. Timmerman, Mrs. D. P 1 a s m a n, captain,
Mr. and Mrs. John Kleinheksel
captains,Mrs. lister Deridder, Mrs. Arthur Brink, Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Kenneth De Jonge, Elmer
Lievense,Mrs. Mark De Jong,
Mrs. Gerard Cook. Mrs. Hans Henry Rottschaefer.
Marion N l e n h u 1 s, captain, Mrs. Agnes Walters,Mrs. A. Piers
Suzenaar, Mrs. John Sternberg.
Barbara Rpcker, Mr. and Mrs. C h a r lo 1 e Kleis, Mrs. Paul Borghorst.
Mrs. A. Centolella, captain,Mr*.
Vanden Heuvel. Mr. and Mrs. Wiersma, Marilyn Dykstra.
James Watt, Estelle Karsten.
Division V
Andrew Vollink. Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Peter Prins, division chair- Catherine Jansseh, captain,Mil.
Victor Kleinheksel, Mrs. William
Kenneth D. Lewis, Mrs. Anton
man.
Weasels.
Mr.
and
Mrs. Arthur Hills, Cap- Winterhalder,Mary Van Koevering.
Division III
Fanny Brinkmer. captain. Mrs.
tains, Carleton Kelch, Ray Roth,
Doris Brouwer, division chairMrs. George Lumsden, Mrs. J. W. Bonnema, L. Mannes, Mr*. C.
man.
Riemersma, Mrs. Robert Huizenga. Betty Karsten.
Bernice Bishop, captain. J.
Mrs. Melvin KWbster, captain
Connell, Wanda Rider, Mr. and
Ad e 1 a i d e Dykhuizen. Henrietta
Zeeland, Mrs. Alyn Rynbrandt,
Mrs.
William Venhuizen.
Althuis. Mrs. Frank Brieve, Vida
Jamestown; Wllmer Vander Hoop,
Mrs. John De Haan, captain,
Harper, Lavina Cappon.
Drenthe;Mrs. Edward Van Dam,
Mrs.
W.
Gargano,
Wilma
Beukema,
Margaret Van Vyven, captain.
Hudsonville; Mrs. Fred DeJongh,
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Woldring. Angie Lam, Doris Wieskamp, Mrs. Bumips.
Dora Russcher, Florence Olert, Ted Boeve, Mrs. Harold Thornhill,
Saugatuck - Douglas
Mrs. Carl Van Raalte.
Isla Van Dyke
Mr. and Mrs. John Kent, diviMrs. Jack I^eenhouts, captain.
Mrs. J. D. Jencks, captain,Mrs. sion chairmen.
Betty Arendshorst,Mrs. George James Brooks. Mrs. Clark Field,
Mrs. Earl McVoy, Douglas; Mr*.
Svoboda, Mrs. Preston Luldeni, Mrs. Larry Wade. Mrs. Sidney Arthur Thomas. Saugatuck;Mrs.
Crystal Van Anrooy, Mary Kossen, Tiesenga.
John Pattison, Fennvllle; Mr*. T.
Mrs. Edith de Voider, Ray Swank. Mrs. Wilma Reed, captain, Nella E. Van Dusen, Dr. and Mr*.
Mrs. Arthur Keane. Mrs. Albert Meyer, Gertrude Beckman, Mrs. Nleusma, Mrs. Edwin House.

^

Bowling

Association tournament.

Good Start

1956

MONTH OLD TWINS, Margo Dawn and Richard John
Muyskens,childrenof Mr. and Mrs. John Muyskens.are shown on
the lap of their great grandmother, Mrs. Geraldine Norden of
Denver, Colo. At left is Mrs. Henry Muyskens. Sr., and at right
John Muyskens. The twins were four and one-half months old
when this four generation picturewas taken.

Winners have been crowned

Is Off to

22,

SIX

the big Holland City

Civic Concert Campaign

THURSDAY, MARCH

Mro. John T.

AAUW

to

Even

Hear

Other team

finishers include:
Pfeiffers Beer. 2,975; Schlitz Beer,
2.973; Baker's Grocery, 2,950;
Cimmerford's Restaurant (Merchants) 2.946; Five - Star Lumber,
2,936; Elks Stallions.2,934; Holland Ready Roofing. 2,914;
Donnelly - Kelley Glass. 2.912;
Holland Furnace Co.. 2,908; Short
Cut Garage, 2.908; Holland Racine
Shoes. 2.907; Comets, 2,906: Hart
and Cooley, 2,901 and Goebel Beer,

Regional Officer
Holland Branch.

American

Association of University

Women,

will have as guest speaker at

its

Van

Dyke.

Donald

Brown,' Mrs.

Jack

Division IV
Veldman.
Albertha Bratt, division chairMorrette Rider, captain, Jantina
man.
Holleman. Janette B. Mulder,
Marvin Baas, captain.Mrs. John Metta J. Ross, Mrs. J. A. Stryker,
Tibbe, Mrs. Henry Palmbos, Mrs. Robert Cavanaugh.
Charles Vos, John Timmer.
Mrs. Alyce Yost, Mrs. Peter
Mrs. I^e Altena, captain, Kay II o u t m a n, Larry Wade, Mrs.

Additional workers are stiU being lined up. The campaign ends

at 6 p.m. Saturday,March 24.
Headquartersare in Meyer Musia
House with special telephones under numbers 3825 and 4326. The
local concert program is in cooperation with Hope College.

March meeting Thursday evening
Mrs. John T. Even, vice president
of the Northeast Central Region of
AAUW’. The meeting will be held
at Durfee Hall at 8 p.m.
Mrs. Even, who lives in Aurora,
HI., is a lawyer and former teacher and has been affiliatedwith
AAUW for 25 years. Her subject
Thursday evening will
"Our
AAUW Heritage."

Beechwood Takes

leave from Fort Bennlng, Ga., the
past wqek.
The annual meeting of the Community Hospital was held at the
American Legion Hall Monday eve-

Kamival Plans

annual* public meeting of 2,894.
of permitting another to use his
the Leprosy Federation will be
operator's license as identification with population over 200.000.
Other doubles winners in order
She explained that the Civic Con- held March 28 at 2 p.m. in . Cento purchase beer.
ning.
of finish wen: T. Malewitz - T.
cert
Association
has
been
in
existral
Avenue
Christian
Reformed
Kenneth Hemmeke. 20, West
District Superintendent Dr. MauKouw, 1,256: C. Kirkpatrick - L.
All Holland area children are InOlive, paid fine and costs of $54.70 tence for 35 years. Under this non- church in Holland.Mrs. J. De- Zwemer, 1.252; G. Bonnette— H
He,.
McKea"
has announced that vited to the Junior Welfare League
profit
arrangement,
campaigns
are
Valois,
missionary
from
India,
Beechwood
School’s
basketball
on a charge of purchasingliquor
Phillips. 1.244; L. Wiersma - H.
the fourth quarterly conference
. ,
*
as a minor and displaying false are held and then concertsare will be the speaker.
team won the Suburban League the Saugatuck Methodist Church Kiddie Karnival Saturday at
Baar. 1,241; J. Kingshott - M.
lined up accordingto the availThe Rev. Paul J. Alderink of Schoen. 1,241; J. Hoffman-M.Von A graduate
identification to purchase beer.
Universityof basketball crown Tuesday after- will be held April 6. A cooperative Holland Armory. Final plans for
Chester Skiles, of 154 East Eighth able finances and there are no Jamestown Reformed Church con- Ins. 1,232; W. DeNeff-C. Serier. Illinois and Chicago Kent College
noon with a 40-21 playoff victory- supper will precede the meeting. the affair were completed at a
St., paid fine and costs of $54.70 deficits. Moreover, persons hold- ducted services in the local church I.232; H. Smith-L. Haefner. 1,221; of Law. Mrs. Even was' admitted
Mrs. Maurice Herbert and Mrs. league meeting held Tuesday eveon a liquor - to - minoAi charge. ing membership in the Civic Con- last Sunday. The special instru- J. Bareman - B. Streur, 1,214: O. to practice before the Illinois Su- over Lakeview at Montello Park Harry Newnham were Grand Rap- ning at the Woman’s Literary Club
mental
music
was
given
by
Don
cert
Association
may
attend
Civic
gym.
James Mulder. 47. of 430 Howrooms.
ids visitorsThursday.
Carlson-J.Griep. 1.214; T. Zylman- preme Court in October. 1937. Forard Ave., waived examinationon concerts anywhere else in the Brink anH Jim Weener from Hol- D. Van Dorple.1212; C. Beltman-L. merly an English teacher in a
Coached by Herb Maatman, the
The Karnival will open at 10:30
land. Mrs. Don Brink accoma charge of drunk ' driving, sec- country. .
Heneveld, 1.212; J. Baldwin - T Peoria. 111., high school, she is par- northside five avenged an earlier
a.m. and will continue until 3:30
panied
them
on
the
piano.
(In above photo, seated left to
ond offense, and furnished $300
p.m.
Schreur. 1.211 and J. Kiemel - F. ticularly interested in education, season’s loss to Lakeview. The two
bond for his appearance in Cir» right, are Peter Prins. campaign A welcome reception was held Raab, 1.210.
and as a lawyer has served on a teams had ended the regular seaMrs. Dork Van Raalte and Mrs.
Tuesday
(Aening for the Rev. and
co-chairman.
Mrs.
Davis
and
Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Van Hoven James Mooi are co-chairmen of the
cuit Court April 3.
Other singles finisherswere: G. number of commissionson educa- son with similar records causing
Mrs.
Harold
Lenters
and
children
Fred W. Stanton, co-chairman.
have requested the transfer of event and are assistedby a numMoeller, 705: R. Dams, 677; L. tion, appointed by the governor of the playoff.
Standing are MorretteRider and by the congregation in the church.
"Some prMty good foul shooting their membershipwith three ber of booth chairmen. The ArmIllinois. She is active in many orVan
Ness,
672;
H.
Baar.
664;
T.
Eta
Chapter
Clarence Jalving, vice presidents; Rev. Lenters will be installed FriLindsay, 658; J. Tubergen, 657: H. ganizations and is a past president and better all-aroundteam play," baptized children to the First Re- ory will be gaily decorated for the
Arthur C. « Hills, president, and day evening. His inaugural sermon
Maatman said, were the b'g fac- formed Church of Zeeland.
Names New Officers
occasion in a colorful Eister
will be preached next Sunday Phillips. 655; H. Ter Haar. 654; B. of the C o u n c i 1 of Community
Mrs. A. C. Yost, secretary.
Mr. and Mrs. John Gruppen
tors
in the win Beechwood closed
Services
in
Aurora.
Zych. 653: G. Botsis. 651: L.
,
morning
ad
preparatory
service
at
The following volunteers are asThe Eta Gamma Chaffter of the
announce the birth of a son on
In AAUW. Mrs. Even has held a the season with a 12-1 record.
Children will be entertained by
the evening serviceand communion Altena, 649; D. Klomparens. 649;
sisting
in
the
rtiembership
camBeta Sigma Phi held a social meetIjirry Cooper paced the winners Tuesday. March 13.
J. Baldwin. 647; D. Mossberg, W6; number of chairmanships' and ofa variety of booths at which they
service the following Sunday.
ing and election at the home of paign:
Peter Diepenhorst celebrated his
G. Haan. 640; H. Slager. 639; M. fices in her local branch, is a past with 13 points and Allen Brower
can try their skill in tossing peaOn
Thursday
evening
the
MisDivision I
had
10
for
Lakeview.
The
teams
Mrs. Hugh Overholt Monday eve3.3rd
birthday
on
Tuesday.
March
nuts, penny pitching,ring tossing
sion Guild is sponsoring a program Van Dyke. 638; D. Van Dorple. 633; state arts chairman, past president
are made up of seventh and eighth 20.
ning. Mrs. Howard Poll presided. Frank Schwarz, division chairand the like. » There’llbe booths
at 7:45 in the chapel.
film C. Knooihuizen, 633 and R. Wolters. of the Illinois divisionand served
graders.
New officers were elected as fol- man.
A
nursery
will
be
opened
in
the
as a chairman for the nationalconwhere they can have make-up ap"Precious Jewels" will be shown, 630.
Mrs.
Frank
Schwarz,
captain,
lows
President,Mrs. Donald
church basement on Sunday mornAutomatic pinsetters will be in- vention committee at Atlantic
put up by the Cihldren’s Retreat.
plied to become piratesand other
Paul
Fried,
Mrs.
Fred
Meyer,
Mrs.
Hogue; vice p r e s i d ent, Mrs.
ings for children 6 months through
All the ladies are invited to join stalled at Holland Bowling Lanes City.
characters, try their luck in a cupRobert Turschman; recording sec- Charles Lininger, Mrs. Milton
three
years
old,
Mrs.
Marion
De
in the near future. The pinspotters Her husband is an insurance lawwith the Guild to see this film.
cake walk or see movie comedies.
Johnston.
Mrs.
Ezra
Gearhart,
retary, Mrs. Charles Armstrong:
Boer and Miss Duetta Luurstema
The consistory members of the are scheduled to be installed May yer. They have thn)e children.
Easter novelties will include deccorresponding secretary, Mrs. A1 Harriet E. Cook.
will
be
in
charge
next
Sunday.
The
The Holland Branch board will
Reformed church and their wives 14 in the eight alleys on the main
orated eggs, baskets, bonnets and
Mrs.
Julius
Karsten.
captain.
Van Dyke; treasurer, Mri. Ozzie
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Olson are Christian FellowshipSociety will
entertain Mrs. Even at a buffet
met Saturday evening in the cha- floor.
candy. A refreshment stand also is
Raith. Also new committeeswere Mrs. E. Raphael, Mrs. Ralph
visiting their family in Evansville, present this service to the conSummer
leagues are now being supper at the home of Mrs. He 6 y
pel for a supper and a social time
Included.
formed wdth chairmen as follows: Maas, Mrs. Vernon L. Boersma. with the new pastor, .he Rev. formed and the management is Steffens preceding the meeting.. Ind.. for several weeks.
gregation.
Mrs.
John
Donnelly,
captain,
The Saugatuck Fruit Exchange Mr. and Mrs. Roger Beute spent Although the Kiddie Karnival is
Social.Mrs. Bob Van Dyke; servHostess chairmenfor the evening
Harold Lenters and Mrs. Lenters, asking for early registration.
staged by Junior League entirely
and
river front property has re- Sunday at the home of Wilice, Miss Gerda Boeve; ways and Mrs. Daniel Clark. Mrs. tfudson
will be Miss Dons Brouwer and
who moved in the parsonage the
to entertain children and is not a
Davis,
Mrs.
Ken
O’Meara,
Mrs.
means, Mrs. James Hertel; procently been sold to the Food In- liam Styf.
Mrs. John Donnelly.
past week. Included in the group
fund-raisingproject, a small adgram, Mrs. Howard Poll; publici- Richard Gordon.
dustries,
Inc.
For
the
present
it
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Nelson
Nagelwere Mr. and Mrs. Henry Feenmission price and token charges at
Ezra
captain,
will be used for storage.
ty, Mrs. Frank Bronson;memberkirk
and
family
of
Zeeland
spent
stra, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Van
the booths are necessary to cover
Ka t h 1 e e
Dykstra, Marjorie
Gerard
Glupker,
67,
ship, Mrs. Turschman.
Miss
Marjorie
MacDonald
of De- Friday evening at the home of Mr.
Gerrit
Brouwer
returned
home
Farowe. Mr. and Mrs. Cy Huyser,
expenses.
The ritual of jewels test was Pickens, Jerry Yonker, August De Mr. and Mrs. Harry Bouwman, from the SanitoriumFriday. He
troit is visiting her mother for a and Mrs. Peter Rynsburger.
Succumbs
at
Jong,
Mrs.
Jack
LaBarge.
There will be a smorgasboard It was also announced at Tuesgiven by the president and vice
few weeks while convalescingfrom
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Heihn, Mr. still must have complete rest for
supper
Friday evening sponsored day's meeting that plans have been
president to all members. After
a
recent
operation.
some
time
but
is
happy
to
be
able
and Mrs. Chris De Jonge. Mr.
Gerard Glupker. 67. of 413 ColumMr.
and
Mrs.
Gordon
Aalderink
by
the
Society for Christian In- made for a final League dinner on
the short business meeting canasta Allegan Weimaraner Wins and Mrs. Ted De Jonge and Mr. to remain with his family again. bia Ave.. died early Tuesday
April 3 at 6:30 p.m. The affair will
was played. Winners were Mr«.
Henry De Raster is still confined at his home. He had been ill for and childrenwere Sunday evening struction.Everyone is invitedany
and Mrs. Maurice Huyser.
be held at the American Legion
dinner
guests
of
Gordon’s
sister
time
from
5:30
to
8
p.m.
There
John Du Mez, Mrs. Del Diederich Top Honors at Flint Show
Several local folks attended the to St. Mary’s Hospital with a lung four years.
Country Club.
and Mrs. A1 Van Dyke.
musical program held in James- condition.
Survivingare the wife. Reka; and family the Hetbert Watkins will be no charge but an opportuniALLEGAN (Special) An Al- town Reformed church last Friday Miss Hattie Lotterman. who had six daughters. Miss Janet Glup- of Grand Rapids.
ty for a free will contribution.
Refreshments were served by
the hostess. Attending were the legan dog become the only Wei- night.
Mr. and Mrs. William Assink Joseph D. Kleinheksel
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Hanson of
the misfortune of breaking her hip ker at home. Mrs. Gerard (Joan)
Mesdames Armstrong, Bronson, maraner in the State of Michigan
some time ago, is getting along Vander Bosch of Zeeland. Mrs. Chicago were weekend guests of and family spent Friday evening
l/)uis Brunner, Diederich, Du Mez, to carry both the CDX and Chamnicely.
William (Geraldine) De Boer of Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Aalderink. at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Dies at Holland
Hertel, Hogue, William Kiefer. pion (Compagnon Dog. Excellent)
Mrs. Ge orge Wright returned Gerben Kuyers.
Measles are making their ap- Holland, Mrs. Earl (Juliet) Prins
Joseph D. Kleinheksel,75. route
Poll, Raith, Bob/Van Dyke, A1 Van titles by winning best of breed
pearance in many homes in this of Holland, Mrs. Willard (Sarah) Friday evening from Geveland, The young people took part in
5. died early Tuesday at HolDyke, Tursctonanand the hostess honors at the Flint Kennel Club’s
the
Young
Calvinist
Campaign
on
Ohio,
where
she
had
spent
a
month
Grieving of Holland, and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Ensing community.
annual show Sunday.
land Home, Grand Rapids, where
Mrs. Overholt.
'A number of ladies of the Harvey (Ruth) Robbins of Cold- with Mr. and Mrs. Coatoam. Her Monday evening.
The dog is Von Topper of Mi- mourn the loss of their mother.
he had been for the last 6% years.
daughter,
Mrs.
Coatoam,
accom"Persis Society” mei Tuesday af- water; three sons, Gerald, Howard
Barry,' owned by Otto Schmidts Mrs. Nellie Vande Berg, 58, of
He was born in Fillmore in 1880
panied her home.
ternoon
for quilting.
and
Alvin,
all
of
Holland;
22
Train, Car Collision
and shown and trained by his son, Portland.Funeral services were
to the late Mr. and Mrs. Jan
Mrs.
John
Ten
Brink
Mrs.
Homer
Dunlop
is
here
from
The Rev. F. Huizenga family vi- grandchildren; a sister-in-law, Mrs.
Robert. By winning best of breed held on Friday in Portland ChristKleinheksel
and had lived in that
Injures Mother, Child
sited the local Mission Sunday Henry Glupker of Moline, and a Florida to visit her parents, Mr. Succumbs at Age 85
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GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Officers elected for the coming Aggie Haverman of Moline were
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Mr. and Mrs. Bud Woltmand and trude Springer and a brother.Paul
Peterson of Grand Haven received the group sorts, delivers and reMrs. Aggie Haverman of Moline services were held Wednesday
and committeefrom a table attrac- Billy visited Mrs. Woltman’s sister Springer, both of Miami, Fla.
a divorce from Ronald L. Peter- addresses patient mail. A total of is , spendinga few weeks at the
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No Greater Lore
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March 25, 1956
The Meaning of Christ’sSuffering
Luke 23:4-18
By C. P. Dame
(Based on copyrighted outlines
produced by the Division of Chris-
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the leader: Thla topic h**,
been picked for this week because
on Friday we
Chriat’s death for our«aln. Your
purpose In the topic muat be more
than just leading a "proper” topic
for Holy Week, however. It muat
be to try toi give everyonea deep-

commemorate

£- :

IS
It is a fact of history that Christ
died. When we say with Paul that
The Home of the
Christ died for our sins we proHolland City N«we
Published every Thure- claim the gospel. We then give
er underatanding of the love.which
Jlay by The Sen tine] meaning to the death of Christ
,ne Co. Office
Sd-56
'Printing
"
led Christ to die.' Christiana need
A'eit Eighth
Elshth Street. HoiL The Jews said Jesus was guilto understandao they will more
and. Michigan.
ty, a Roman judge said he was incompletelydedicate their all to
Entered a* second c1/” ™lU.e/.5l
the post office at Holland.Mich, nocent. Pilate the Roman had a
Him who so loved them (II Cor
under the Act of Congreas.March 3. better sense of justice than the
5:14-15).Non -Oiristians need to
Jewish religiousleaders.The real
know of it' ao that they can bew. A. BUTLER. Editor and Publlaher enemies of Jesus were the Jewish
live and be saved. To present it
religious leaders. The governor,
Telephone — Newa Items 3193
you must ask God to help you
Advertisingand Subscriptions 3191 Pilate, after he had examined
really understand His love for you
Jesus said, •• I find no fault in this
Suggested Leader’s Talk: We are
man.” The religious leaders begoing to think about love. When
,„^rS'ror‘h.™;0tln6*p4»”t
came the more fierce when they
"love” is mentioned various
heard this statement and said,
thoughts come to various minds
by him in time for cormtlonewith “He stirreth up the people.”
Somehow the boys , think of the
such errors or correctionsnoted pagan ruler declared Jesus guiltw-i.
girl* and vice versa* We also think
plainly thereon;and In such case If
less,
religious
leaders
and
rulers
any error so noted Is not corrected
William DeLong instructor, appealed to the girl*
of mother and dad and home. If
SWING
STEP—
Senior
High
School
students in
publishersliabilityshall not exceed said he was guilty. Pilate acted
to help teach the boys to dance. The popular
we have had a happy home a warm
the dancing classes sponsoredby the Thomas
such a proportion of the entire spec® nobler, it seems to me, than the
class regularly attracts*i5 students. In the adult
occupied by the error bears to the
feeling comes inside. We are going
Jefferson School PTA execute the under arm
Jewish
leaders.
The
chief
fault
of
whole space occupiedby such advergroup 35 couples are Irarning new steps. The
to think about God’s love, a love
turn, one of the steps in the •’swing."Boys in
fi.
tlsement
Pilate was his weakness, not his
final two sessions are scheduled,in both groups.
which is greater than all other love.
this group outnumbered the girls until Mrs
wickedness.
The
religious
leaders
f.
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
It is so far greater than our
"V
One vear. 53.00; six months. $200; were wicked, prejudiced, spiteful
"puppy loves” that it is a different
three months. 31.00 single copy. 10c. and selfish. The passions and moSubscriptions payable in advance and
kind of love altogether.It is greatwill be promptly discontinuedIf not tives which they levealed are still
er than the love mother and dad
at work in our world.
have for us. It is a love which
Subscriberswrlll confer a favor by
When
Pilate
heard
that
Jesus
Admittedto H o 1 a n d Hospital goes far beyond loving good and
reportingpromptly any Irregularity
In delivery, write or Phone 3191.
was a Galilan he sent him to
Friday were Roy Russell. 145 lovable people and those who love
Herod who was in Jerusalem at
North McKinley, Zeeland; M r «. in return and loves unloving sinthat time. Herod had heard much
FAMHJAB PATTERN
ners. God loves sinners so much
Cornelius Northuis. 175 West 10th
The same familiar pattern that about Jesus and thereforewas glad
He sent His Son to die for them
Thomas JeffersonSchool gym
Mr. and Mrs. Robert E. Slenk
to see him and he hoped that
St.; Mrs. Miner Wakeman, route
has kept the MichiganGOP from
(Jn. 3:16, I Jn. 4:10).
is really "rocking and rolling"
Jesus would perform some miracle
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Robert
E. Slenk Mr. and Mrs. Peter Zeilenga of
1, Hamilton;Mrs. Mary Kidding,
To try to understand God’s love
uinnine the governorship for years for him. In the presence of Herod, these days with the Senior High
140 East Ninth St.; Julian Bouwer, and how great it is let us examine are living at 779 Lincoln Ave.. 530 East 162nd St.. South Holland,
School class learning to do the
has made its appearance again. the Lord was silent. Herod had defollowing their marriage March 3 Ilf. The groom's parents are Mr.
2425 Lakewood Blvd.
our own thoughts to see how great
When the Republicanparty suf- spiritulized himself by his attitude “swing."
Discharged Friday were our love is. Willingness to die for in South Holland. III.
A
series of dancing classes has
fered a near-disastrousdefeat in towards John the Baptist whom he
Mrs. Slenk is the former and Mrs. Gerrit Slenk ol 818 West
Cornelius Northouse, 458 West 18th another is the test we will use to
November, 1954, high resolves had killed because of the wish of been ' sponsoredby the Jefferson
Gertrude
Zeilenga. daughter of 26th St.
By
Richard
Machlele
St.;
Mrs.
Rayman
Sprick,
649
West
test our love. Rom. 5:6-8 gives us
Parent Teachers Associationin
were voiced that it would never his wife and daughter. The religiCounty
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23rd
St.;
Mrs.
Joe
Rademaker
and
an
outline
by
which
to
test
our
love.
happen again.*. That defeat, and ous leaders vehemently accused adult and high school age groups
Many requests have come to our baby, 3536 Lakeshore Dr.; Mrs.
1. Would you die for a righteous
every other week. About 75 stuseveral in earlier years, were due Jesus in the presence of Herod. :n
Cigar Manufacturer
dents and 35 couples are learning office regarding the registrationof Donald Rappleye and baby, 93 man? Mention the names of some
largely to Republican division. spite of their accusations, Herod
It
East
22nd
St. ; Mrs. Clayton great and godly men. For many
Dies in Grand Haven
Many GOP leaders highly resolved found no fault in Jesus and so he to do the swing, mambo, tango, the Centennial Firms. We would Bakker and baby, route 2; Mrs.
this will include mother, dad, etc.
foxtrot, waltz and rhumba.
that the party would close ranks sent him back to Pilate arrayed in
A minimum fee has been charg- like to encouragepeople who have Fredrick Kloosterhouse and baby, Ask the group if they would consi- GRAND HAVEN (Special!
and face the oppositionas a unit. a gorgeous robe which showed the
ed with all proceeds earmarked had a farm in their family for 100 Lamont; Mrs. Gerrit Timmer. 711 der dying for these people. Illus- William Grunst. 68. of Grand HavTail
But it does not look like that at trifling spirit of the man.
years or more to register their Lincoln Ave.; Arie Vander Wilk, trate this point by stories from e , died Sunday at Municipal Hosfor the PTA treasury.
this moment. There are at the
II. Christ suffered for others.
farm as a Centennial Farm. The 155^ East 16th St.
the newspaper or history of some pital after a long illness. He was
moment two candidates. Donald When Pilate gave the Jews the op- Mrs. William De Long has been organization that processesthese Admitted Saturdav were Frank who loved enough to die for such a born In Grand Haven, Dec. 4. 1887 A oce-car crash rin 136th Ave.
instructorfor all the groups, donatnear the New Holland Rd. SaturS. Leonard and Wm. L. White of portunity to cluxfce between Barand lived in the same house all
ing her services.Parents of senior farms is the Michigan Historical Justice. 183 West 12th St.: Mrs. person.
day set in motion a series of
Jackson. Others are almost sure abbas, a murderer, and Jesus, they
2. Would I die for a good man? his life.
high school students and PTA Commission located in the State Frank De Vries. 320 Elm St.;
events that led to tjekets for two
to enter the race, and that will chose Barabbas and thus they reGeorge
Ihrman,
345
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21st
St.;
Office
Building
at
Lansing.
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other motorists.
result in a primary battle that will vealed their character. The reliCheryl
Ettmeuller,
114
West
30th
just the, common "good” people, in 1914 and opened a store in 1923
groups. Mr. and Mrs. C 1 e s s o n blanks for making applicationcan
Eugene O'Neil. 29. of Grand
leave the party exhausted at a gious leaders stirred up the people
St.; Margie Bain. 72 West Seventh your buddie, friends and neigh- which he operated until he retired
Butler are host and hostess to the be secured from this office.
Haven, lost control of liU car when
time when it needs all its strength to make a wicked and wrong
St.;
Mrs.
Charles
Massa,
261
West
There
are
four
categories
on
in
1950.
He
married
Alice
Kooibors. Do you have enough unseladult class.
it skidded on the snow covered
for the main battle.
choice. Some leaders will have This innovationin learning to which you can register:L Owner 13th St.
fish love that you would die to save man Sept. 27. 1939 in Detroit.
road. The vehicle slid across the
Leonard and White have of much to account for because they
Discharged
Saturday
were
Roy
operating
farm.
2.
Owner
with
reHe
made
the
Pastim.’
Cigar
and
them?
Would
you
say,
as
many
dance has proved so popular that
highway, slammed into a ditch and
course a complete American right influenced people in the wrong
Russell.
145
West
McKinley,
Zeelated
tenants,
that
is,
those
ownmight, it was either he or I so it organized the Pastime Club and
requests have been made for
to offer themselvesas candidates way. Today some persons and
ers not engaged in farming but land; Mrs. Lester C. Johnson, 249 might as well as have been he? At- at Christmashad a money tree in rolled over.
another series later in the year.
Passing motorists, who saw the
for governor.But the fact that some groups still make tragic
tempt to find illustrations of th.s the window which was used for
Two more sessionsare scheduled renting to relatives. 3. Owner not East 14th St.; Mrs.
crash, immediatelyphoned for an
Leonard has been
candidate choices. The world has suffered
in each group. The high school engaged informing but rentirfg to Schutt and baby. route 2; Mrs. type of love, as- the four chap- gifts for rfeedy children.
ambulance and Ottawa County deptwice before and did not capture much from wicked and selfish
Survivipg are the wife, one sisclass will meet at 7:30 p m. on non realitives.4. Ovner whose Justin Keen and baby, route 6; lains, etc.
uties.
the imaginationof the Michigan leadership.,
farm
is
not
being
used
in
any
Mrs.
Wallace
Nelson
and
baby.
3. Would I die for a sinner? I ter, Mrs. Guy Van Lopik. Grand
Tuesday, March 27 and Monday
The report indicateda badly devoters to a sufficient extent to
III. Two criminals were cruciifed
farming
activity.
3269
Thompson.
Muskegon;
Mrs.
Think
of
the
so-called
"bums"
on
Haven;
two
brothers
Otto
and
April 9. The adult group will meet
molishedcar and passible serious
make a creditableshowing might with Jesus. The soldiers placed
John
Yff
and
baby.
511
East
CenSkid
Row
the
gangsters
and
the
| Richard of Grand Haven,
Thursday, March 22 and Thursday
injuries to the driver. The cruisers
have given other candidates pause. Jesus in between the two thieves.
A series of soil testing meetings tral. Zeeland; Thomas Haveman. crooked politicians. Would you die
April 12.
and ambulance started for the
Usually two such strikes on a can- All his life long, Jesus was with
which
are
being
sponsored
by
the
452
East
24th
St.;
Lola
Jo
and
for
such
a
person
’as
this?
Jesus
Plans are being made for a parSt. Patrick'sParty
scene at about the same time.
didate constituteat least a strong sinners and so it was fitting that
four
cooperatives
in
the
county
Linda
Kay
Shoulders,
route
1;
Christ, our Savior, did! We are
ty in each class at the final ses
Other motorists saw the *mravan
hint that he isn’t wanted.
even while he was dying he sion with refreshmentsto be pro- will be conducted the last week Susan Kvorka. 577 West 21st St. sinners like that. He died for us. Given for Veterans
and sped after them. O'Neil mean* In theory the primary election should be with them. At first both vided by the PTA.
in March beginning at Hudsonville
Admitted Sunday were Mrs. Glen (If you think you are not like that
gives every citizen the same robbers ridiculedJesus but one of
on March 27; at Coopersville, Vanderkamp. 972 Columbia Ave.; ask yourselfif you would like God Mothers of World War II. State while. had crawled from the wreck
chance to become a candidate.But them changed his mind and his
March 28, at Zeeland on March Sharon Yntcma, 16 East Main, to tell you C. E. society all He Department,sponsored a St. with minor cuts and bruises.
Patrick's Day party Saturday for
As soon as deputies cleaned up
it is hard on the party that ha|>* attitude and repented. He showed Sont of Revolution
29 and at Holland on March 31.
Zeeland; John Overway, 73 East knows about you.)
225 veterans at Michigan Veterans the accident scene they nailed two
pens to be disunited,as Michigan his repentence by rebuking his fel1 am sure you will be getting a 21st St.; Mrs. Grace Kuite. 100
As we come again to Good FriFacility in Grand Rapids.
drivers for failure to yield the
Republicanismhas been for some low criminal with whom he at first Hear Four Essayists
notice from your local cooperative West 20th St.; Randall De Waard, day we are reminded of the great
Refreshmentsand decorations right of way to emergency vehiyears. During the past several ridiculed Christ and by his testi- Winners of the annual essay con- or elevator regarding this soil test- route 1.
love of God and that out of His
for the party were all in the theme cles an# for following emergency
years the Democrats of the state mony concerning Christ and him- test sponsored by the Holland ing program. We would like to enDischarged Sunday were Mrs. great loving heart He calls men
of the day. Games were played vehicles.
have been able to put all their self and his fellow robber.
courage
all farmers who have not John Voss. 36 West 17th St.; Jean to repent of »in and to trust what
Chapter,Sons of the Revolution,
and prizes awarded.Following the'
efforts behind a single personality; He said that they suffered justly
presented their essays before chap- had soils tested to take advantage Volkers. 197 East 26th St.; Mrs. His love has done to save them.
j 0| former
the Republicanshave during the and were getting the due reward ter members Monday evening. The of this soil testing conducted in Raymond Pax. 298 East 14th St.; "God commendeth his love toward party, each veteran was presented
a
gilt.
same years fought one another of their deeds but Christ had done meeting was held at the home of your local neighbe-hood.
Mrs. Henry Boerigter, route 2. us, in that, while we were yet sinMrs James Crowie. hospital ^Holland
Killed
until it was too late to unite in any nothing amiss. It is remarkable
A Mr. Herrinton, who runs the Hamilton;Mrs. Ronald Hertz and ners, Christ died for us."
Mr. and Mrs. CliffordHopkins. H.
state chairman, supervised the
equipment
at the county farm bu- baby, Alice St., Zeeland; Mrs.
effectiveway.
that in so short a time such a sudLooking Ahead: For free helps
A. Hutchins. Regent, presided at
The result has been disastrous den change took place in this man's the gathering.
reau office, will be there to pro- James Essenburg and baby, route for the May 6th topic on Christian party. She was assistedby her hus- Keith Wayman. 31. specialagent
cess this soil. SCS Service, the local 2. West Olive; Mrs. Mary Siam, Vocations write the Michigan C. E. band. and Ben Rowan and Nelva for the Federal Bureau of Investifor the Republicans.And if the attitude. He expressed his faith in
First place winner from Holland
ASC office and the county agent route 1; Mrs. Alvin Risselada and Union. 16524 Woodward Ave., De- Ann Rowan of Holland; Joseph gation at Milwaukee, was killed
familiar pattern of past years Is the words: "Lord, remember me,
High School was Lester Overway
Browski, Mrs. Lena Straayer and instantlyin a train-automobileacwill be there to make soil recom- baby, 531 GraaLschap Rd.; Mrs. troit 3, Mich.
followed, the chances are that it when thou comest into thy kingwith his subject, "T h a d d e u s
Miss Magraret Harmackc. special cident Saturday at 6 30 p.m. in
may be disastrous again the com- dom.” And Jesus, answered, Kosciusko." Second place was Ann mendations and in those cases Peter Schippa, 860 Paw Paw Dr.;
service
officer, of Grand Rapids. Milwaukee.His wife is ihe former
where necessary to sign up cooper- Mrs. Sidney Lankheet,SlO’a West
ing November. The best GOP hope "Verily, I say unto thee. Today
Marie Kleis. whose essay was enThe party is an annual event. Joyce Notier, of Holland.
atively for lime and fertilizer and 17th St.; Mrs. Ernest H. Phillips, Winged Victory
is to unite behind one man in the shalt thou be with me in paradise.”
titled "Benjamin Franklin.”
Survivingbesides the wife are
to help lay out your soil rotation 133 East Ninth St.; Margie Bain.
primary as well as in the election. What a greet change took place
To Appear April 26
Holland Christian High winners
The death rate per mile driven three children, his mother who
If there is a bitter inter-party in this man’s life in one day. In were Joy Hietbrink, "The Decisive plans.
72 West Seventh St. ; Clifford
Volunteers were continuing their is considerably higher on ordinary resides in Albany. Mo . and brothHarmsen, route 1, Dorr; John
struggle in the primary, the the morning he was far from Battle",
"Samuel Adams",
ers and sisters in the w?st.
work
today lining up members for roads than on express highways.
Eariy transplantingof strawber- O v e r w a y, 73 East 21st St.
chances are that the defeated can- Christ, at noon he was in Christ,
presentedby Rachel Blaukamp.
ries pays off in bigger yields the Benjamin Farmer. 2033 Jarman. the 1956-57 Civic Music Association
didates will sit on their hands dur- in the evening he was with Christ.
next year. Runners that form m Muskegon; Arnold G. Hassevoort, series and leaders expressed the
Out of Christ, in Christ, with
ing the election fight.
hope that last year's record would
for
June will produce twice as many 191 fclwill Ct.
At least that was the case in the Christ — and all in one day. Great Board Members Told
be equaled or exceeded.
berries
the
next
year
as
runners
things
can
happen
in
a
single
day.
Hospital births include a daughlast two or three electionsand the
Of Horizon Projects
The drive will conclude at 6 p.m.
that form in July. This is true for ter, Jeanne Marie, born Friday to
1. Weak people have hurt many
same pattern seems to be threatJune bearing varieties.Everbear- Mr. and Mrs. Peter Schippa, 860 Saturday. Headquartersare locatening to develop this time. And people by their weakness.
Community service projects
that way lies disaster for the 2. Christ suffered for the sins which are being undertakenby lo- ing varietiesproduce the best crop Paw Paw Dr.; a daughter. Beth ed in Meyer Music House and
the same year they are planted.. Marie, born Friday to Mr. and special telephonesare 3825 and
Republicans.There would be no of the world.
tal Horizon club groups were exWe recommend setting out plants Mrs. Adrian Penninga. 10'« East 4326.
3.
Some
people
trifle
with
great
point in being mealy-mouthed
plained by Mrs. Andries StekeMembers who join the associaas
soon as the ground can be 15th St.; a daughter, Mary Lou
about the situation.
things.
tee, executive secretaryof Holsuitably worked in the spring. We born Friday to Mr. and Mrs tion for the first time this year
4. Some people refuse a great
land Camp Fire, at a meeting of
will he invited to attend the last
also advise growers to set plants John Koning. 328 Hurd Ave.
opportunity,othrs lay hold of the
the Camp Fire Board Monday. Hosabout 28 inches apart. The ideal
A
daughter, Grace Marie, bom concert of the current season
opportunity offered. The one thief
tesses at the dessert luncheon
spacing is no more than four plants Saturday to Mr. and Mrs. John which will be given April 26. and
was lost, the other saved.
held in the Camp Fire office were
The Hope College Women s Leaper square foot by Sept. 1.
Weeber. 34»East 33rd St.; a son, not Monday, March 26. as report5. Not many people are saved
Mrs. William Pluim and Mrs. Joe
gue of the Zeeland Classis spon- just before dying.
Many growers have been setting James Earl, born Saturdayto Mr. ed in Tuesday's Sentinel. However,
Fabiano.
sored a musical program at the
plants about 18 inches apart be- and Mrs. Robert Rescorla, 1742 it so happens that the 68-voice a
6. We have a gospel to preach
A group of Horizon members will
local Reformed Church Friday because Christ died and rose again.
cause of likely losses of several South Shore Dr.: a son, Steven cappella choir of Northwestern
assist at the Kiddy Karnival Satevening. A large audience enjoyplants. However, plants have be- James, born Saturday to Mr. and College of Minneapolis, Minn., will
urday
at
the Armory under sponed the interestingprogram.
come more vigorous with increas- Mrs. James Boeve 175Vi West 15th appear in a concert that evening.
sorship of the Junior Welfare
Mr. and Mrs: Floyd Ter Haar St. Patrick Party Held
No admission will be charged. Coned control of diseases and insects St.
League, Mrs. Steketeesaid. Anand children of Vnesland visited On 12th Anniversary
sequently, persons going to Civic
so that fewer die now.
A
daughter.
Janet
Ruth,
bom
other group has given services at
with Mr. and Mrs. J. Vander Kooy
Sunday
to Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Center Monday night will receive
the libraryrecently. Several memSunday evening. They also saw
Many of the farmers in this coun- Wolthuis, 453 Rifle Range Rd.; a a choral treat, although nof the
Linda Hertel, daughter of Mr.
their father. B. Ensing, who and Mrs. A. W. Hertel, was hon- bers will assemble equipment for ty are enthusiasticabout the use daughter. Christine Mary, bom Winged Victor>’ Chorus which
is being cared for at the Vander ored at a St. Patrick party the new Pre.statie Huis and others of a grass silage. This is certainly Sunday to Mr. and Mrs. Leo Kelly, comes to Holland exactly one
are practicing a play which will
Kooy h(?me.
one way to stretch your pasture to route 1; a daughter, Christine month later.
Saturdayafternoonin Cumerford
Special music at the evening restaurant on the occasioh of her be presented for patients at the the limit. We highly recommend Marie, born today to Mr. and Mrs.
To complicate Monday’s musical
Mary Free Bed Guild in’ Grand
set-viceat the Reformed church 12th birthday anniversary.
in cases where practical that part Anton Buczek, 1942 I^ake St.
schedule further, a Civic Music
Rapids.
Vlas given by a Women's trio from
concert is scheduled in
The affair featured a three-tier Mrs. William Pluim reported on of the first hay crop be put up
Forest Grove, comprising Mes- oblong cake decorated in green
as silage. You may want to use
Haven Monday, April 2. The Cona
successful
rummage
sale
which
dames M. Klooster. Ed Van Dam, along with colored bunnies and
one of the preservatives such as Fellowship Club Meets
tinental' sires, a Negro quartet,
was held recently in charge of sev- sodium bysulfacide, ground com
and J. Meyaard Jr.
will
appear.
Easter baskets. Paper hats for the
At Maplewood Church
eral Jean - Teens.
The Zeeland classis met at the guests also were green.
cob meal, molasses and others but
Final
plans
were
made
for
a
local Reformed church Tuesday.
if hay is put in at the right condiPrizes were awarded to Margie
A regular meeting of the ChrisThe noon dinner was served by the Plaggemars, Kristi Vogelzang, booth at the Sports Show at Civic tion no preservativewill be neces- tian Fellowship Club of Maplewood Coast Guard Station
Center
this
week
in
charge
of
Mrs.
mission Guild committee and the Helene Vanden Brink, Marlene
sary. Probablythe most objection- Reformed Church was held Tues- Will Open on May 1
forenoon and afternoon coffee by Dokter, Esther Timmer, Mary Lou Joe Lang and Mrs. Joe Fabiano. able feature of grass silage is the
day evening with the president,
a committee from the Women’s Brewer. Dottie Meurer and Joan Mrs. William Young. Mrs. Anthony strong smell that clings to your John Schripsema,presiding. Mr. Holland'sCoast Guard itation
Bouwman
and
Mrs.
Paul
Jone
has been authorized to open on
Mission and Aid Society.
clothes. With preservative*, part and Mrs. Arthur Boeve, Jr., were
Lieffers.
Thursday evening the Men’s Among the guests were two sets gave reports on the regional con- of this trouble can be eliminated. in charge of devotions.Special mu- May 1, it was learned today from
ference held recently in Cincinpati.
BM-1C Waltar G. Sear*, who is in
Brotherhoodwill meet at the Re- of twins. Sharon and
sic was provided by Miss Frances
charge of ^e station.
formed church with the Rev. Petersonand Karen and Elaine
It might be a good idea to check Roundhouse,student at Hope ColAn attempt is being made to
Hehry Bast of Grand Rapids, B a r e n s e. Other* were Perky G. Rigterinhs Entertain
your storage grain every few weeks lege.
have
a full complement of men at
speaker.
this spring. There is little danger Speaker was A. Perara, native
of Grand Rapids,
Henry Bakker, who recently re- Lucille De Roo. Ruth Dykman, On Wedding Anniversary of damage of stored grain when of Ceylon who is studying at Calvin the stationby April 1, Seara said.
Tha Rev. ond Mrs. J. Arnold Newmon
The new atation, erected last
turned from military service in Barbara Hoelcsema, Joan Lieffers.
Mr. and Mrs. George Rigterink the weather is cold but when with Seminary.
and Mrs. J. Arnold and • has been trained in tropical
The
year,
is
located
on
the
north
or
Germany will show colored slides Mary Lou
Margie entertained their children and warm weather coming up. insects Mr. and Mrs. Jim De Vries, Mr.
he took while in Europe at the Plaggemars,Dottie Meurer, Diane grandchildren at a dinner party are active again. At the first sign and Mrs. John Lam, Mr. and Mrs. Ottawa Beach aide of the channel. Newman who plan to sail on April medicine and teaching. Mr. NewSears said that the 50-foot storm 5 on the S.S. Robin "Tuxford’’ to man attended Wheaton College,
local Christian Reformed Church
Sell, Esther Timmer, Helene last Thursday evening in celebra- of insects, fumigate.Your local Larry Overtfeek and Mr. and Mr«.
warning
tower, formerly on the begin their first term as mission- was graduated from Moody Bible
Friday evening at 8 p.m.
Vanden Brink, Ruth Wiersma, tion of their 47th wedding anniver- elevator will have the right type Emerson Tanis win in charge of
Macatawa
aide of the breakwater, aries at Ihe Africa Inland Mission, Instituteand received training for
of
material
to
use
for
proper
fuKathie Altena, Judy VandeWege, sary tfhich occurred March 11. The
refreshments.
was
to
be
rtioved to the Ottawa are spendinga few weeks in the his commercial pilot’s license.A
Helen Holtgeerts, Cafrol affair was held at Bosch Restau- migation.
Marriage Licenses
and E radio license and other
beach side. The move wasflbeing east before going to New York.
rant
in
Zeeland.
Windemuller,
Marlene
Dokter,
Ottawa County
Mrs.
Newman
is the former technicalwork.
Application
Tabled
made
today.
Those present were Mr. and From the Poultry Department at
Terry Minor. 20. Grand Haven, Mary Brewer, Claire Morse, Carol
The First Baptist Church of
Marilyn Mathieson • of Zeeland.
The Board of Appeals, meeting
and Nanry Wells. 20. Grand Hoek, Phyllis Jousma and Kriiti Mrs. George Rigterink,Mr. and Michigan State University"comes Tuesday,tabled the applicationof In the Tropical Chamber on the The couple plans to visit Rev. Zeeland/ with the Rev. Herbert
this
note:
Culled
hen
prices
are
Mrs.
Gordon
Rigterink.
Norman
Haven; Terrence Kruithoff. 20, Vogelzang.
Newman’s parents in Langhorne, Vander I.ugt pastor,and the Venand Bonnie Lou, Mr. and Mrs. best in March. This is the month Russell Klaasen of 311 River Ave. Naval Air Test Center, Patuxent
Zeeland, and Esther Schoenmaker,
before leaving for East tura Baptist Church under the
for further consideration.Klaasen River. Md., technician* recreate a Pa
to
gef
rid
of
star
boarders
in
your
Howard
Langeland.
Lynda,
Duane
Mount
Mitchell
in
North
Caro36. We*t Olive.
Africa,
where they will work with
climate
comparable
to
weather
on
applied
for
permission
to
convert
leadership of D. J. De Proe, are
lina, also is known as Black and Diane, Mr. and Mrs. Andrew laying flocks. Prices for culled hens
a house Into an apartment on the South Pacific ialands. Their pur- the Kenya Colony.
are
usually
highest
during
March
Haverdink.
Orma,
Lou
Jeane
and
Dome
peak,
because
of
the
blue
Supeno
Lake Superior, covering 31.810
carrying
the responsibilityof the
equipment Mrs. Newman was graduated from
SBCOIKI IIUU1
floor aand
Ini MllUllltl
another apart- pose is to test airplane ^
square miles, is the largest body haze often seen on aome of the 1 Karl. A gift was presented to the so if you have been holding back second
Moody
Bible Institutein Chicago monthly support of the Newmans.
ment
or
offices
on
the
first
floor.
I
under
tropical
condition*.
some culls, move them now.
guests of honor.
higher elevations
o( fresh water in the world.
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Zeeland

'

by P«ter Bou*
Pops Had Hea Par A Mother
A Houston, Texas, lawyer, with
a big estate on Memorial Drive,
owned

a

Th regular meeting of the
Ladies Aid of Second^ Reformed
Church will be held in 'the church
parlors on Thursday afternoon at
2:30 p.m. Group meetingswill be
held and Mrs. Vernon Poest will
conduct the devotions. Hostesses
will be Mrs. J. De Vries and Mrs.
N. Wiggen. Mrs. J. Kleinhcksel
will be in charge of the nursery.
At the morning service on Palm
Sunday. Rev. H. Englund will consider "Christ's Entry into Jerusalem”. The Junior and Intermediate

female pointer that was

his pride.

She had

six puppies,

purebred baby pointers. She was
an ideal mother to th? newborn
pups, but she was not left alone
with the job of motheringthem.
A queer bantam hen — the only
chicken left on the estate— discovered the litter before they were a
day old.
She settled down on top of as
many of them as her small body
and outstrtched wings could cover, and there she brooded over
them for hours. The only time she
left them was when they were
feeding. That was a job for their

<

FBI

of her own.
-

• '•

•

-

^'

|
/»

,

—

AGENTS TEACH COURSE

Two

DeKraker, Chief Jacob
Van Hoff, Special agents Jack Barron and Bob
Reynolds, Lt. Ernest Bear and Sgt. Ralph
Woldring.Tentative plans call for a three-day
program this summer when the officerswill go
through a combat pistol course to be taught by
agents. In addition to Holland Police many law
enforcement officers from surroundingcommunities attendedthe session. (Sentinel photo)
(left to right) Sgt. Ike

special

agtnti of Hit Federal Bureau of Investigation
were in Holland Monday as instructorsfor the
inservice training program of the Holland
Police Department. The first portion of the
program was "Core and Handling of Firearms"
while during the evening the officers were
taught "Defensive Tactics." Looking over some
of the weapons used in the demonstrationare

An odd story, isn’t it? A scientist explained the bantam’s motherliness toward the pups by saying she had never had a chance
to display her strong maternalinstinct for a brood <J! baby chicks

v’.

The Springtime Puppy
People who raire dogs think
springtimeshould be puppytime.
They claim that pups born in the
early spring have the best chances
for a healthy life, and this may be
more or less true. I don’t say it is
not, though some of the hardiest
of my own dogs were born in midwinter. I have checked on pups
Dr.- Byron Hansford of
at all times of the year and, ac- Michigan State University addresstually, I cannot discover that the ed the Exchange Club of Holland
season of their birth made any at a regular noon luncheon Mon-

Hansford Explains Ganges
Mrs. Paula Frandsen was hos-

••

Mrs. Harry Nieuwsmo

Holland Resident Will

Be

Terms
By

Prison

in

Circuit

Judge

Pair Confessed

Many

BurglariesFollowing
Arrest on March 6

-

HAVEN

GRAND
(Special)
choirs will sing. In the evening the Two brothers were sentenced to
Senior Choir will present the Can- serve three to 15 yeara in Southtata. "From Olivet to Calvary."
ern Michigan Pnson when they

real mother, not for the feathered
foster-mother.The pointer did not
make any objections to this sharing of her duties. Perhaps because
the bantam laid an egc nearly
every day near the brood nest: an
egg which the puppiel’ mother devoured always with dainty relish

h&t..

Brothers Given

Area School Study

tess to the J. U. G. Club at her
home on March 10. A co-operative
dinner was held at one o'clock
followed by a social afternoon.
The Ganges Bridge Club was en-

Harold Ramsey

The Priscillaand Aquila mem appeared before Judge Raymond
bent of Second Reformed Church L. Smith Monday afternoon on a
met on Monday evening In First nighttime breaking and entering
Reformed Church with the We-Two charge.
Club. Mr. Fred Fisher, child
The two men. Charles Price, 26,
psychologist,who works in Granj Muskegon, and Herbert Price, 21.
Rapids with teachers and parents Muskegon Heights, were arrested
in the field of problem-child coun- by sheriffs deputies March 6 folseling was gesst speaker. His topic lowing three break-ins In Allenwas. "The Role of a Parent.”
dale area the night before. Upon
The annual public meeting of the questioning, they admitted the
Leprosy Federationwill be held three break- ins plus another on
March 28 with Dr. BernadineDe Feb. 28 and eight break-im in
Valois, as speaker.
1953 in Allendale area, as well as
At the morning worship service many others in and out of Mich-'
in Second Reformed Church. Rev
gan.
Harold Englund had for his sermon topic, "The Cross: Man's Judge Smith gave no recomWorst and God's Best.” The choir mendation for any minimum in
sang the anthems, "There Is a pronouncing sentence. The brothGreen Hill" — Gounod-Neal and ers are currently both on parole
"Cherubim Song.” — Tschaikow- from Arkansas.

sky. At the evening service his
sermon was, "Last Act, Last
Scene” and the choir sang, "Trust
in the Lord” — Handcl-Spicker.
At the Reformers meeting in
Second Reformed Church on Monday evening.Dr. Bernadine De
Valois medical missionary to
Waukazoo India, gave an interestingtalk to

Monday

.

A third person whom the brothers implicated in the 1953 breakins, Robert Smith. 21, Muskegon,
was put on probation for two
years and fined $100.
Antonio Guerro, 28, of 58 West
First St., Holland, who pleaded
guilty March 9 to an assault
charge, was fined 8100 and ordered to make restitutionof $15 or
serve 60 days in jail. The alleged
offense occurred Feb. 17 Involving
a fracas in which a woman’s eyes
were blackened and her nose
broken.
Fred Trethewey, 18, of 406 Elm
St, Zeeland was placed,on probation two years and ordered to
pay $100 cosU in connection with
a nighttime breaking and entering
charge in which two guns were
taken from the Herman Prina
Gun Shop March 1. His operator’s *
license also was revoked for one
year.

afternoon, was elected president of the Hol- the girls.
at the home of Mrs. Fred Thorsen land Area Rural School Board
The Honor Roll at Zeeland High
A dessert luncheon was served at Associationfor a one-year term at for the last six weeks Is as folMrs. Harry Nieuwsma, of -17 She lived alone in her home on difference in their health.
day.
one o'clock followed by an after- a meeting Monday night in I^ake- lows: Seniors
Myra Boeve.
Of course, pups born in early
East 14th St., is petting ready to East 14th St. until last Thanksgivvievv school. He succeedsCarroll Penny Boone, Reah Bossardet,
Dr. Hansford, consultantworking noon of bridge.
ing day when she w*nt to spend spring gain some slight headway
celebrate her 100th birthday anniwith the local school board and
Bob De Bruyn, Nancy De Vries,
The WSCS of the Ganges Metho- W. Norlin.
the winter with a daughter in before the summer fleas begin to
school
boards
of
the
greater
dist
Church met Tuesday afternoon I-eonard W. Fought of Waverly Roger De Vries, Dale Faber, Iona
versary Friday. March 23.
Medina, Ohio. She r e t u r ned to rob them of spirit and appetite.
And it will be a real affair in Holland just a week ago and cur- Also, there is less danger of in- Holland area, explained why a March 13th at the church. Mrs. school was elected vice president Kalman, Del Machlele, Glenn Me
study of the local area is being Henry Alexander and Mrs. Otto for a two-year term and Mrs. Titus Nitt, Judy Nagelkirk, Lea Renkethe form of open house in the par- rently a daughterfrom California jury from icy weather than for
carried on.
Chase were hostesses. Mrs. Alva Van Haitsma of Waukazoo was re- ma, Carol Schanp, Karen Scham
lors of Central Avenue Christian is with her.
winter-born pups, but any sensible
Hoover led devotions and Mrs. Wil- elected secretary - treasurer for a per. Jack Sneller, Ruth Van Dcr
The
number
of
courses
offered
Reformed Church from 7 to 9 p.m.
Mrs. Nieuwsma. the former breeder can arrange for the safelard Van Drag! was in charge of two-year term. Marion Van Slooten Meulen and Judy Van Dyke.
Relatives are expected from Jennie Dykstra, was born in Fries- ty and comfort of pups born in by high schools today is double the
Juniors
Ron Beyers, Anita
of Robart school was elected dithe program.
number
offered
30
years
ago.
Boys
Rerimot, C a 1 if., Madison. N.J., land. the Netherlands,
she cold weather and can easily proBoers,
Arlene
Crammer, Karen
The
Ganges
Community
and
Jurector
for
a
two-year
term
and
Arlington. Va., Strasburg, N.D., came to Holland in 1881 with her tect them from winter's hazards. and girls are being trained for a
Arnold Essenberg, Norma
Traverse City. Birmingham. husband and one child. Later By reasonablecare, the pup more complicated pattern of living venile Granges met Friday even- Rayman Sprirk of Montello Park Dear,
Knoll, Betty Kraal. Brenda Lokers,
Bloomfield Hills, Kalamazoo and eight more children were born to born in late spring or summer and a much greater percentage of ing at the hall. A co-operativesup- for a one-year term.
Judy Lokers, Jerry Plasman, Deper was served at 7. Trooper
In Municipal Court Monday,
Dr. William Engbretson of WestGrant, Mich.
the couple, and six are still living. can be kept free of fleas, too. In Vouth Ls in school, he said. The
lores Ramaker^ Mary Schlpper,
William
Eichler
of
the
Michigan
training
is
being
attempted
under
Calvin Merrick, 28, Grand Haven,
ern
Michigan
College
talked
on
Approachingthe century mark, They are Mrs. Louis M. Spencer brief, the time of
in
I,ois Schrotenboer,Keith Smlts,
pleaded guilty to a larceny charge
Mrs. Nieuwsma remains in re- of Bloomfield Hills. Mrs. Arthur M. which your pups are born is in- a school district organization that* Suite Police was present and show- guidance on the elementary school
ed films, "Safety According to the level, defining guidance as helping Norma Vanden Bosch, Jackie Ven- Involvinga watch belonging to
markably good health. Her eye- Chamberlin of Piedmont, Calif., finitely less important than the was set up over 100 years ago.
Records” and “The Jackson Prison youngsters to solve their own der Hulst and Terry Van Haitsma. Edward Raskiewicz and was sensight is somewhat impaired but Mrs. Morris Wilderom of Medina. kind of care you give them after
Out of the present 3.800 school
Sophomores T David Blawkamp. tenced to sene three days In the
Riot." The public was invited to problems. He said guidance in
she manages to get around easily. Ohio. Edward
of their birth. That’s what counts.
districts in Michigan, 24 percenf
Elaine Boersen, Dennis Boonstra,
the meeting.
elementary
school
is
mostly
precounty jail plus $25 fine and $6.10
Strasburg, N.D., Dick of Central
allocateonly five mills for school
About 50 were present at the ventive whereas in secondary Arloa Brinks. Hope De Jonge, costs or an additional10 day* if
Park and Peter of Grant.
purposes, 50 percent allocate five
Wtut Color Eyes?
Max De Jonge, Sherill De Went, fine and costs are not paid.
guest night program of the Gan- ,rhnn, I'™:*"'
Mrs. Nieuwsma’s husband died
A letter received this week asks to 10 mills, and 26 percent above ges Jill Club held Wednesday evein 1941.
m1”,'
me a questionwhich severalothers 10 mills. Districts are not. then, ning March 7, at the Methodist justment in elementaryschools 1
Mrs. Nieuwsma has 144 living of you have asked from time to carrying an equal load, and those
Church. A fine program was plan” SUbieC, ma',0r' hC
Mari'- Fractures Both Legs
descendants includingsix children, time. The question was:
maintaininghigh schools pay a
anne Vander Meulen, Wayne Tanis ' GRAND HAVEN 4 Special) ,,ned under the direction of Mrs.
39 grandchildren, 92 great grand“Do all dogs have brown eyes? larger amount.
Marian Ensfield Two one act plays Dr. Engbretsonlisted five things Erma Vis and Stanley Vugtevecn Max White. 64, route 1, Nunlca,
children and seven great - great
Since I have begun wondering School populationLs increasing were given by club members, school boards might do: 1. Pro- The seniors came through with fractured both legs and received
grandchildren.Among her de- about that. I have noticed many rapidly. Rural Holland areas acvide teachers who are well train- 21 per cent on the Honor Roll. The
"I’ll Take You Home Again Katha severe scalp lacerationat 1 p.m.
scendants are 13 doctors, three dogs. All of them have had brown count for approximately 56 percent
ed. competent, mature adults who Juhiors had 20 per cent and the Saturday when his pickup truck hit
leen”
and
“Peggy
O’Neil." Mrs.
ministers,five lawyers,12 teachfeel secure in their positions be- sophomores had 12 per cent. The an oncoming car on US46 at Taft
eyes. Are there any with eyes of of the high school enrollment.
ers. seven nurses and one different color? Also, you have These areas pay all that the law Myrtle Stremler gave a reading. cause their salaries are adequate
percentageof the whole senior Rd. in Crockery Township. Driver
Refreshments
and
a
social time
missionary.
. a"u
and their work is useful and ap- High school on the Honor Roll was of the car. William Dagley, 41,
spoken of extremely old dogs. My allows them to. but a new way to
occallos,fi“s ,or
cousin found a young but full- build and finance new schools Ul'ollo'ved
f
sion were Mrs. Gertrude Hershaw preciated;2. Provide psychological 17 per
Muskegon, was not injured. The
needed.
Tht Bier Kelder offer* miry
grown
Airedale.
He
kept
her
for
Dutch Family Sought
pickup truck first ran off the road
and Miss Marie Stehle. The Gan- testing methods for teachers to use
Four new members, Dr. J
..
to help their pupils; 3. Provide
•ervlce* for your pleasure.
26 years, to my certain knowledge,
Beavers equipped with chisel- and in getting back onto the highStrikwerda.
Gerald
!lom<'.tClub were csPcc,al|J' '»• some specialized assistance as a
As
Tenants
in
Virginia
though in her last years she was
Th* be*t In draught and
like teeth, are able to gnaw logs way crossed the centerlineinto the
Russell Fredricks and William De i
\ i „ v , „ « „
visiting teacher or referral aid; under water by closing car and other lane. Dagley wai taken to
The Chamber of Commerce has deaf and shaky.”
bottled beer* and wlnea and
! Miss Rulhanna Alexander,
received a communication from
I am glad to get this new record William Woctm
Hackley Hospital )* Muskegon.
j daughter of the Rev.
and Mrs. 4. lla\e twice as much faith as nose valves.
champagnes.Also, sandthe Rev. John A. Wood, pastor of of a dog’s amazing old age. Does
ever before in their teachers and
chawt
i Henry Alexanderand a student at
wiches and snacks. All
,
.
,,
Jamestown PresbyterianChurch anyone know of an older canine? Music was furnishedbv f o u r
recommend teachers treat their
served by trained employees.
Holland High School
k
at Williamsburg.Va.. seeking a As to the first question:
pupils this way; 5. Visit classhfr sol° whlC* Ahc
family of Hollanders as tenants at
Alr-conditloned and open
Scrappy says:
The average dog has eyes that Norma Houtman presented a Mo- sang ra,in*‘,n
recently at a regional Mu- rooms so that board members will
their farm near Leesburg, Va.. an range in color from light yellow lin solo accompanied by Barbara
noon until midnight
sic Festival. The event was held be acquainted with what happens
hour's drive from Washington, to darkest brown. But there are Emmick, and Marcia Bouws was March 1 at Junior College in Grand in their schools.
The door of your automobilemay b«
Progressreports were given by
exceptions.Many merle (gray* soloist,accompanied by Eleanor Rapids und was sponsored by the
a reincarnationfrom Casey Jone's
Tne Woods will be retiring from collies have pale grayish-blueeyes. Ver Burg.
members participatingin the area
Michigan Vocal Association.
fulltime pastorate and ministry the
school
study.
Don
Williams
reportlocomotive cab.
So have certain dogs of other At the beginning of the program.
A number of members of the
latter part of June and will be
breeds. Some of them have one President John Van Dyke. Jr., Ganges Baptist Youth Fellowship ed for census and enrollment. John
moving from Williamsburg to their brown eye and one bluish eye or presented a 51.755 check to the
attended a party at the First Bap- Kaper for school program, Harvey
farm "Evergreen” at Lincoln. Va. blue eyes flecked with brown.
Goodfellows Foundation. The monCarroll
tist Church in Kalamazoo Satur- De Vree on transportation.
always buying
materials
The five-room tenant home is near
A snow white dog (or can with ey, taken in at the first auto show daye vening. About 60 young peo Norlin on finance and Henry Vanthe main house. In addition to a
Kalamazoo d, strict dor Plow on public information
bright blue eyes is likely to be u, KolUnd, spoored by the Ex-,
financial arrangement,the tenants
„rot;on, am) ,inwwo,,an ,,,, and communication.
deaf. I don’t know why. but often change Club, will be used by
were
oreseBt and enjoyed an evewould have an opportunity to esit is true (Test such an animal's Goodfellows to continue furnishing ning of games, refreshments and a
tablish a profitablenursery and
120 Rivar Ava.
Holland,Mich.
hearing before buying him.) The milk and paying for tonsillectomiessocial time. They were accompa- Horizon Sophomores
bulb farm.
average dog, as I said, has eyes for needy families.
nied by Mr. and Mrs. Donald Nye
The 125-acre “Evergreen” farm
Have Hayride Party
from yellow lo deep brown. But
and Mrs. Arnold Green
has been purchased for the Woods
the blue or grayish-eyed dog is no
Miss
Elaine
Frandsen
accomby their daughter, Mrs. Catherine
The sophomore Horizon group of
great rarity.
panied by a friend.Miss Patricia
IN
Marshall, author of “A Man Called
Mrs. Lester Klaasen. Jr. and Mrs.
Coleman of StuebenvilleOhio, were
Peter” and other books. Mrs.
Verne Schipper held a hayride at
recent guests in the home of the
Marshall will do all interviewing. Mrs. Tillie Martinic,78,
Lakewood Stables Friday night.
former's m ot h e r. Mrs. Paula
Additional information may be obAfter the ride games were
at
Frandsen.The young women are
tained from the Holland Chamber Oi North Blendon Dies
played and refreshmentsserved.
employed
as
hostesses
at
Eastern
of Commerce.
Mr. and Mrs. Klaasen and Mr. and
ZEELAND (Special)- Mrs. Til- Dr. Seth Nibbelink, 83. retired Airlinesin Chicago.
Mrs. Schipperaccompaniedthe
lie Martinie, 78. widow of Martin
Mrs.
Abner
Miller
of
this
place
physician and surgeon who was
Martinie, former residentof North born in Holland, died Monday eve- and Mrs Gabriei Osterburg of group.
Attending were Ruth Ann RonBlendon, died in Holland Home in
ning at Blodgett Memorial Hospi- Douglas were in Chicago to attend
dyke. Ron Nienhuis. Betty Bosch.
Grand Rapids Monday evening.
tal in Grand Rapids following a ,hp adding of a nephew. Walter
Doug Knapp. Rochelle De Vries.
Vallee of Chicago and Miss MariSurvivingare three daughters, four months illness.
Bruce Stegenga. Dolores DeWeerd.
an
Saber
on
Saturday.
Mrs. John Lokers, and Mrs. AlHe was born July 30. 1872 and
344 WIST I6TH
PHONE fi-6660
AT HOME AND AT
Tom
Antles, Karen Ende, Jerry
Mrs. Roy Nye returned home
bert Kuyers of Zeeland and Mrs. attendedlocal schools and Hope
Lasswell,
I>nis Haworth. Dave
Quintin A. Moerdyk of Grand Rap- College. He received his doctors Tuesday from the Douglas ComTHE
Jacobusse,Grace Oosterhof. Sid
ids; two sons, Bernard and Peter degree at Wayne University. De- munity Hospital where she under(•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••eee*####MM#e#eceeMeeeeeee*eee*eeeeeeeeee2
Tiesenga. Jane Penna. Karel
Ws chertih th# oia oaken
of North Blendon; 19 grandchil- troit. in 1908 and for 16 years went major surgery Monday March
Vander
Lugt.
Janice
Ten
Have,
dren. 11 great grandchildren, six practiced in Allendale,after which 5. She is improving.
bucket In song, but lor pur*,
Milk is
Terry Reimnk. Mary Van Raalte. I
brothers,Sjoerd Elenbaas of Coop- he practiced in Grand Rapids unRoss
Hamlin,
Judy
Wilber
and
Stu
•
unpollutedwater we need
ersville, Isaac, Anthony and Abra- til his retirement 10 years ago.
Dokter Twins Have Party De
*
ham of Hudsonville, Martin of His home address was 15 Highmodern water well construcBorculo, Jacob of Holland; two sis- land St., S. E., Grand Rapids, but On Their 10th Birthday
• Wa ora proud of the foet thot wa
ters, Mrs. Mattie Klinger of Grand for the last few years he had made
tion.
Jack and Janice Doktor. twins of Train DemolishesCar
TOUR HOSTS:
Rapids and Mrs. Louis Spoelman his home with his daughter, Mrs. Mr. and Hrs. Hemy Doker. who
Edward Adler. 59. of 141 West # keep our milk Tamparatura— CanPAUL AND IDNA VAN RAAITI of Wyoming .Park; two brothers- Leon Hoerner. in Cadillac.
observed their 10th birthdayan- 23rd St.. Monday night escaped •
{ trolled from tha cow to you, and thot
in-law, John Moeke of Zeeland
Besides the daughter,survivors niversariesSunday, were honored with head lacerationshut his 1952
ACROSS FROM POSTOFFICI
and John Martinie of Fort Myers, include two sons. Henry J. and at a party Saturday afternoon at model car was demolished after
hdpi explain our exceptionallylow
a
Fla.
Frank W. of Grand Rapids, a their home on East 14th St.
it was hit broadside by a train at
ZEELAND
grandson, Henry, Jr., of Grand
A large decorated birthday cake the College Ave. crossing between ! bacterio count.
Pkons
On M-21
Rapids; two sisters. Mrs. Benja- centered the table. l,unch was ser- Sixth and Seventh Sts. Engineer of
CLOSCD SUNDAYS
min Dykhuizenand Mrs. Elizabeth ved by Mrs. Dokter asistedby her the train was Joe Victor,100 Glendale Ave.
Medemar of Grand Rapids; three daughter, Karen.
Prizes for games went to Verbrothers, John of Bauer. Fred of
toad Soda Bar/
Coopersvilleand Gerrit of Phowx non Plagenhoef, Darel Schurman.
• 171 MICHIGAN
PHONE 2937
Fire
Destroys
Bed
Christy Zuverinkand Annette AtAriz.
in
A
bed
was
destroyed
by
fire
S»*eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee*eeeee«eee*eeee#ee«eee*Meeeeeeeeeeee«ei
wood.
Invited guests were Vernon shortly after 8 a.m. Monday at the
The Rev. C h a r 1 e * Wolcott Grand Haven
Plagenhoef. Gordon Strioklen, home of Ella Ten Brink. 330 West
Gat More canpltte protection it lo* coot vitb
Merriam, 80, minister emeritus of
Jerry7 Britten, Darel Schurman, 20th St. Fire Chief Andrew KlomPark CongregationalChurch, Injured in ColIi$ion
Christy Zuverink, Cherrel Mapes, parens said damage was confined
now hoMoowoon' 4-111*1
Grand Rapids, and father of WarA Grand Haven woman was in- Prudence Brown. Annette Atwood, to the mattress although some
ren S. Merriam of Holland, died jured Saturday when a car in Marjorie Woldring, Jimmy Dal- smoke damage may have resulted.
Sunday In Claremont, Calif. '
Cause of the blaze was not known,
Ivhich she was a passengerand a man, Jimmy Diekema, Greg Vis•COVIltt YOUR
\
known.
Mr. Merriam retired in 1939 and second vehicle collided on US-31 schers and i.oma Weyschede.
Provide#lr* and other covefooei.*
f
•COVERS YOUR PERSONAL
moved to Pilgrim Place, a retire- near the Port Sheldon Rd.
ment home for Congregational Mary Beron, 35, route 2, Grand
Provide*coverage on wch
OUR VARIETY OF TASTY
| property anywhereIn ihe
ministers and their families. He Haveh, was taken to Grand Havwas widely known for beautifying en Municipal Hospitalfor treat•COVERS YOURLEOAL
YOUR L
the service and writing a book on ment of cut* and bruises.
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Church Worship. In 1927 Rev.

Driver of the car, her husband.
Merriam startedan expansion pro- Louis Beron, 35. was not injured
gram which was completed in nor was the other motorist, James
1951.
Langejans, 49, of 360 West 16th St.
Ottawa County deputies said
Surviving besides the son in Holland are another son, Charles W. both Beron'a 1950 model car ahd
Jr., of Taunton, Mass., a daughter Langejans 1953 model car were
Mrs. Carl G. Byomcrantz of Evan- total losses following the headon
ston, 111.,

a

stepdaughter. Mrs. collision.

Marvin Germaine of Grand Rapids; six grandchildrenand two
great grandchildren.

;

The use of playing cards dates
back to ancient Egypt and China.
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Scott-Lugers Lumber Co.
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Telgenhof-DokterRites Performed

Haroon Giants
Upset Harborites

By 54-50 Score
Kalamazoo Central’s basketball
team advanced into the Class A
quarter-finalshere Saturday night

a

54-50 upset win over
in the regional finals before 2,900 fans, the largest
crowd ever to watch a basketball
game in Civic Center.
The Maroon Giants, defeated
twice by Benton Harbor in the
regular season, now run into Ann
following

Benton Harbor

CLI'BS PURCHASE RESUSCITATOR— Police
Chief Jacob Van Hoff (second from right) looks
over the combination resuscitator-inhalatoraspiratorthat was purchased for the department
by the Inter-FraternalCouncil The entire proceeds of a benefit dance in Februaryat the VFW
Club House went to buy the life saving equip-

Several

4,.3fcv

Appear

Arbor, also twice conquerors of
Kalamazoo this season.
Featuringa r a c i n g - pressing
game, the Maroon Giants found
their stride about midway in the
first period and raced to a 13-7
margin. The Giants were missing
a lot of dog shots, but managed to
sink six out of 19 while the Tigers, after making the first basket
of the game in the opening eight
seconds, couldn’tbuy a bucket the
rest of the quarter, ending with
one out of eight chances.
Kalamazoo continued to press in
the second quarter and the movement had the Tigers sort of buffaloed. With four minutes gone, although the Giants were still missing a lot of shots, they pushed the
score to 20-10, the biggest margin
of the game.
But a minute later Bob Brown,
an improved center, picked up his
fourth personal and was benched.

ment. The unit will be kept at headquarters
ready for immediate use anywhere in the city.
I^ft to right are Ken Dykstra, Elks; Beenie
Visscher. Pioneer; Watson Lundie, VFW; Fred
Raffenaud,Eagles; Van Hoff; Irving Kangas,
Moose.
(Sentinel photo)

Tony Beyer of South State St., has
been chosen to go to Camp Emery'. near Muskegon, sometime in
June. He was chosen to represent
Zeeland High school. Ron is presi-

Library

This was the Tigers’ cue. Quickly
they started getting more of the
rebounds and worked the ball in
(De Vries photo)
dent of the Junior class, member
In
for buckets.
Miss Marilyn Dokter and Henry ter. sisters of the bride, were
of Student Council and also of the
HISTORY OF
The Tigers outscored the winners
Telgenhof were married in Beth- bridesmaids.They wore gowns
Z-Club and Hi-Y club.
Sveral persons appeared before
any Christian Reformed Church similar to that of the maid of
Richard Smith, son of Mr. and CRITICISM by Rene' W e 1 e c k. 14-10 in the second quarter and
March 2 with the Rev. William P. honor and carried cascade bou- Park Township JusticeC. C. Wood Mrs. Marvin Smith is spending a (1750-1950, Volume 1— The loiter had their best shooting, making
five out of 11, while the Giants
Brink performing the double ring quets of pink roses and pink fea- the last week or two.
15-day furlough at his home, north- Eighteenth Century; Volume 2
Thomas Lee Antles,of 173 West west of Zeeland. He is scheduled
could sink only three out of 16, and
ceremony. Parents of the couple thered carnations.They wore
28th St., paid fine and costs of to report back at Fort Bragg. N.C. The Romantic Age. W e 1 e k is pulled to within two points, 23-21
are Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Dokter. 11 matching headbands.
East 28th St., and the late Mr. and
Jerene Yonker, cousin of the 524.30 on a charge of speeding un- on March 18 and is slated to go ov- Sterling Professor of Comparative at halftime.The final three Tigers
Mrs. Henry Telgenhof.Sr., of brid£, was flower girl. She wore a der existing conditions and pass- erseas to Germany in the near Literature at Yale University.) points were made in the last two
minutes on foul shots as Kalamablue nylon net dress over white ing on right. The arrest was by future. He entered the army in
Drenthe.
It is a long time since any one
The church was decorated with taffeta and carried a basket of state police.
Oct. 1955 and received his basic has undertaken to write a History zoo tried to get the ball.
palms, candelabra and arrange- mixed flowers. Stevie Volkers. Bernard Becker of Becker Iron training at Fort Leonard Wood. of Modern Criticism.This excellent Benton Harbor, followingthe
ments of white double stock and nephew of the bride, was ring and Metal Co. paid fine and costs Mo. He has completed special work by ProfessorWellek will pattern of a strong third quarter
rang up seven points in the first
of $53.50 on a charge of having in trainingwith an ammunition comwhite gladioli.
bearer.
therefore be enthusiastically
wel- two and a half minutes to take a
BIG REASON FOR WIX-ReboundingBob Brown ‘28), KalamaJohn Van Maestrichtsang *‘0
Best man was Gerald De Vries his possession an improperly scal- pany.
comed by all readers who have 28-23 lead before the Giants scored
zoo Central center, grabs a rebound while Leroy Goft (23), left,
Promise Me,” "Beoause” and "The and ushers were Vernon Dokter and ed weighing device. Enforcement Mrs. Lena Clark has returned to
more than a superficialinterest in
and Chester Walker (25) of Benton Harbor watch. Also around
The
Tigers
held
the
upper
hand
Lord’s Prayer” accompanied by Ralph Dokter. Jr., brothers of the officers made it clear,' however, her home on East Central Ave. af- the literature of the modern era.
the basket are Bill Holmes of Central (behind Goff) and Sam
for the next few minutes, keeping
that the net weight in any case ter visiting her children.Mr. and
Mrs. M. Potter.
bride.
The lot of the literary critic has four points up until the half-minute
Watson of Benton Harbor, (behind Brown). Brown, playing one of
was
not
a
matter
of
short
weight.
Mrs.
Ross
Clark
in
Mt.
Prospect,
For her marriage the bride chose
Serving as master and mistress
not always been an easy one. The mark. Here Kalamazoo brok*
his best games of the season, came in for many rebounds for the
a goW of antique silk taffeta with of ceremoniesat a reception held The complaintwas signed by a
public has been prone to look with through for two buckets and tied
Maroon Giants. The only time Renton Harbor really moved in the
appliques of Chantillylace outlin- in the basement of the churah were representative of the bureau of
The facultyof Zeeland High helci
raised eyebrow at the critic as a the score at the period horn.
contest occurred when the 6'3’’ center was on the bench with four
their annual party in the school
ing the scalloped neckline of the Mr. and Mrs. Henry Dokter, uncle marketingand enforcement.
frustrated artist,on the general
(Penna-Sas photo)
Benton Harbor tried somewhat
Harrington Coal Co. of Holland gymnasium last Friday evening.
molded long sleeved bodice. The and aunt of the bride.
theory that those who are not able of a stall late in the period that
paid
fine
and
costs
of
5122.10
on
a
The
program
consisted
of
talks
by
full skirt ended in a brush train,
At the punch bowl were Mr. and
to do something themselves, gener- was pierced by the pressing
also trimmed with the lace mo- Mrs. Bu^ Newhouse. The Misses charge of overloadinga dump teachers on physical education,
ally teach others how to do it. Giants. From the floor both teams
tifs which were embroideredwith Marilyn and Muriel Hansen were truck. The arrest was made drama and art. Miss Hager spoke
Moreover,there is a general feel- did about equally well in the third
of
pearls and iridescentsequins.Her in the gift room and Miss Audrey March 5 by WeightmasterSam on the importance of physical eduing that reading books about books quarter with the winners hitting
cation in high schools. Mrs. De
fingertipveil of imported English D® Vries had chargp of the guest Hartwell, Sr.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Elvin Wabeke and
Ls something like eating twice- on seven for 20 and the Tigers doStanley L. Raak. route 2. paid Boer spoke on the differentkinds
illusion was secured by a tiara of book. Waitresseswere the Mesfamily, Mr. and Mrs. Robert Felcooked cabbage.
ing slightly better with eight out of
flowers fashionedwith a seed pearl dames Robert Pluiter and Lee fine and costs of $29.30 on a reck- of drama and forensicsand public
lows and family of Wayland were
Such
foolish notions about the 20.
and iridescent sequins.She carried Meadows and the Misses Sandra less drivingcharge. He was arrest- speaking and Mr. Murray told the
role of literary criticismare thorThe teams were tied for the first re.ent afternoon guests of Mr. and
group about the historyof modern
a cascade bouquet of white roses, Jillson,Donna Lamberts, Esther ed March 2 by state police.
Mrs. Henry Wabeke.
oughly exploded by a carefulread- 30 seconds of the fourth quarter
A good boatman must know the
Others paying fines were William art and the use of color in art.
centered with a white orchid, and Timmer, Carolyn Helder, Marilyn
Mrs. R. P. Leestma was taken
and
then
Benton
Harbor
shot
ing
of
these
volumes.
Literary
‘‘rules of the road” and here are
A 50th AnniversaryDinner was
F. Bazuin, Grand Rapids, speedwhite satin streamers.
Menken and Marjorie Garvehnk.
ahead 44-40, in what looked like from the Mrs. J. G. J. Van Zoeren a few simple fundamental ones
Her sister, Mrs. Hazel Volkers, The bride was graduated from ing 65 in a 50 - mile zone pulling given by the officers and directors criticism is not a parasite living
home to the home of Dr. Roger
upon
the
work
of
genius,
but
is the possible turning point.
that apply everywhere.
matron of honor, wore a cotillion Holland High School and formerly trailer on M-21, $14.30; Harold of the Colonial ManufacturingCo
But
the Giants were not nap- Leestma in Battle Creek. Mrs. R.
itself
in
many
instances
a
work
of
1. Meeting— When two boats apblue gown of nylon lace, fashioned was secretary to the plant mana- Draper, of 42 East 13th St., speed- to mark a half century of operation
P.
Leestma
has
a
kidney
infection.
ping
and
scored
two
baskets
in
the
genius. Indeed, literary criticirn
proach each other head - on each
with empire midriff and flared ger at General Electric. The gioom ing 75 in 65 - mile zone. M-21. by the furniturefirm since its
f
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Donald
M.
WynLs itself a recognized form of lit- next minute and again knotted the
steers to starboard(bears right)
skirt and net pleats over taffeta. is a graduate of Holland Christian $14.30;Jacob Jongeknjg, Zeeland, founding'in 1906. The company
garden of Hudsonville were recent
erature and such has its own score, this time 44-all.
so as to pass port side (lefti to
was
organized
in
1906
by
five
ZeeShe carried a cascade bouquet of High School and is attending Na- speeding 50 in 35 - mile posted
guests
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Lloyd
Leroy Goff, whose only contriburight of existence. It is in that
port side. In the Great Lakes, the
pink garnet roses and pink feath- tional College of Chiropracncat zone, $14.30;Arnold Weber, route land men under the, leadership of
spirit that the author deals with tion to the game was made at the Meengs and family.
ered carnations. She wore a blue Chicago. The couple will make their 3. no name and address on fish John Spyker who had begun the
Henry Spaman was guest o!
l™™1!'';3";' or do'vnfoul line, put the Tigers ahead
manufacture of hall clocks for his subject.
floral headband.
home at Trailer Ranch. 573 South shanty, $19.30.
46-44 with a pair of tosses. This
The
work
as
it
now
stands
is
still
KrZ °n S,uda>\March the one ;which
has the current gMisses Nancy and Patsy Dok- Milwaukee, Wheeling. 111.
Alfred Cowell. Grand Rapids, no which the firm is now nationally
. jt
incomplete. The author has plan- turned out to be the last time Ben- 10 on his birthday.The guests were ;
licenseplate on trailer. $9.30; Ger- known. About 160 guests were preton
Harbor
was
in
front.
Mrs Henry Spaman Mr. and MrsJ , Ovetlaking-When one boat i,
ald Handy Wilson. Benton Harbor, sent at the dinner, it was an- ned four volumes. The present two
Seconds later Paul Chumas sank HoUis Sparoan and family Mr and Lvertaki anoth |h(, one d i
volumes carry the story of modern
violation of basic speed law, $9.30; nounced by Harmon Den Hehrder,
a two-hander from outcourt to tic Mrs. John Spaman and I-mily o | |hc over„lki must
c)ear
Daryl Herman Hofmeyer, of 1704 president and general manager. criticism from, roughly, 1750 to the score again and quickly added DunnlngvHle. Mr. and Mrs. Herbert I
one
bei
0vcruiken1'
1850.
Volume
three
will
treat
the
Washington.Holland, speeding75 Service awards were handed to
shot about 20 seconds later Schout and family of Viesland.
3. Crossing— A motorboat which
Holland archers held their in 65 - mile zone, $14.30;Harvey employes who have been with the criticism of the late 18th century, atofree
put Kalamazoo ahead 47-46.
Mrs. Bor. Drooger of IWUnd !
"to*
and
volume
four
will
consider
the
firm
for
25
years
or
more
weekly shoot at Holland High gym .1 .Detweiler,Pocatello,Ida., red
Then the Giants began to stall. spent a day with Mrs. K. Jousma,
The regular meeting of the Mis- criticism of the 20th century.
in
ger zone” (from dead ahead to two
light. $5.
And for the first time this season. Mr. and Mrs. S. Broersmif reFriday night with Bill V a n de r
In the first volume, Welleck dispoints aft the starboard beam —
Maurice Vasquez.Lake Odessa, sion Circle of First Reformed
Benton Harbor cracked under the cently.
Berg firing a 780 for high score.
cusses
the
literary criticism of the
Church
was
held
on
Tuesday
evenroughtly coming from the right)
The basket baU team of Holland Marv Wabeke shot a 778 to take no operator's license on person.
pressure. The Giants began stalling
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert J. Van must give way to it by altering
ing. The president,Mrs. den Oud- so-called "Neo-Classical”period
$9.30; William Arnold Pate, of 122
Battalion 195 of Immanuel Church second honors.
at 3:46 and coolly controlled the Welt of Pontiac, Mr. and Mrs. Goren. conducted the business meeting as it is found in the French critics
course to go under its stern, by
was nipped in the finals of the Other scores posted were: West Ninth St., drivingwrong way and Mrs. A. De Pree. chairman of Voltaire and Diderot; the English ball until an anxious Tiger fouled don Streur of Holland,Mr. and slowing down, or if necessary,
on
one-way
lane. $14.30: Melvin J.
at 2:28.
Mrs. Martin P. Wyngarden of stopping or reversing.
Midwest Christian Service Brigade Norma Naber, 772; John Lam. 768; Victor, of 111 Cambridge, stop the program committee was in critics, especiallyDr. Johnson; the
Bill Holmes, playing an outstand- Vrieslaad were recent afternoon
basketball tournamentat Wheaton
charge. Mrs. P. Madderom led in Italian critics, and then the
4. Leaving slips, wharves and
of
ing game for the Giants, sank both callers on Mrs. John H. Van Welt
College, Wheaton, 111., Saturday ClemerUs d^8;n Bill B^o w”* 754' ^n;. *7,30: Melvin Pickering.
devotions and a group of nine Jun- emergence of Romantic ideas in
piers— Boats coming out of slips
180 Gordon, defectivebrakes. $9.30.
free shots and Kalamazoo moved in Zeeland.
Warren
St.
John,
748;
Jo
hn
night.
ior girls sang several selections, Germany under such brilliant
into open water, or leaving berths
ahead 49-46.
Mr. and Mrs. George Van Zoeren
The local entry lost to Minnea- Mulder, 744; Rich Woltman. 734;
directed by Mrs. L. Meengs. Mrs. critics as Lessing, Herder, Goethe,
In the remaining two minutes, of Zeeland. Ms. J G. J. Van Zoer- at piers or wharves, have no
polis Free First, 37-35 after wallop- 'Paul Barkel, 716; Jukie Ten Cate.
De Pree introduced Carl Van Far- Kant, and Schiller. By treating
both
teams fought desperately for en of Vriesland were recent eve- rights until they are entirelyclear.
ing Villa Park, Chicago league 704; Bill Lokker, 686; Milt
owe. a seminary student at Hope this subject in this way, the author
control
of the ball. This resulted ning guests of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Therefore, they proceed with cauwinner, 73-32 in the semi-finals D a n g r e m o n d, 672 and Joyce
Colfcge who related his last sum- is able to focus attention on the
tion.
in fouling. Chester Walker, whose
Barkel,
663.
"
Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Dekker mer’s experiences in Florida in the broader aspect of his work, a hisRoelofs.
Saturday afternoon.
5. Sailboats—These boats always
fourth period mental lapses were
Bob Schoon, 629; Jack Westrate. of West Main have returned trom interest of church extension.Miss tory of ideas, rather than upon
Terry Gentry led the local five
Relatives and friends attended
have the right of way over power
costly, swished foul toss for the
in the final game with 12 points. 628; Sally Schoon. 600; Don a vacation trip to Dallas. Texas Hattie Rookus, chairman of Spir- merely local development in a
the funeral services of Mrs. Grace
boats except in the case of a saiU
A Gentry gasket knotted the game Timmer, 591; Margb Vander Berg. and other points of interest. They itual Life Committee read a Len- single country. The comparative Tigers with 1:57 to go.
Van Dam at the Oakland Christian ing boat overtaking one under powCenter
Brown
came
in for one
at 35-all with two minutes to go but 590; Fred Ter Vree, 565; Mike also enjoyed seeing Mexico. They ten meditation and Mrs. B. Poest study of literary criticism Ls not
Reformed Church on Monday, er. Courtesy also requires that
Minneapolis’Dennis Olson, high Lam, 542; Reka Brown. 539: Frank visited their children. Mr. and closed the program with prayer. only modern, but does much to shot and Holmes sank two more March 12.
sailboatswhile racing will be givtosses in the next 45 seconds
with 17 points, sank the winning
523 and Ed Mrs. Deon H. Dekker, formerly of Hostesses were Mrs. J. Vande clarify many point, which other- free
; ,,n wide berth. When passing a
of play and the Giants took a
Zeeland.
backet with three seconds to go. Heuvelhorst. 430.
Velde, Mrs. J. Blankenstynand wise seem obscure. Professor
sailboat, pass on the leeward side,
52-47 lead and started looking out Frank E. Douma Dies
Minneapolis led 9-8 at the quarArchers shooting perfect flights Ron Beyer, son of Mr. and Mrs. Mrs, H. Kuipers.
Wellek is careful to demonstrate of the corner of their eyes for the
the side carrying the main boom.
ter, 18-17 at halftime and 32-26 at this week were: M. Wabeke, 7;
After Long Illness
that the seeds of Romanticism lie regional trophy.
6. Fishing boats - These boats,
the end of the third period.
B. Vander Befg and J. Lam, 4
buried deeply in the thinkingof the
whether anchored or underway
Benton
Harbor
came
through
Gentry also paced Holland 195 to each; G. Hiddinga and B, Brown,
Neo-Classicists.
New ideas now are with one foul toss and the final Frank Edward Douma. 61. of 219 with nebs, lines or trawls out, have
the semi-final win, getting 20 3 each; N. Naber. H. Clements
seen to be old ideas which seem lunge came with a layup by Dartmouth Ave., Holland Township, the right of way. Take it easy
points. Other members of the local and J. Mulder, 2 each and W. St.
t
new because of the greater em‘ George Peapples with nine seconds died at 11 a.m. Monday at his home when passing a fishing party.
five are Ron Nienhuis, Dave Droo- John, 1,
phasis which is placed upon them to go. I^rry Brownell finished off following a long illness.
7. Tows— Although under certain
ger. Dale De Ridder, Chuck
Mr. Douma was a veteran of circumstancespower boats have
in certain eras of history.
the scoring with a pair of tosses
Goulooze,Terry Gentry. Lonnie
Bob Wenzel fired a 274 out of
World War I, a member of Trini- the right of way over tugs with
Volume
two traces the history of with four seconds left.
Zylman and Floyd Jousma. Don a possible 288 in the Junior
criticism in the Romantic Age.
Kalamazoo hit four out of 11 ty Reformed Church and the Men's barges in tow, it is not only good
Bnnk is team sponsor.
Archery league shooting March 13.
Since much of the inspiration of shots in the final quarter and the Adult Bible Class. He had been a manners but sound seamanship to
A total of 53 junior archers took
shipping clerk at Hart and Cooley yield the right of way because a
Tigers had three for 10.
the Romanic movement
part.
Benton Harbor ended with the Co. for 23. years.
from Germany, naturally the ausmall motorboat is a good deal
Other scores recorded were:
Surviving are the w ife, more maneuverable than a string
thor devotes much attention in this best shooting mark, heaving in 17
Dick Van Raalte, 272; Jack Ten
volume to German critics.Of more out of 49 for 35 percent while the Marguerite; two sons, William and of barges.
Cate, 256; Terry Woldring. 252;
immediate interest to Americans Maroon Giants had 20 for 66 for Paul both of Holland; a sister. 8. Accidents -In cases of colliDavid De Vlsser, 244; Ted Wierda,
Mrs. Gerrit Rooks, of Holland, and sion, capsize,fire or other serious
is the interestingdiscussionof the slightly better than 30 percent.
one
step brother,Lloyd Cronkright, accident,it is the duty of boatmen
Mr. and Mrs. John Homfeld will 239; Jerry Van Wieren, 238; Ron
At
the
free
throw
line,
the
wingreat English author-critics,such
observe their 55th wedding anni- Bowerman, 236; Dave Helder, 236;
as Shelley.Wordsworth,Coleridge, ners made 14 out of 28 and Benton of Lansing, 111.
to stand by and render all possible
versary at their home, 196 West Jams Ter Haar, 232; Dave Tuls,
Hazlitt, Lamb and Keats. In these Harbor had 16 for 31.
assistance.
13th St. today. The couple 230; Richard Essenburg, 227; Paul
men there Ls a deliberate attempt Holmes led Kalamazoo with 14
George Castaneda Dies
has lived at the same address for Nienhuis, 227;- Russ Harmsen, 226;
to state the theory of beauty which points,getting eight on free shots
while
Del
Beelick,
who
went
out
50 years. Mr. Homfieldwill be 78 Daryl Wabeke, 224; Bob Vanden
Holland Auditor Will
they sought to embody in their arFollowing Long Illness
years old in June and Mrs. Hom- Brink, 220; Jim Nelson, 212; Bob
tistic productions.The French and in the first minute of the fourth
Attend UofM Confab
feld will be 76 on April 3 They Piers, 212; Lorin Van Geldren, 210
Italian critics also receive some period on fails, had 12.
George Castaneda. 36, of 321
are members of the New Apostolic and Bob Eastman, 209.
Sophomore
Walker
led
the
Tigers
attention.
West 15th St., died at 4 a.m. MonJohn
Fonger, Holland
Church in HoUand and charier Allen D e J o n g e, 206 Doug
All this may sound quite learned with 16 and Hensley followed with day at his home following a long Auditor attending the sixth anmembers of the Spanish War Vet- Hartgerink,204; Paul Nienhuis,
illness. Born in Texas in 1920, he
and intellectual. The fact of the 12.
High scoring Leroy Goff, carry- came to Holland about three years nual municipal finance officers
erans, Veterans of Foreign Wars 200; Ron Reeves, 196; Jim
matter is that these volumes are
training institute at the University
and auxiliaries.
Steggerda, 196; Terry De Jonge,
scholarly. They are thoroughly ing a 17-pointtournamentaverage ago and was employed at the H.J. of Michigan Wednesday through
into the game, was held to one bas- Heinz Co.
They have six daughters, Mrs. 194; Roger Beukema, 191; Larry
documented, but the author does
Thursday.
ket and ended with seven points.
Alice Curley of South Haven, Mrs. Dorgelo, 193; David Beultema, 188;
Surviving are the wife, Angela;
not interferewith the reader’s enFonger, who is vice president of
Benton
Harbor
ends
the
season
Pearl Jinnette of Key West, Fla., Walter Van Oosterhout, 186; Dale
one daughter, Lupe; his mother, the Michiganchapter of the Munijoyment by intruding his notes inwith a 14-4 record and Kalamazoo
Mrs. Buddy Bryan of Miami, Fla., Tempas, 184; George Kline, 175;
Mrs. Josefa Castanedaof Holland; cipal Finance Officers Association,
to the body of the text.
enters the guarter-finals with a 11-7
Mrs. Gertrude Drost, of San Jim Esserburg, 172; Danny
three sisters, MLss Doris Castan- will preside over the luncheon
Certainly, college students and
mark.
Diego, Calif., wife of Lt. Comman- Williams,170; Ron Semer, 16?;
eda, Mrs. Albeda Saenz and Mrs.
professors will find these volumes
People were jammed into the Lidia Gonzales of Texas; two meeting Wednesday when the reder Willis Drost of the U. S. Navy, Edwin De Weerd, 166; Jim De
useful. They will appreciatethe
port of the committee on investCivic Center for the contest and
• Mrs. LuciUe Dalhstrom,’hf San Neff, 152; Jim Petroelje,143; Ron
brothers, Noe Castaneda of Holfact that individualsections of the
ment of public funds, among others,
several were turned away. Fans
Diego widow of Arthur Dalhstrom, Borr, 139; Ed Reeves, 134; Eddie
book can be read by themselves were even sitting on the steps all land and Charles Castanedaof will be discussed.
who also was with the U. S. Navy; Bos, 128; Roger Woltman, 113 and
Texas: .
A GALA HOMECOMING was in store for the Rev. and Mrs.
without undu2 loss of meaning.
The conference, an annual afaround the balcony and against the
and Mrs. Beuna Henderson,wife Danny Toyne, 102.
High school literature teachers will walls on the main floor.
John 0. Hagans when they returned to Holland Friday from an
fair, is sponsoredjointly by the
' of Warrant Officer Harold HenderJim H i gh s tr e e t, 79; Jack
find them illuminatingand stimuBox score:
extended trip to the Holy Land,. A large welcoming committee
Totals ....... . 20 14 20 54 U of M Institute of Public Adminson of the U. S. Air Force, at Hendricks, 79; David Marlink, 78;
lating. The common reader, gifted
Kalamazoo Central (M)
istrationand the University ExBenton Harbor (50)
qf Methodist folk greeted the pastor and his wife at Grand
Alexandria,La. There are 12 Jack Alexander, 76; Danny Miller,
with curiosityand some patience,
Ffl FT PF TP Walker, f ... .... 6
2
4
16 tension Service in collaboration
grandchildrenand one great grand- 74; Mary Lou Kay, 68; Bruce
Rapids airport and escorted them to the church where a new
will find in these volumes much to Beelick. f ..... .. 6
4
0
5
12 Goff, f ......
5
7 with the Michigan chapter of th*
child.
Joldersma, 66; Don De Weerd, 54
car awaited them provided on a rental basis. The couple snapped
help him understand the times in Holmes, f ...... .. 3
8
1
14 Reynolds, q ..
5
1
9 Municipal Finance officers from
and David Barkel. 39.
which he lives. — H.B.
14 rolls of color film on their trip and currently are compiling
Brown, c ...... .. 4
3
4
4
12 different Michigan cities will at11 Hensley, g ..
1
/ Michigan has an estimated120
Chumas, g ...
1
1
11 Watson, g ...
2
2
4 tend the conference. '
material
for
several4
appearances
at
local
gatherings.
Rev.
wood products mills, other than
Niagara Falls’ giant hydroLake Gogebic is the largest In- Brownell, g ...
2
3
1 Marler. g ...
0
0
0
Hagans commented on the Jordan Palestine situationat his first
sawmills, which produce veneer, electricplants account for nearly
land body of water In Michigan’s La Duke, g ....
0
5
2 Peapples, f ..
0
1
2
The annual crop loss for toshingles, excelsior,and rustic pro- half of the total water power capasermon Sunday morning before an overflow crowd.
upper peninsula, covering 23 Freidman, c ..
0
0 Dunbar, g
1
.
0
0
0 bacco in the United States is ap.
ducts from raw forest timber.
city of New York state
(Penna-Sas photo)
(square miles.
Lake, f .......
0, 0
0 Totals ........
16
15. 50 proximately 396 million pounds.
’
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Students

to 'Compete

have been chosen

Carl Schroeder Speaks

Couples Hear Talk

Honors Shirley Evink

At Local Duties Club

On

Biblical Lands

Carl Schroeder was guest speakTrinityChurch Couples Club met
er
at a meeting of the Duettes Monday evening in the church
honoring Miss Shirley Evink,
Club at First Reformed Church lounge.
April bride - elect of J u n l or Monday evening. He told about his Leading devotions was Mrs. Ted
Plasman, was given Tuesday assignmentas missionary to For- Boeve. Special music was provided
night at the Grange hall in Zee- mosa. Mr. and Mrs. Schroeder by the TrinityMen’s Chorus, singland by Mrs. William Oonk and will leave in September to begin ing "Nothing But Leaves," *T Will
Mrs. Peter Evink.
Pilot Thee,” and "There is a New
their missionary work there.
Games were played and dupli- Devotions were in charge of Wil- Name in Glory." Chorus director
cate prizes awarded. Refreshments liam Fortney who read scripture is Frank Van Ry.
were served. Forty - two guests and Ronald Fortney who offered Dr. Minard Stegenga spoke on
the subject "Bible Lands Confirm
were present Including aunts, prayer.
uncles and cousins of the bride.
At a brief business meting con- Bible Stories." A short business
ducted by Mrs. Ronald Colton meeting was followed by refreshplans were made to begin a Sun- ments, served from a table deday morning nursery sometime af- corated in the St. Patrick’s Day
April Bride-Elect

to

represent Holland High School In
the district contest to be held In
Third Reformed Church Tuesday,
March 37, as the result of forensic
contests held at the school the*
At
past week. Schools participating
will be Muskegon, Muskegon
Grace Episcopal Church will beHeights and Holland.
Thirty speakers, 10 from each gin the observanceof Holy Welk
school and winners in earlier with three services Palm Sunday:
i ( school contests, will be seeking the Holy Eucharist at 7:30 a.m.;
wins in the local meet. A Michigan Family Eucharist followed by
forensic key will be given to each breakfast and church school classof the 30 contestants who repre- es at 9 a.m.; and Morning Prayer,
sent his school and a Webster’s Ante-Communioiiand sermon by
Collegiate dictionary, embossed the rector, the Very Rev. William
with the recipientsname, will be C. Warner, at 11 a.m.
awarded to each first place winThe choir, under the directionof
ner in declamation,, extempore Mrs. Beatrice L. Kuite, will sing
speaking, original oratory, dramat- the choral service with Scott’s
ic reading and humorous reading "Ride On, Ride On" at the offerby the Detroit News and the toly. The organ prelude will inMichigan rfigh School forensic as- clude "Vexilla Regis" Gregorian,
sociation. Each winner also will be and Karg-Elert’s "Benedlctus qui
entitledto enter the regional con- venit.” Palm branches will be
test to be held in April. .
blessed at the first Eucharist and
The district meeting will begin will be distributedat all services.
at 9:30 a.m. Tuesday and continue The rector will be assisted at all

HolyWeekSet
Grace

1956

Mitcellaneotu Shower

A

In District Forensics
Students

22,

(M

miscellaneous bridal shower

motif.

ter Easter.

Feted at Shower

In charge of refreshments were
Fortney,
Mr. and Mrs. William Fortney and Mr. and Mrs. Herman Slager and
A miscellaneous bridal shower Mr. and Mrs. Norman Veldhuis ^Ir .and Mrs. Dale Brower.
honoring Miss Marjorie Pott, April were in charge of refreshments.
bride-elect of Alvin Heerspink,

Mr. and Mrs. Ronald

Saddle

Gab Members

was given Thursday night by the
Hear Montana Rancher
Misses Theressa and Marian Heer- Johannes Smith Dies
spink at their home, 424 Pine Ave. At Tht Age of 90
Holland Western Saddle Club*
The honored guest receiveda
members met at the home of Dean
bride’s colonial bouquet of pink
Johannes Smith died Tuesday D. Miller last week. Guest speaker
carnation! and white daisies with afternoon at the home of his aon, for the evening was M. Lucki of
ribbon streamers to which were Marvin, route 3, Holland. He was Montana, who showed films of trail
attached notes telling where her 90 years old.
rides that he conducts in the moungifts were hidden. Duplicate prizes
Mr. Smith was the oldest living tains near his ranch. A discussion
for games were won by Mrs. member of Second Reformed period followed.
Clarence Sterenberg,Mrs. Baldwin Church. He died on the farm where
Plans for having a trail ride on
De Korne, Mrs. Dan Blok and he was tcm. The farm has been April 6 were discussed by the'
throughout the day with Dr. Albert services by the acolytes of St
Mrs. Merle Grevcngoed.
owned by the Smith family for 109 group, and it was decided the next
* Becker, Dr. John Pruis and Miss Vincent’s Guild.
DOWN UNDER — Rep. Gerald R, Ford, Jr., Fischer of Texas, handle the wheel. Wondering
Invited guests were the Mes- years.
Clara Bush of Western Michigan
meeting will be held Mar. 26 at
The Holy Eucharist will be celealong with Ford are, left to right: Admiral H.
(left), recently had a chance to inspect the first
dnmes John Grevengocd,Clarence
Survivingbesides the son are the home of Rosemarie Brink,
College serving as judges.
brated at 10 a.m. Monday, Tuesatomic-powered submarine, the Nautilus, in
R. Rickover, who spearheadeddevelopment of
Sterenberg, Don Grevcngoed, Bald- three grandchildren and two great
In the local high school contests day, Wednesday and Thursday in
route L The public is invited to the
the Nautilus, and Reps. Jack Brooks of Texas,
win De Korne. Paul' Grevcngoed, grandchildren. His wife, the forJune Veldheer and Kay Keane Holy Week, with an additional action. Above, Ford watches somewhat appremeeting.
Frank
Osmers
of New Jersey an^ William Bray
Peter
Grevcngoed,
Harris
Timhensively
as
two
of
his
congressional
colleagues,
mrt* Christina Boone, died many
were judged winners for humorous EucharistWednesday at 7 p.m
of
(Official Navy photo)
mer, Dan Blok, Dale Grevengocd, years ago.
Reps. Leroy Johnson of California and O. C.
reading. Other contestants were The last parish supper of the LenClarenceGrevengocd,Merle GreFuneral services will
held
Eileen Streur and Rochelle ten season, followed by film and
vengoed, Marvin Albers, William Friday at 2 p.m. at Baron Funeral
De Vries. In the dramaticreading devotions, will be at 6:30 p.m
Pott, Clarence Pott, Don Heers- Home. Rev. Harold L England
finals Carol Nieusma and Kay Ten
Thursday.
pink and Albert Heerspink.
A ladies trio from the Hudso>
will officiate. Burial will be in
Brink were chosen. Also competing
There will be three servicesGood
Also the Misses Sena Greven- Zeeland Cemetery.
ville
BaptistChurch sang two numwere Barbara Becker, Jane Penna, Friday: the Ante-Communion at 9
Admitted to H o 1 a n d Hospital
goed, Jeanette Veltman, Frances Friends may meet the family at
Ruth Van
and Marianne a.m.; the Three Hours devotions
bers at the Sunday evening servMonday were William Roberts, 49
Pott and Eleanor Grevengocd.
the funeral home tonight and
Wolters. Le Vern Stillwell directed
ice.
from 12 noon to 3 p.m.! and Re- East 16th St.; Mrs. Mary Huff,
Thursday evenings.
the humorous and dramatic readquiem Evensong at 7:30 p.m. At 549 Hiawatha Dr.; Mrs. Edward
The annual dpy of prayer for
An intimate glimpse into the in- Making her second appearance
ers.
the evening service the choir, un- Van Huis, 592 Maple Ave.; Louise
Pan
American
Club
crops
and Industrywas l^eld at the
before
the
Woman’s
Literary
Club
Ann H e r f s t and Bruce Van der Mrs. Kuite’s direction, will
Wiley, 235 East Ninth St.; Mrs. teresting incidents behind t h e
Garden Club Chairmen
In six years, Bernice Clifton and
Leeuwen were judged winners in sing Mozart’s "Ave Verum" at the
local
church
Wednesday evening.
Walter Scheibach, 629 Pinecrest scenes in politicswas given by her Seeing Eye dog Karla scored Has Annual Carnival
the oratoricaldeclamationcontest
The dedicationof the new church
Meet
at Jencks Home
offertory. Orgon prelude and post- Dr.; Mrs. Encarnacion Rios, 175 Mrs. A. Hubbel Loomis, active in
a hit Tuesday afternoon in their
. and will enter the district event.
was held last week Wednesday evePan American Club of Holland
lude will be "He Was Crucified West Eighth St.
politics for 18 years, at a meeting presentation,"Me and My Shad- High School presentedtheir anJames Boyd was runnerup. Others
Executive chairmen and section nihg. The program was as folfor Us” and '"The Strife is O’er”
DischargedMonday were Ralph
ow.”
taking part were Mary Bosch,
nual carnival Monday in the high chairmen of the Holland Garden lows: Prelude, Mrs. Elmer
by Palestrina,and Stainer’s"Pro- Gunn, 40 North 120th Ave.; Mrs. of the Public Affairs group of the
Miss Clifton, accompaniedby her school gym.
Jack Hamelink, Jerry Hamelink
Club met Tuesday morning for cof- Vruggink; hymn, congregation;
cessional to Calvary."
Harm
J. Knoll, 817 136th Ave.; Woman’s Literary Club at 1 p.m.
handsome German Shepherd dog,
’ and Linda Raven. In originaloraSince this is Dutch Treat Week fee at the home of Mrs. J. D. Invocation, Rev. G. A. Aalberts;
Mrs. Karl Goassen, 180 West 18th Tuesday.
tory Mary Ellen Steketee and Ronfirst of all erased a common mis- at the school,general theme of the Jencks, club president.
greetings from former pastors and
St.; Ervin Laarman, route 2; Mrs.
"Politicsis not a dirty word
ald Chandler were chosen as winconception that it is far worse to carnival was in accord with the
Plans
for the 11th annual Tulip pastors’ widows; scripture, Rev.
Donald
Klokkert
and
baby,
390
ners. Virginia Top and Roger Women Accountants
it actually is the science of good have had sight and turned blind week's theme "Gals pay, guys say Time Flower Show were discussed. Joseph Esther, missionary to
Fourth Ave.; Mrs. Willis ZwagerKleinheksel also competed.
than never to have had sight. "This it's like seventh heaven."
The show, to be held May 16 Chinese in the Philippine Islands;
Hear Local Attorney
man, Jr., and baby, 388 West 18th government, and a fine field of
Keith Van Hoff and Fred
is completely false,”according to
General chairman for the event through 19 is called A Salute to prayer, Rev. John La* H u 1 s,
St; Mrs. Donald B. Breuker and endeavor,” she said. "No woman
Protsman were selected to repre- The Holland Chapter of the
the speaker who lost her sight in was Dawn Poppen. Advisors were the Americas and will be held in pastor Allegan Bible Church; anbaby, route 4; Harold Amick and can escape politics.When she takes
sent the school in the extempore American Society of Women Acan accident 18 years ago. "I am so Miss Gladys Wiskamp and Mrs. the Armory.
them, choir; presentation of keys,
baby, 868 144th Ave.
division.Others entered were countants held their monthly dinClaus Zwyghulzen; act of dedicathe milk in early in the morning, thankful that I have had my sight Margaret Lashua.
Schedules
for
the
show
have
been
Admitted Tuesday were Judy
Helene Bosch, Kenneth B r i n k, ner meeting Tuesday evening in
and had had years of travel. HavIn charge of booths were Shirley mailed to membera. Non-members tion from the Liturgy of Reformed
Harkema, 253 East 10th St.; Joseph she probably doesn’t realize it but
Willard Connor, Karen Damson, the Centennial Room of the Warm
ing had mv sight is a priceless Beckman and Ardith Gcbben, cot- may receive copies at the Qtam Church, Rev. Aalberts; greetings
there
are
12
milk
bills
pending
in
H. Wilson, 333 Howard Ave.;
Charles Lem men, George Steg- Friend Tavern.
treasure which aids memory and ton candy; Bill Harms, Joan Van- ber of Commerce office.
from Zeeland das sis, Rev. Norman
Henry Marlink, 454 West 21st St; Lansing at the moment. When she
gerda and William Stryker.
den Brink and Sandra Johnson, Attending the Tuesday meeting Van Heukelum, pastor of Hamilton
Miss Anna Beukema introduced Mrs. Robert Van Dyke, 285 East gets the bread, she probably does imagination.”
Miss Ruby Calvert directed the the speaker, Gerald Van Wyke, loShe spoke of her rebellion and cake walk; Marilyn Prince, Caro- were Mrs. Kenneth O’Meara,Mrs Reformed Church; song, men’s
not know there are 37 bills on
oratoricaldeclamation, original cal attorney, who spoke on bank- 13th St.; Mrs. HenriettaSchierbad temper in the early stages lyn Van Dyke, Carol Stryker and Arthur T a z e 1 a a r, Mrs. F.
chorus; offertoryprayer, Rev.,
beek, 1641 South Shore Dr.; Henry bread in Lansing and Washington.
oratory and extempore groups.
ruptciesand receiverships.He told Baker, Sr., route 4.
And when her children get on the before adjustment, but said mis- Doreen Lemmcn, hat salon; Jerry Stanton, Mrs. E. P. Schneider, Aalberts; offertory solo, J oh ri
Faculty members served as of the origin and history of the
fortune can be a blessing in dis- Hamelink and Jim Weener, movies;
Mrs. Don Burrows, Mrs. B. F. Vander Wal; sermon of dedication,
DischargedTuesday were Mrs. school bus, she’s really in an area
judges for the local contests.They bankruptcy law and also explained
guise and it was not until she re- Jane Hohmann, Barbara Kroeze
Rev. Fred Llghtberg,pastor
Perkins, Mrs. Herbert Smith, Mrs
Elmer
Pyle
and
baby,
route
1, of lively controversialpolitics. And
included Mrs. William Gargano, that bankruptcycan be either volalized that she was standingin and Barbara Ditmer, refreshments.
come
income
tax
time
April
15,
Holmes Linn, Mrs. Sidney Faith Reformed Church of MuskeZeeland; Mrs. GerrittBoogerd and
the Misses Ruth Blekkink, Harriet untary or involuntary and can apher own way that she made the
Joyce Disbrow, Barbara Burns Tiesenga, Mrs. Earl Wright, Mrs. gon; closing hymn, congregation;
\)aby, 125 East 22nd St.; Mrs. John everybodyis in politics.” she said.
Mulder, Fern Snyder, Marian ply to an individual, a partnership
and Marcia Bouws, floor show; James Lugers and Mrs. William benediction, Rev. Aalberts and
Mrs. Loomis has attended three adjustment.
Koning and baby, 328 Third Ave.;
Shackson, Gladys Wiskamp and
The fear of blindness is far Dave Linn, basketball throw; Lalley.
postlude, Mrs. Elmer Vruggink.
or a corporation.A company can Mrs. Alexander Karay and baby, national conventions and her most
Ruby Calvert and Clifford Marcus, operate under a receivershipafter
worse than blindnessitself,and in- Verna Grotenhuis and Gloria Van
A social time was held with re526 East Lincoln Ave., Zeeland; impprtant assignmentcame when
Robert Chard, Austin Buchanan it has been declared bankrupt, he
genuity and imagination can cir- Huis, penny tass; Shirley Van Eyk,
freshments served.
she
was
designated
official
hostess
Mrs. Mary Huff, 549 Hiawatha Dr.;
and Le Vern Stillwell. Also assist- explained.
cumvent the inconveniencesof pinata swing; Roger Potter and
Thursday evening the service of
Cheryl Lee Oosterbaan, 276 Wash- for the Eisenhower campaign train
Gray
Ladies
Sponsor
ing as judge was M e r w i n Van
Community Fellowshipwas held.
Miss Minnie Haan, president, ington Ave.; Mrs. Harold Kuite, which traveled 52,000 miles in blindness."she said. She felt there Maurice Vander Haar, dart hurl;
Doornik, Hope College student.
Rev. Aalberts presided. John
presided at the business meeting 509 Howard Ave. ; Mrs. Frank weeks hitting 45 states. She des- was nothing unusual in the fact Ben Young. Roger Chandler and St. Patrick’s Party
Vander Wal was pianist. The proand welcomed Miss Rosemary Raab, Jr., 353 West 17th St.; Mrs. cribed her duties as those of a that she maintains her own apart- Barbara Ditmer, photography;
Gray Ladies from Holland gave gram opened with a prelude by
Callan as a new member of the Miner Wakeman, route 1, Hamil- glorifiedchore girl who greeted ment, does her own qpoking and Bettie Lieuwen, telegrams; Heide
Foar-Year-OliBrandsen
Bekuis and Dawn Poppen baseball a party for 95 patients in War 11 Mr. Vander Wal followed by a
local chapter. For the benefit of ton; Mrs. Angelo Kavathas,63 dignitariesand VIP's nine to 15 selects her own clothes.
She paid tribute to an under- throw; Barbara Emmick and Mary at Fort Custer Veteran's Adminis- hymn, congregation; invocation,
Twins Honored at Party
new members, Miss Haan present- West Ninth St.; Mrs. Cameron times a day. She said the most
ed a brief history of ASWA. The Cranmer,32^Pine Ave.; Bruce Ter common questionwas not "Where's standing mother who helped her to Ann Cummerford. king and queen. tration Hospital in Battle Creek Rev. John Vander May, HudsonLinda and Larry Brandsen, twins
The carnival was climaxed by Saturdayafternoon. %
ville Reformed, Church; greetings
society was organized to increase Haar, route* 2; Julian Brouwer, Ike?” but "Where’s Mamie?” She help herself and to keep from goof Mr. and Mrs. Preston Brandsen,
the crowning of Jo Elhart and Jim
In anticipattion of the party, the from Rev. Robert Murfin, Hudsoning
mentally
blind.
She
contends
interest in and opportunities for 2425 Lakewood Blvd.
Judy described "General” Eisenhower
were honored at a party Monday
women in the accountingprofes- Harkema, 253 East 10th St.
as a very human, very friendly mental blindnessis a greater hand- Moes as king and queen of the patients had decorated the hospital ville Baptist Church and Rev.'
morning, the occasion being their
recreationroom in a St. Patrick’s Vander May; prayer, Rev.
sion. It was organized in May, 1938
and perhaps the most genuinely icap than physical blindness, and affair.
fourtlr birthday anniversary. Lunch
Day theme. Flowers on the refresh- Herman Maasen, North Blendon*
she
has
met
too
may
persons
and membership totaled 2,205 in
religious person she ever met. "He
was served by Mrs. Brandsen at
ment table were donated by the Reformed Church: anthem, HudMr. and Mrs. Terpsma
July of 1955.
was easy to work for, but if you with 20-20 vision who are mental- Dr. De Valois Speaki
a table decorated with balloons.
hospital green houses. Dancing and sonville male chorus; scripture,
ly blind.
It was announced that the Pubmade a mistake YOU corrected it,”
Games were played and prizes lic Relations dinner will be held on Feted on Anniversary
indoor games were enjoyed.
Rev. Lawrence B o r s t, Oakdale
She spoke of the necessity of To Friendship Circle
she said. She said two religious
awarded.
Holland Gray Ladies included the Reformed Church, Grand Rapids;
self discipline."After I became
April 10 and the fourth annual allA surpriseanniversary party hon- services were held on the train
Movie cartoons were shown and
Members of the Friendship Mis- Mesdames Marjorie Bell, Julius sermon, Rev. Borst; offertory
Michigan Day Conference will be oring Mr. and Mrs. Frank Terps- every Sunday, and the general al- blind, I just couldn't clutter my
motion pictures were taken of the
sion Circle of Beechwood Reform- Karsten, leona Kellogg and Wil- prayer, .Rev. Aalberts; offertory
held April 28 at the DetroitYacht ma route 2, on their 15th anni- ways insisted that the train stop mind with non-essentials,” she
group.
ed Church gathered in the society liam Vcnhuizen.
solo, Joseph Dalman; greetings,
said.
Club at Belle Isle.
versary was held Friday night. so that the Catholicsamong the 110
Invited were Janie and Johnny
Rev. Henry Bajema, Hudsonvllle
Miss Clifton devoted much of her room of the church Tuesday for
newsmen
and
other
staffers
could
The party was given by Mr. and
Slagh, Billy Voss, Mark Van Liere,
a regular meeting which featured
Immanuel Christian Reformed
talk
to
her
dog
Karla.
The
Karla
attend mass.
Mrs. William Bosma, route 5.
Mary and Julie Plasman, Linda
Dr. Bernadine De Valois as speak- Two Cars Damaged
Church; Rev. Thomas Warke,
Mrs.
Loomis
said
she
wore
a who accompanied her to the poMiss
E.
Geerling
Gifts
were
presented
to
the
honJacobusse,Freddy Walters, Jodi
dium is the second Karla Miss er. She showed slides of mission- John KOrtman,of 592 Graafschap Hudsonvllle Congregational
pedometer
and
walked
an
average
ored couple. Games were played
Vander West, Vicki and Stevie Feted at Shower
Cliftonhas had, and the dog was ary work in India.
Rd., received a ticket for failure Church; s e r m o n, Rev. Henry
and prizes awarded to Louis Terps- of 14 miles a day through the halfJohn, Kerry and Debbie Slikkers,
Mrs. Clifford Plakke conducted to have car under controlafter his Flkse, Reformed Church, London,
described as fully as loyal and efmile
long
train.
One
busy
day,
she
Eileen Schierbeck and Janice BorgMiss Eleanor Geerling,bride- ma, Mrs. Lee Terpsma, Frank
Ontario, Canada; hymn, congregaficient as the first Karla, but devotions and special music was car crashed into the rear of
walked 26 miles.
man.
elect of Carrow Lee Kleinheksel, Terpsma, Mrs. Luella Kammeraad,
where
as
the
first Karla was a dig- providedby Miss Betty Brouwer parked car in front of 60 West 17th tion; prayer and benediction,Rev.
With television becoming increasJanice also celebrated her fourth was guest of honor at a shower Mrs. Alice Brewer, Mrs. Jen Bosingly important in the political nified lady, the second Karla is a and Linda Den Bleyker. The spiri- St. at 11:50 a.m. Friday. Dorothy Fikse and postlude. John Vander
birthday anniversary Monday.
held Wednesday evening at the ma and William Bosma.
tual life topic. "Inking Unto Busscher,of 435 North Division Wal. Inspectionof the buildingwas
lovable scamp.
field, Mrs. Loomis contends that
home of Mrs. Victor Kleinheksel, Wanda Bosma played organ soThe first Karla who accompanied Jesus,” was presented by Mrs. was the driver of the parked car followed by refreshments.
the
person
at
home
often
knows
las and organ and piano duets
107 East 30th St.
Mrs. Allie Newenhouse and Mr.
Miss Clifton on her first visit to Kenneth Oosterbaan.Mrs. Elton Two passengers, Dena Luidens, of
Book Review Given
Games were played and dupli- were given by Wanda and Delores more than the delegateson a Holland died 3!a years ago at the Van Pernis, president, conducted 60 West 17th St., and Richard and Mrs. Lloyd Kunzi were among
crowded
convention floor.
Bosma.
A
two
course
lunch
was
cate prizes awarded.A two-course
At CPH Circle Meet
She dispelled the "smoke filled age of 15 years and 10 months, the business session and Mrs. Le- Dusselje. 2, received bruises.The the relatives from here who attendserved by Mrs. . Evelyn Bosma,
lunch was served by the hostess.
and she had outlived all other See- roy Brookhouse closed with prayer. Kortman car was damaged to the ed the funeral service for Mrs.
Guests included the Mesdames Mrs. Luella Kammeraad, Wanda, room” idea behind the scenes. ing Eye dogs. This advanced age
Th story of how a young woman
Hostesses were the Mesdames extent of $350 and the Busscher car Anna Fischer last Saturday after"People
have
no
time
for
drinking
faced the challenges of life while Henry Geerling, Julius Kleinhek- Delores and Betty Bosman.
was
the equivalentof 112 years in Harvey Becksfort, Harold Borg- $175. Firemen were called to wash noon at the Yntema Funeral IL.ne
Invitedgusts were Mr. and Mrs. and carousing,and there’ssurprisspending 21 years in a tuberculo- sel, Stanley Wolters, Bertha Mattiman. FranklinDe Vries, Morris down gasoline which had spilled in Zeeland.
the human span.
ingly little smoking,” she said. She
sis sanitariumwas told by Mrs. son, Peter Van De I^une, Dale Herm Brewer, Mr. and Mrs. Louis
onto the street.
Rev. and Mrs. Fred Lightenberg
Miss Cliftongave a touching ac- Buhrcr and Bernard Van Oort.
Walter Hocksema at a regular Kruithof and J. Harvey Kleinhek- Terpsma, Mr. and Mrs. Phil Kam- said at one convention,a vice pre- count of Karla’s funeral in the aniand Jackie of Muskegon were supmeeting of Christian Psychopathic sel, Miss Karel-MariKleinheksel meraad, Mr. and Mrs. Garry Over- sidential candidate was Chosen mal cemetery at Hinsdale,111.
The horse has the largest eyes per guests last week Wednesday
Only about three i>er cent of
way, Mr. and Mrs. henry Bosma, over cantaloupe and black coffee
Hospital Circle No. 10 Monday eve- and the guest of honor.
Since then, she said 10,000 persons Egypt’s 380, (XX) square miles of of any land animal, except tjie at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Nick
ning in Maple Avenue Christian Unable to attend were the Mes- Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Bosma, Mr. at 6 a.m. after an all-night session. have visited Karla's grave from territoryis cultivated.
elephant.
Vander Wal and Lester.
dames Ivan Wolters, George and Mrs. Jake Bosma, Mr. and Mrs. Loomis urged all women to
Reformed Church.
all over the United States,Mexico
Mrs. William Bosma, Wanda. De- become not only interestedbut acIn reviewing the book, "I Wish Plakke and Robert Wiley. ».
and Canada, a tribute to a wonlores and Betty Bosma and the tive in politics. The best way, she
I Might” Mrs. Hoeksema assumed
derful life of service to a blind persaid,
is
join
a
political
club
guests of honor.
the role of the author, Isabelle
either party. "The votes are on son.
Smith, and in an interestingman- Canning Bee Is Held
She described the work of the
ner told of the life of the author
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Steketee that level, and they're the imporAt Beechwood School
Seeing
Eye Institute at Morriswho at 18 was forced to curtail
and son, Craig, 824 South Shore tant thing,” she said.
Mrs.
A.
C.
Yost,
chairman
of town, N. J., the only Seeing Eye
her studies as a nurse and enter
Dr.,
have
returned
from
a
threeA total of 156 quarts of fruit was
school in the country, although
the sanitarium.
processed at an apple sauce can- week vacation in Daytona Beach, the Public Affairs committee,prethere are other organizationstrainTwo numbers were sung by Mrs. ning bee held Wednesday at the Fla.
sided.
ing lead dogs. She said the value
Ed Ribbens, Mrs. Gerald Hop and Beechwood School. This fruit will
and training of each dog is listed
Mrs. D. Zoerhof, members of Six- be used in the hot lunch program
a*. $1,200, but it costs the blind
teenth Street Church, accompanied
which is being carried on at both
person only $150 and thereafteris
by Mrs. D. Vander Mecr, piano the Lakewood Blvd. and Howard
replaced for only $50. Ordinarily,
accompanistfor CPH.
Ave. Schools.
training takes a full month, but in
At the business meeting in Mothers who volunteeredtheir
the case of the second Karla it
charge of Mrs. D Zwier, president,
help were the Mesdames Henry
who also conducted devotions, it Laarman, Don Elenbaas, Ed Van
was strictly a case of love at first
•4:
was announced that Dick Zwlep Oosterhout, Jack Nichols, Nelson
sight, and it took only two weeks
will be at the next meeting to show
and this allowed for an illness.
Hoffman, Anthony Kibby. Ross
pictures pf his trip to the NetherSix days later, Karla n made her
Hamlin, A1 Schuiling,Don Dekker,
landg.
first appearance on the lecture
Robert Meyer, Horace Borgman,

Indiana.
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Observe 55th Anniversary Today

Since its organizationin 1952 the
Hans Knutson, Ben Farobe, John
local circle has contributed about
Kool and Dennis Roelofs.
$10,000t nuehtoemhs erso bm
$10,000to the nurses home at Pine
Rest in Cutlerville. Paying of this Hope Church Group
project was assumed by the 13

m

CPH

Circles and approximatelyHas Fellowship Night

platform.
Miss Clifton urged mothers to
bring up their children to do their
own thinking and make their own
decisions."Too many children are
smothered instead of mothered,
she said. "It’s more important to
teach the children how to think
than what to think."
Mrs. Alvin J. Bos presided at
the meeting.

$96,000 remains to be paid of a
Mr. and Mrs. Club of Hope
tootal cost of $296,000.The local
society has about 100 regular mem- Church held a fellowshipnight Fribers, and 500 assoqiate. members. day at the Fish and Game clubLunch was provided by a group rooms. Food chairmen for the event
from Sixth Reformed church in- were Mr. and Mrs. John Workman,
Robert Hall was elected Exalted
cluding the Mesdames Burt Schol- assisted by Mr. and Mrs. James
Ruler of Holland B.P.O. Elks No.
ten, chairman,Ben Ter Taar, A. Brooks and Mr. and Mrs. Ed Boer.
1315 at a regular meeting Tuesday
The club will hold a potluck
Slager, L. Fought, L. Dalman, B.
evenihg.Others elected were
Kortering, L. Maatman . and R. supper Friday at 7 p.m., followed
Herman De Vries, Leading Knight;
at 8 p.m. by a discussion on the
Newhouse.
Joe Wolf, Loyal Knight; Delwyn
book "In His Steps" by Charles
Mr. ond Mrs. George Volkema
Van Tongeren, Lecturing Knight;
Word has been received here of M. Sheldon. All church members Observing their 55th wedding an- children.
An open house for relativesand Leslie McCarthy, secretary; Dick
the birth of a son, Donald Paul, are invited to join in the discus- niversary today are Mr. and Mrs.
Jr., on March 17 to Mr. and Mrs. sion, which will be led by Mrs George Volkema. The couple was friendswill be held at their home, Volkers, treasurer,Riekes Mulder,
1687 Ottawa Beach Rd., on Satur- Tiler and Bastian Bouman, TrustDonald P. Jalving of 434 Alvarado John De Haan, Mrs. Leonard married March. 22, 1901.
They have nine children, 28 day, March 24 from 2 to 4 and 7 ee. Kenneth Dykstra presided at
St., Redlands, Calif. The Jalvings Swartz, Russell De Vette and Dr.
I Vernon Boersma.
the meeting.
I grandchildren and 15 great grandto 9 p.m.
formerly resided in Holland.

WATER BALLET —

Susan Clark, daughter of
Dr. and Mrs. N. H. Clark of Waukazoo participated in the water ballet at Ferry Hall in Lake
Forest, 111., recently.Theme of this year’f performance was "Aquatic Holidays"in which Susan,
a member of the Swim Club, appearedin three

numbers.On March 11 the Swim Club held the
annual dinner with Miss Elinor Ayers, their
sponsor, as guest of honor. Dr. and Mrs. Clark
attended the weekend events. In the pl\oto, Susan
is at the top, left
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Juniors Give PJoy at

IfEA Director Speaks

Youth Drops Dead

Zeeland

At Teachers9 Meeting
Maurice Carmany, directorof
public relations of the Michigan

In

Education Association addressed
members of the South Ottawa
Teachers'Club Wednesday eve-

Zeeland School

ZEELAND

niqg at Federal School.
Speaking on the fearmarks of
education, Mr. Carmany said that
wealth alone doesn’t guaranteea
good school 'piere must be a

(Special)Laverne

Busscher, 16-year-old student at
Zeeland High School, dropped dead

presumably of a heart attack

Vriesland

at

William Jellema, to whom the
group of students setting up chairs Vriesland Reformed Church has
extended a call to become its pasin the school assembly room.
tor, conducted the serviceson SunThe youth, son of Mr. and Mrs, day, March 11. Mr. Jellema reRaymond Busscher of Overisel, cently returned from Scotland
was known to have a heart condi- where he has been studying A
tion but had ajusted well to school special offering was taken for C.
E. Unified Finance at the mornroutine.
year ago he spent
ing service. A girls' trio of Oakalmost two months in a Grand land, also a pianist furnished speRapids Hospital. Physicians had cial music at the evening service.
sought to save a leg which finally
The monthly consistory meeting
had to amputated because of a was held at 8 p.m. on Monday evebiood clot.
' When the youth collapsed on the ning.
The Golden Chain skating party
assembly room floor, personnel
was held at 7:30 p.m. on Monday
sent a hurried call to Dr. John H.
Yff in the hospital across the at Zeeland Coliseum.
Zeeland Classismet at the Jamesstreet. By the time the physician
town Reformed Church on Tuesarrivedthe youth was dead. School
day. Elder Jacob Morren and
Supt. Julius Schipper called the
parents immediately. Dr. G. J. Deacon Harris Schipper were deleKemme of Drenthe was called in gates.
The annual prayer service for
as medical examiner. Young Busscher came to Zeeland crops and industry was held on
High School in the ninth grade Wednesday. The Rev. Henry Molafter previous schooling at the lema of Holland*had charge of the
Copeland school, Overisel township service.The specialoffering taken
No. 3. He attended Overisel Re- was for the Children's Retreat in
10:15 a.m. Friday while assisting a

desire for good education. He said
that no region has a monopoly on
good or laggard schools. Schools
are better where the staff is active
in community organizations.
The school is a reflection of the
tommunity and the community is
a changing ihing. Mr. Carmany
challengedthe group by saying
that only the things that are beyond us are worth strivingfor. In
conclusion he said that teaching
is like chasing a butterfly—we
chase the butterfly,but must be
careful not to take the powder off
its wings or it will die.
Earl Teague gave the opening

A

formed Church. He was bom Nov.

Cutlerville.

prayer and special music was
provided by three students from

GUARDS UNDERGO INSPECTION—

All, of

Holland’sCo. D was "spit-and-polish”Friday
night for the annual federal inspection by the
Fifth

Army. Mayor Donald

Clark, Inspector

General's Department, Fifth Army, Chicago,
headed the inspecting team. Also on hand, from
Fifth Army, were Lt. Cel. Thomas R. Kelly and
Capt. Bruce M. Hutton. Following a check of all

men

enlisted personnel Major Clark selectedfive

from the unit as presenting the best military
appearance. Left to right are Pfc. Erwin Ter
Haar, Pvt. John Bussis, SP3 Ted Hamstra, Pvt.
Glen Schrotenboer,Pvt. Paul Dykema, Maj.
Clark. Lt. Conrad Boeve, and Capt. Russell
Kempker, commanding officer of the unit.
(Sentinelphoto)

Federal School. Marlene Mouw
played two piano selections
"Whispering, Shifting Sands” and
"MoonlightSonata.” Gloria Drost
and Karen Atman played two ac-

cordion duets, “The American
Eagle March” and "Country Gardens."

Herbert Maatman,

president

conducted the business meeting
Program arrangementswere made

Catechism for the local school
Surviving are the parents, a children will be held on Friday.
"heese Left at Antarctic
by >the Federal Teachers. A social
brother, Russell,a student at Wes- (Lesson 19).
hour followed and refreshments
jood After Some 50 Years were served by the entertaining
A musical program will be given
tern Michigan College in Kala—
Arnold
Mulder
mazoo; two sisters, Eileen, a sen- in the Jamestown Reformed Church
Good cheese can live more than school.
ior at Zeeland High School and ort Friday at 8 p.m.
Someone
who
is both a profesAt
the
very
height
of
Scott’s a half century and still taste good.
The 60th annual Ladies MissionLinda.
An official of the "Operation False Alarm Awakens
ary and Aid Society meeting was sional economist ancy a writer career as a novelist Constable&
Co. failed apd Scott was personally Deepfreeze” exploring the Antarcheld on March 8 at 2 p.m. in the should do a book on the financial
saddled with a debt of 130,000 tic came upon double can of Zeeland in Early Hours
church basement Mrs. George Van adventuresof authors. With propounds
which, in American cheese, manufactured at around
4
Zoeren was chairman. The meeting per research and adequate imaZeeland residents were awakgination it might be made a fas- money at the time, added up to the turn of the century, and found
was opened with the singing of
about 5650,000.The Constable that it "was excellent after all ened between 4 and 5 .m. SaturHoe lieflijk, hoe vol heilgenot", cinating story.
day by a fire alarm which turned
I have been reading the letter- company went through bankruptcy these years."
scripturewas read by Mrs. G. Van
Young people of the Hollandbooks of Sir Walter Scott, the and paid ten percent of its obli- The cheese, made by a Rotter- out to be a false alarm. The sigZoeren, prayer was offeredby Mrs.'
Zeeland area will have an opporvolumes in which he preserved gations. Scott could honorably dam company in 1909 or 1910, was nal came from the Vanden Bosch
J. G. Van Zoeren, history of the
tunity to discuss any problems
the letterswritten to him during have done the same thing because found among the stuff left by feed mills. Since there was no
society was read by Mrs. John
which confront them, at a meeting
his highly successful career. That he was not an active partner in his Antarctic exployer Capt'. Scott of fire, firemen concludedthere was
De Jonge, secretary’sreport was
called "Facing the Problems,”to
adventure in reading caused me to firm, merely a kind of investor. England. The official of the Opera- some mechanical failure in the
read by Mrs. Jacob T. De Witt in
be held Tuesday Evening, March
reread Lockhart’s ‘‘Life of Scott, But he elected to pay in full. He tion Deepfreeze,who had tasted alarm system.
the absence of the secretary,Marie
devoted the rest of his life to
27, at 7:45 p.m. in Third Christian
Holland township firemen were
Ver Hage, treasurer'sreport was usually describedas the second clearing up the debt and he al- the cheese recently wrote to the
Reformed Church in Zeeland.
greatest biography ever written,
Netherlands
Information
Service called out Friday night to fight a
given by Mrs. Henry Roelofs, Mrs.
most literally wrote himself to in New York: "The cheese was fire which threatened to get out
This meeting is designed to give
Edward Tanis, pastor’s wife of the the first of course being Boswell’s death.
the youth of today an opportunity
‘‘Life of Johnson.” If a book
excellentafter all these years. of controlat the township dump on
Faith Reformed Church of Zeeland
When he died five, or six years
to choose the topics to be diswas the speaker of the afternoon. should ever be written about the after the crash, he had reduced One noticeable fact was that it the north shore of Black River.
cussed, by simply submitting their
money transactionsof authors, an
was very dry and tended to
The Rev. Edward Tanis showed
vital personal problems to the
important chapter would have to the debt to 5-1,000 pounds, solely crumble when cut. This did not
slides, an offering was taken, and
by writing books. His life insur- impair the taste which was excel- Car Hits Tree
committee, by mailing them
be devoted to Scott
"It Must Be Told,” was sung. A
GRAND HAVEN (Special) - A
anonymously to 754 Central Ave
The story is familiar to literary ance of 22.000 pounds, reduced the lent.”
trio, Mrs. Fred Nagelkirk, Mrs.
total to 32.000 pounds, The postcar driven by Glen E. Richardson.
scholars and even to some extent
Holland.
Floyd Boss, and Mrs. Stanley Boss
humous rovalitieson his books
20. route 5, Grand Rapids, crashed
Leading these discussionswill be
to the general reading public. It
with Mrs. Sybrandt De Hoop as
into a tree Saturday at the
a panel consistingof various perbears repeating because of the wiped out the debt completely Busy Calendar
pianist furnished the specialmusic.
within a decade after his death
GRAND
HAVEN
(Special) - intersectionof M-50 and 112th St.
sons representing different walks
dramatic size of the sums involvThe Rev. Edward Tanis gave the
Although he did not live to see the
When Circuit Court opens its April and the driver was taken to Burton
of life.
ed.
closing prayer. A social hour was
end, he died satisfied that he had
This meeting is sponsored by the
term on April 3 it faces a busy Heights Osteopathic Hospital in
Scott, during the first third of
Holland-ZeelandYoung Calvinist enjoyed, and refreshmentswere the nineteenthcentury was the saved his honor.
calendar of 48 criminal cases, nine Grand Rapids for treatmentof a
An incidental episode is even civil
served by Mrs. Harold Ter Haar,
cases jury, eight civil cases broken shbulderand lacerations.
League, comprised of Young Peoworld’s most popular novelist. The
more romantic than the story of
Mrs. Sybrandt De Hoop, and Mrs.
ples’ Societiesfrom the Christian
sums he earned with his books this debt of honor. As a youth in non- jury, 33 chancerycases, five The car was a total loss. Sheritf’s
Reformed Churches in this area. Dick Kroodsma.
were so large that they made even his teens Scott had been violently chancery default,and 36 cases in officers were informed the acciMrs. Raymond Leestma spent
dent occurred when the driver fell
It’s prime objective is promoting
kings and queens and millionaires
and hopelessly in love with a girl which no progress has been made
Thursday afternoon with Mrs. R.
asleep.
the spiritualgrowth and welfare
gasp. His output was even larger
for more than a year.
who
rejected
him
and
married
a
P. Leestma.
of the youth in their Churches.
than his royalties;he sometimes nobleman. Scott later married anMrs. Casey Wabeke spent Satuwrote a whole novel in three other woman and raised a family
day with Mr. and Mrs. Mik) Gerard
weeks. And in addition, to writing of boys and girls. At the time of
of Grandville.
more novels than can usually be
M. and Mn. Paul Drooger and crowded into a lifetime, he wrote the crash the girl he had been in
Admitted to Holland Hospital family of Holland were Wednesday a life of Napoleon in nine volu- love with was dead. Her husband.
Wednesday were William Bouman, evening guesta of Mrs. K. Jousma mes, a life of Swift, a commen- Scott's siccessfulrival, came to
his ai<5 to the amount of 2,000
39 East 34th St; John Kruid, 531 and Mr. and Mrs. S. Boersma.
tary on the works of Dryden, more
West 22nd St; Arnold Hassevoort, Heldred De Witt sang in the poetry than many poets ever pounds ($10,000),with which ho
191 Elwill Court; Kenneth Peck, Golden Chain Choir at the Olivet succeed in writing, several series paid off a creditorwho refused to
wait and was threatening to force
274 Rose Ave.; Mrs. Frank Raab, Reformed Church of Grandville on
of politicalpapers, and a vast Scott into bankruptcy. It was not
353 West 17th St.; Mrs. Rayman Sunday evening.
mass of literary criticism. And
Spick, 64 West 23rd St
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Nyhuis for every scrap he was paid royal- a gift — Scott could not have accepted that; the husband became
Discharged Wednesday were Mrs. and family of Kalamazoo were
Scott's creditor, waiting for his
Harris Oppenhuizen and baby, Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. lyBut he became a secret partner money like all the other creditors
12016 East Main, Zeeland; Mrs. Martin D. Wyngarden and family.
in the printing firm of James Bal- whom Scott paid olf in annual
Marvin Essink and baby, route 2,
Mr. and Mrs. John Boersma lantyne, of Edinburgh,which in dividends.
Hamilton; Mrs. Glen Schroten- were recent evening guests at
turn was tangled up with the
The story of Walter Scott'sadboer and baby, 446 Beeline ltd.; the Simon Boersma home.
publishing house of Constable and ventures in finance is as dramatic
Mrs. James Hoover, Hamilton;
Mrs. Martin P. Wyngarden was Co., the most prosperous house of as the plot of any novel he ever
Mrs. Raymond Beltran, 50 East a Friday afternoon caller on Mrs.
its day and Scott’s publisher.
wrote.
Seventh St.; Mrs. Anthony Ueven- John H. Van Welt in Zeeland.
se. 41 East 21st St., Ms. Earl
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Library Adventures

Youth Meeting

—

Set March 27

Cost of ’Every Fomily Has One’
Beyer, Ron Kan 'jan, Mary Schipper. Shirley Ver >ek. Terry Van

Zeeland High School’sJunior
Class play "Every Family Has
One" is being given this week
Wednesday. Thursday and Friday
in the Zeeland High School at 8
p"

The

play,

a

light three - act

comedy of George Batson, is written about two families,the Parkers and the Reardons. Taking part
are Norma Knoll. Marcia Myaard,
Fritz Veldhuis, Carole Hop. Ron

Haitsma,

Ron

Bikins and Judy

Lokers.

The play is directedby Mrs.
Rose Maatman. junior and senior
English teacher, and Brenda Lokers. student director. Committee
chairman include Alan Klingenberg,” business manager; Jackie
Van Dcr Hulst, makeup; Lee
Schutema, stage manager and
sound effects.

Hospital Notes

advertisers

invested record $3,070,000,000

Poll, route 1, Hamilton.
Hospital births include a daugh- Mrs. Lora Kennedy Dies
ter, Susan Kay, born Wednesday
At Hospital at Age 76
to Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Nelson,
Mrs. Lora Belle Kennedy, 76,
3269 Thompson Ave., Muskegon;
a daughter, Mary Ann, bom Wed- died at Holland Hospital Friday
nesday to Mr. and Mrs. Donald morning after being taken there
Breuker, route 4; a daughter, Ruth Thursday evening. She was born in
Joan, bom Wednesday to Mr. and Rochester, Mich., and before her
Mrs. Gerrit Boogerd, 125 East 22nd marriage taught school in IsaSt; a daughter, Debra Lynn, bom bella County. She came to HolWednesday to Mr. and Mrs. James land to make her home with her
daughter, Mrs. Lyman J. Sicard,
Essenburg, route 2, West Olive.
Admitted to Holland Hospital in 1M2. She was a member of
Thursdaywere Benjamin Farmer, First Methodist Church of Shep2033 Jarman, Muskegon; Elmer hard, Mich., where she had served

Van Wieren-Honderd Vows Spoken
last

Vander Kolk, 9 East 21st St.; as a Sunday School teacher for
Cheryl Lee Oosterbaan, 276 Wash- many years. While in Holland she
ington Blvd.; Bruce Ter Haar, attended the First Methodist
route 2; Ervin Laannan, route 2; Church and was a member of the
Kenneth Hill, 573 West 23rd St; 'Ladies Adult Bible Class.
Mrs. Cordelia Plasman, 206 West
Surviving are one son. Dr. E.
13th St.; Mrs. Raymond Pas, 298 Dale Kennedy, of East Lansing;
East 14th St.; Mrs. John Zeerip, one daughter, Mrs. Sicard; two
187 East 35th St; Mrs. Ted Voss, grandchildren and three great
grandchildren;also one brother,
route 5. . Discharged Thursday were Mrs. Judge Walter F. Horn who is proHerman Heerspink, route 2; Ken- bate judge of Isabella County.
neth Hill, 573 West 23rd St.; Marilyn Bareman, 268 North River;
Mrs. Egbert Kars and baby, route Mrs. Van Den Busch Dies
4; Mrs. Jack Steigenga, 97 Lake- At Convalescent Home
wood Blvd.; Mrs. Roelof TelgenMrs. Sophia Van Den Busch,
hof. 136 East 39th St; Marvin

year

in newspapers

because.

&

Nevenzel, route 1, Hamilton;Mrs. 84, died at Mulder’s Convalescent

Jennie Hall, 57 East MbKiniey, Home Friday after an illness
John Brink, route 6; of several years. She was born In
Gordon Hoeksema, 161 East 26th Green Bay, Wis., and came to
Holland in 1910. She was a memSt.
Hospital births include a son, ber of Zion Lutheran Church and
Kenneth Lee, born Thursday to an honorary member of the Ladies
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Hertz, Alice Aid Society. Her husband died in
St., Zeeland; a son, David Jay, 1949.
bom Thursday to Mr. and Mrs. Surviving are a daughter,
Donald Klokkert, 390 Fourth Ave.; Mrs. Watson Lundie of Holland;
a daughter, Elizabeth Ann, born one son, Arthur V. Busch of St.
Thursday to Mr. and Mrs. Alexan- Joseph; seven grandchildren; five
der Karay, 526 Lincoln, Zeeland; great grandchildren; one brother,
a daughter, Kathy Lynn, bom to- John Tielens of Green Bay.
Mr. ond Mrs. Roger V. Von Wieren
day to Mr. and Mrs. Willis Zwa(Prince photo)
german, 388 West 18th St; a son,
loped portrait neckline, a sheer
Marriage
Licenses
The
marriage
of
Miss
Hah
Mae
Johnny Harold, boro today to Mr.
Ottawa County
Honderd, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. nylon tulle yoke and long tapered
and Mrs. Harold Amick, 868 144th
lace sleeves. The full gathered satKenneth
Potgeter, 18, of AllenAve.
Martin Honderd of Byron Center,
in skirt terminated into a long'
dale, and Shirley Correll, 18, of
West Olive; Edward M. Kinkema, and Roger V. Van Wieren, son of train. Her fingertip veil of silk illDave Moran Honored
22, of Grand Haven, and Lynne Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Van Wieren usion was held in place by a lace
of Holland, was solemnized Tues- crown, trimmed with seed pearls..
KALAMAZOO (Special)- Dave Shipman, 19, of Ann Arbor.
day, March 6, at the home of Dr. She carried a white Bible and white
Moran of Holland, senior on the
Kalamazoo College basketball Weather records compiled from William Hendricksen.Dr. HenMrs. Weaver wore a gown of
team, was elected honorary co- all over the world show that in dricksen read the couble ring rites
captaln of the team with Charlie any given minute about 1.800 at 7 p.m. in the presence of Mrs. lavender taffeta and carried
Tucker, another senior. Do tig thunderstormsare in progress Arnold Weaver who was matron bouquet of yellow carnations.
Following a reception for the imof honor and Mr. Weaver who servSteward was named the t e a m' s over the world.
mediate families at American Leed as best man.
most valuable player. The elecThe bride chose a gown of white gion Country Club, the couple left|
tions were announced when the
Baffin Island, largestof the Canteam returned from the NAIA adian Arctic islands, covers 197,- chantilly lace and slipper satin. on a trip to Florida.They will make
It featured a luce bodice with seal- their home in Holland.
tournamentin Kansas City.
009 square miles.
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carnations.

newspapers produce top results!
During last year, advertisersspent more than
$9 billion on all forms of advertising.

The

lion’s share -$3,070,000,000

vested in newspapers.

More

-was

in-

than was placed in

TV, magazines,radio and outdoor combined!
With people buying 56,000,060 copies daily,
the newspaper continues to give the most value

Feb. 10, 1956 show how advertisers invested
their money:
Newspapers ......

$3,070,000,000

Television

....... 1,005,000,000

Magazines

.......

723,500,000

...........

545,000,000

Radio

Outdoor

......... 192,500,000'

received for dollar investment.
Preliminary estimates for 1955, Printers’Ink,
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Use the newspaper to get the best return on
your advertisingdollar.
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